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SUMMARY

Total soil biomass and denitrifying soil biomass are considered to be
important for the process of denitrification in soil. In an existing
model of this process these amounts have been incorporated as
parameters. The reliability of most methods to quantify biomass in
soil is doubtful. From literature simple methods to measure total soil
biomass appear to be the chloroform fumigation method and the
measurement of the ATP content of the soil. For denitrifying soil
biomass the only method mentioned in the literature is an indirect
counting method. Indirect counting methods are known to underestimate
the amounts of biomass. These three methods have been applied to the
same soil that had been used in an experiment to test the
denitrification model. The total biomass determinations yielded more
or less comparable results, about 100 [~gC/g dry soil]. This is a
normal value compared to the literature. The determined amount of
denitrifiers was 0.049 [~gC/g dry soil]. Compared to the total soil
biomass this seemed extremely low. All three methods seem to be
applicable in denitrification experiments. The ATP measurement and the
most probable number method for denitrifiers may also be applied as
relative determinations.
Of the existing denitrification model the description of the growth
rate and of the electron acceptor consumption rates was reconsidered.
Because the derivation of the equations used seemed not completely
two alternative models were suggested. Also the
correct
parametrisation was changed. Further, some suggestions were made to
make the description of maintenance and mortality more consistent.
Comparing the new model(s), using the newly obtained biomass amounts,
with the test experiment showed better agreement than the old model.
The differences that still existed are probably due to a too low
estimate of the initial amount of denitrifiers and too high estimate
of the relative growth rate of the denitrifiers.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION.

1.1 DEFINITION OF DENITRIFICATION.
Denitrification is the dissimilatory reduction of mineral nitrogen
compounds by bacteria by which energy is gained. The process takes
place under low oxygen conditions. The general reaction is:
nitrate --> nitrite --> (nitric oxide)--> nitrous oxide --> dinitrogen
The status of nitric oxide in this reaction is uncertain. It may be an
intermediate, but it never reaches high concentrations, thus I shall
not further discuss it.
In general the process is only called denitrification if nitrous oxide
or dinitrogen is produced (Stanier et al. 1986). This is because only
these compounds are gases and lead directly to nitrogen loss from the
soil. It is thus a definition from the viewpoint of the nutrient
availability. From the viewpoint of the microorganisms, however, there
is no principal difference between the first and the two following
reactions. The oxygen atoms liberated are linked to reduction
equivalents from dissimilated carbon compounds and ATP is produced.
The denitrifying bacteria are very diverse physiologically. The main
group, however, uses under aerobic circumstances molecular oxygen to
dissimilate carbon compounds. Under anaerobic circumstances these
organisms use the above nitrogen compounds instead of oxygen. If
neither oxygen nor any reducible nitrogen compound is available, these
organisms cannot grow.

1.2 RELEVANCE OF THE DENITRIFICATION PROCESS.
There are four reasons why this process is of interest. First,
denitrification can lead to serious losses of nitrate fertiliser, when
applied to the soil. Second, denitrification leads to production of
nitrous oxide, which is thought to contribute to the decomposition of
the ozone layer in the higher parts of the atmosphere. Third, the
denitrification process can be used in waste water treatment to reduce
the nitrogen load, which seems partly responsible for the
eutrophication of surface waters. And finally, denitrification may
- 10 -

reduce the amount of nitrate in ground water. This nitrate
concentration in ground water has increased in recent times, probably
due to the heavy fertilisation of arable land and grassland with
nitrogen salts and organic nitrogenous compounds. This high
concentration is a problem because in many places the ground water is
the source for drinking water. High nitrate concentrations in drinking
water may cause toxic effects, because in the human body nitrate can
be transformed into nitrite (again by microorganisms) and subsequently
into toxic substances.
Thus people want to be able to manipulate this process.
of it are complicated, however, especially in soil.

The dynamics

1.3 PREVIOUS RESEARCH.
Because denitrification in soil is a process which is determined
quantitatively by many factors and because it is only one of several
partly interdependent processes which together determine the nitrogen
dynamics in the soil, many researchers have been attracted towards an
approach of modelling the process (e.g. Cho and Mills 1979, Betlach
and Tiedje 1981, McConnaughey and Bouldin 1985a,b,c, Verbruggen 1985
and VanVeen 1977).
Van Veen (1977) in his thesis described in a model the import, export
and the transformations of nitrogen compounds in the soil
quantitatively . This overall model was used as a starting point for
research by Leffelaar on denitrification. To elucidate this process he
is constructing a model which describes the denitrification in the
soil and the transport of the substances relevant to it. He has also
constructed a microcosm to test this model (Leffelaar 1986). Baas
(1984) and Reijerink (1985) have made a submodel for the biological
processes. Otten (1986) devised and carried out experiments to test
this submodel in a thin layer of homogeneous soil, assuming transport
effects to be absent.

1.4 DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL (REIJERINK 1985).
The model developed by Reijerink (1985) can be sketched briefly as
follows: It describes the behaviour of the microbial biomass and its
consumption of substrates and formation of products under aerobic as
well as under anaerobic circumstances. The biomass is split up in a
strictly aerobic and a denitrifiers part. The relative growth rates of
both biomass components are described by Michaelis-Menten equations
with concentrations of carbon substrate and oxygen or nitrogenous
electron acceptors as regulating factors. Mortality is also described
in the model by fixed relative mortality rates. Consumption of
substrates is calculated by Pirt equations. The model also calculates
the assimilation of nitrate and carbon. The reduction of the
nitrogenous electron acceptors is described as a competitive
relationship between the different acceptors according to their
concentrations and their reduction potential.

- 11 -

1.5 DESCRIPTION OF OTTEN'S (1986) EXPERIMENT.
Otten used the same soil as I did, at that time kept in the laboratory
for already 1.5 years. He prepared the soil by drying, sieving and
rewetting. This is described in full detail in one of the following
chapters. Then the soil was preincubated aerobically for at least 6
weeks, to let metabolism slow down again. Drying and sieving cause a
partial sterilisation of the soil r~sulting in a flush of microbial
activity upon wetting. The actual experiment was carried out in
airtight pots with a large horizontal surface and a small volume. Thus
the soil could be spread into a thin layer (2 mm.) to avoid transport
effects within the soil, while changes in the composition of the
atmosphere were large enough to be measured. Before incubation the
soil was enriched with nitrate and glucose. After closing the pots,
they were flushed through a septum in the cover with neon to remove
oxygen and dinitrogen. The experiment lasted about 12 days. At regular
intervals the atmosphere was sampled through the septum to determine
nitrous oxide, dinitrogen, carbon dioxide and oxygen. From the third
day onwards about each day one or more pots were removed. Their
contents were used to determine nitrate and nitrite. From these
observations the net consumption or production of the different
components was calculated and compared with a simulation of the model.

1.6 PROBLEMS IN THE PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS AND AIMS OF THE CURRENT
RESEARCH.
Though the similarity of the simulation results with the experiment of
Otten was quite good, especially qualitatively, still clear deviations
were apparent (Otten 1986). This was in part ascribed to the
uncertainty in the initial size of the denitrifying biomass, but it
was clear that it could not be the only cause.
The first aim of this research was to apply methods which aim to
measure the amounts of total and denitrifying biomass. The second aim
was to improve (the biological part of) the model. This was done by
analysis of the theories fundamental to the construction of the model
and by reconstructing the model according to the conclusions drawn
from this analysis. Also the parametrisation was reconsidered.
The third aim was to test the model again, using the experiment of
Otten (1986) in combination with the newly acquired insights and data.
Also results of some additional experiments were available for this.
To be able to combine the biomass measurements with the
denitrification experiment of Otten, the same soil was used and this
was prepared the same way as Otten had done.
The values obtained for the size of the total biomass could not be
used immediately, because Otten only experimented under complete
anaerobic circumstances. They may be used in the future, however, once
the overall model of Leffelaar has been completed, and should be
tested with experiments carried out with his microcosm.
The final aim was to draw conclusions about the present position of
the model. The necessity of further improvement and of further testing
was considered in the view of the expected uses of the model.
- 12 -

CHAPTER 2
THE NITROGEN CYCLE AND DENITRIFICATION.

2.1

THE NITROGEN CYCLE.

The nitrogen cycle consists of a number of different processes.
Schemes showing these different reactions are thus usually incomplete.
I shall abstain from making such a scheme, because I would just add
another incomplete scheme to the literature. To give a rough division,
one can discern physical, chemical and biological processes. An
example of a physical process is the downward transport of nitrate
from the top soil into the ground water. An example of a chemical
process is the reaction of nitrous oxide with ozone in the atmosphere,
already mentioned too. Of biological processes denitrification is in
this case the most obvious example. I shall further report on one
chemical process and three biological processes: Chemodenitrification,
nitrification, fermentative nitrate reduction and assimilatory nitrate
reduction. They are all linked to denitrification, because their
substrates or products are also the substrates for denitrification.
Apart from assimi.latory nitrate reduction these processes are all
completely ignored in the model, though in principle they might
influence the nitrogen concentrations in denitrification experiments.
Denitrification itself is discussed in a separate section. Physical
processes are not discussed. Some of them are incorporated in a
different part of the overall model (Leffelaar 1979).

2.1.1

Chemodenitrification.

Several nitrogen oxides can be reduced in soil chemically. Reijerink
(1985), reviewing literature concerning this process, concluded that
it takes place only at a pH below 5.5 . As the soil used has a neutral
pH, this process should have no relevance in our case. Knowles (1981),
however, gives a survey of known chemical nitrogen reductions in soil
(table 2.1), which makes clear that not all these reactions are
limited to acid circumstances.

- 13 -

table 2.1 Examples of chemodenitrification reactions (Knowles 1981).
Products

Reference

2NO + HN03 + H20
2N02
HN03 + HN02
2HNQa + NO
NO
NO

Broadbent and Clark (1965)
Broadbent and Clark (1965)
Broadbent and Clark (1965)
Broadbent and Clark (1965)
Garcia (1976)
Nommik and Thorin (1972b)

Reactants and Conditions
I. Decomposition of HN02 at Low pH Values

3HN02
2NO + 02
2N~ + H2 0
3N~ + H20
N02 + waterlogged rice soils
N02 +forest humus, pH 4.3 (anaerobic)

II. Reaction of HN02 with Amino Acids at pH <5. 0
R-NH2 + HN~ (VanSlyke reaction); occurs
most rapidly in an atmostilere of NO
III.

Reaction of HN02 with Ammonia

HN~

+ NH3; much slower than the VanSlyke
reaction

IV.

N2 + 2H20

Broadbent and Clark (1965)

Reaction of HN02 with Organic Compounds at Low or High pH

N02 (from urea or Nfl4> + soil
N02 +lignin, humic, or fulvic acids; phenolics
NO + humic compounds
V.

Broadbent and Clark (1965)

N02
CH3 N02 + N2 +NO
N2 o

Soulides and Clark (1958)
Stevenson et al. (1970)
Stevenson eti-al. (1970)

N20 + N2
N20 + N2
N20 + N2 +NO:
N2 (+ NO)

Buresh and Moraghan (1976)
Moraghan and Buresh (1977)
Moraghan and Buresh (1977)
Wullsteln and Gilmour (1966)

Reaction of Nitrogen Oxides with Metal Ionsa

NOa (25) + Fe 2+ (800) + Cu2+ (5) pH 8-8. 5
NQ2 (25) + Fe2+ (800) + Cu2+ (5) pH 8
pH 6
N02 (5000) + Fe2+ (2500)
pH 3-6. 4
aNumbers in parentheses

= ppm.

Of the five groups he mentioned, the first group is comparable to the
processes Reijerink discussed. Of the other groups the second and
third are probably of little importance (Knowles 1981), while the last
group of reactions can only occur at the high iron and copper
concentrations mentioned, unlikely to be present in our soil. Only the
fourth group has some importance to the nitrogen balance in soil. The
reaction~ can take place at low and neutral pH (according to the text,
the table states low and high pH) (Knowles 1981). The existence of
some of the reactions given by Knowles are still open to discussion
(Brons pers. comm.).

2.1.2 Nitrification.
This is a biological process. Microorganisms transform ammonium into
nitrite and this into nitrate. The organisms which carry out these
reactions are chemolithoautotrophs and grow only slowly. Generally,
only carbon dioxide can be used as carbon source (some nitrifiers are
facultative chemolithotrophs). They get their energy from the
combination of oxygen with either ammonium or nitrite. It is thus a
strictly aerobic process. The organisms oxidising ammonium belong to
the genus Nitrosomonas and do not oxidise nitrite. With this process
protons are produced, thus this reaction has an acidifying influence.
The nitrite oxidising organisms belong to the genus Nitrobacter. It
can only oxidise this substrate. This implies that every nitrite
molecule has to be excreted by Nitrosomonas and adsorbed again by
Nitrobacter before it can be transformed into nitrate. The process is
considered the most important natural source of nitrate for
- 14 -

denitrification. If this is so, either the nitrate must be transported
to anaerobic zones or the oxygen must be removed. The process is
inhibited at low acetylene concentrations. At the department of
theoretical production ecology Hoffland (1986b) made a start with
modelling nitrification in soil. Apart from this autotrophic
nitrification, also heterotrophic nitrification is known to occur
under certain circumstances.

2.1.3 Fermentative nitrate reduction.
This is a anaerobic biological process by which nitrate is transformed
into ammonium in two steps: First nitrate is reduced to nitrite an
then nitrite is reduced to ammonium. The first step seems to be
biochemically equal to this reduction in denitrifiers (Boogerd 1984).
It yields energy by oxidative phosphorylation. The second step may
play several roles in the functioning of the organisms: First it can
yield assimilable nitrogen. The quantities of ammonium produced are
far in excess, however, to the needs for assimilation. Second it can
result in the detoxification of the cell from nitrite, which is
poisonous to most organisms. Third it may function as an electron sink
by means of which the different fermentable substrates can be oxidised
further than in absence of nitrite. Fourth it is possible that it also
can yield energy by means of oxidative phosphorylation. According to
Boogerd (1984) evidence is accumulating that oxidative phosphorylation
occurs indeed, though this possibility has been disregarded
previously. Nitrate fermenters are e.g. Escherichia coli and the
clostridia. According to Stanier et al. (1986) the latter can compete
successfully in soil with denitrifiers for nitrate.
Partial denitrifiers are denitrifiers which cannot perform all the
denitrification steps described above. Some can denitrify nitrate into
nitrite but not further. This process is usually called nitrate
respiration. Nitrate fermenters could be viewed to form part of
partial denitrifiers that only transform nitrate into nitrite. Whether
this is done in the literature, however, is not clear. According to
Boogerd (1984) it is probable that all nitrate respirers that are not
denitrifiers are capable of reducing nitrite to ammonium.

2.1.4 Assimilatory nitrate reduction.
To synthesise amino acids organisms require nitrogen. This can be
either in the form of ammonium or of nitrate. In case of nitrate this
has first to be reduced to ammonium. This process is called
assimilatory nitrate reduction and is carried out by plants as well as
microorganisms probably without any energy gain. The enzymes are not
always present but have to be induced. They are oxygen insensitive but
are inhibted by ammonium. This in contrast to denitrifying enzymes
which are ammonium insensitive but inhibited by oxygen.

- 15 -

2.2

DENITRIFICATION.

2.2.1

Stoichiometries.

The aerobic dissimilation reaction of glucose with
follows:
C6H1206 + 6 02

--->

oxygen

is

as

6 C02 + 6 H20

The overall reaction of the reduction of nitrate to dinitrogen,
glucose as the electron donor is the following:

using

5 C6H1206 + 24 N03- + 24 H+ ---> 30 C02 + 12 N2 + 42 H20
As can be seen in this reaction equation denitrification reduces the
proton concentration. Carbon dioxide may associate with water to
carbonic acid and split up into (bi-)carbonate and protons. Thus the
reaction equation can be presented as follows:
5 C6H1206

+

24 N03-

--->

24 HC03-

+

6 C02

+

12 N2

+

18 H20

In reality probably some mix of the above reactions probably occurs.
It depends on the pH and the buffer capacity what kind of mix.
The overall reaction can be split up into
nitrate into nitrite:
2 C6H1206 + 24 N03-

--->

its

different

steps.

For

24 N02- + 12 C02 + 12 H20

For nitrite into nitrous oxide:
2 C6H1206 + 24 N02- + 24 H+ ---> 12 N20 + 12 C02 + 24 H20
Or:

2 C6H1206 + 24 N02-

12 N20 + 12 C03-- + 12 H20

--->

For nitrous oxide into dinitrogen:
C6H1206 + 12 N20

--->

6 C02 + 6 H20 + 12 N2

It is not clear whether the denitrification reactions all
same amount of energy or ATP per electron.

yield the

2.2.2 Localisation of the reductases.
Boogerd (1984) in his thesis on Paracoccus denitrificans found that
nitrate reductase is located on the innerside of the cell membrane,
while nitrite and nitrous oxide reductase are located at the
periplasmic side of the membrane. If the transport of nitrogenous
compounds between the outside and the periplasmic space can be ignored
as a distinct process, this would mean that complete denitrification
of nitrate involves five processes: Nitrate uptake, nitrate reduction,
nitrite excretion, nitrite reduction and nitrous oxide reduction. (I
exclude nitric oxide as an intermediate.) A further result of his
research was that nitrate uptake and nitrite excretion appeared to be
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strongly coupled, if both compounds were present: For every nitrate
molecule taken up one molecule of nitrite was excreted.
The relevance of this theory is somewhat diminished by two facts:
First, Paracoccus has never been found in soil in contrast to e.g.
Pseudomonas (Gamble et al. 1977, Van Kessel 1977, both cited in Baas
1984). Second, of Pseudomonas aeruginosa the localisation of nitrite
reductase is not clear. According to Saraste and Kuronen (1978) they
lie at the inside of the membrane, but according to Wood (1978, both
publications cited in Boogerd 1984) at the periplasmic side.

2.2.3 Enzyme dynamics.
Denitrifying enzymes are not constitutively present but have to be
induced. Inducing agents are solely the absence of oxygen or the
absence of oxygen together with the presence of some nitrogenous
electron acceptor. Once the environment becomes aerobic again, the
enzymes vanish not immediately, but become inhibited. The return of
anaerobiosis leads to activation of the enzymes still present, a
process which is usually much faster than the induction of synthesis.
Apart from the difference in lag periods the discrimination between
synthesis and activation has also relevance for another reason:
Repressors may not inhibit already existing enzymes. Whether the
addition of such a repressor exerts a constraint, depends then upon
the history of the organisms. Beker (1978) hints at oxygen and nitrate
to have such an effect upon nitrous oxide reductase. Information on
the different rates of synthesis, decomposition, activation and
inhibition of the different enzymes is only scarcely available. It is
probable that all these rates depend on the circumstances. For
instance, in case of rapid aerobic growth synthesis of denitrification
enzymes is repressed and the remaining (inhibited) enzymes will get
rapidly distributed over the increasing number of cells and thus the
amount of denitrification enzymes per cell will decrease. The
11
decomposition 11 rate under aerobic circumstances, expressed in the
change in enzyme per cell per unit of time, will thus be a function of
the growth rate.
Smith and Tiedje (1979) present data from which it appears that the
time needed for activation is shorter than a quarter of an hour. The
lag period for enzyme synthesis would be at least one hour. On this
point, however, the results of their experiment are not completely
convincing, because the differences are only small.

2.2.4

Inhibitors of the denitrification steps.

Different inhibitors of the reductases are known to exist. They are of
interest, because they may be used in experiments to elucidate further
the characteristics of the individual reduction reactions. These
inhibitors differ in specificity and probably also in side effects.
The best known specific inhibitor is acetylene for the inhibition of
nitrous oxide reduction.
It has been much used to measure
denitrification in all kinds of experiments, partly because nitrous
oxide can be more precisely measured at low concentrations than
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dinitrogen. Because acetylene is a gas, it is easily applicable to
soils, of which the structure must be left intact. It seems to have no
effects on other reductases. It may have a disturbing influence,
however, because it can be used as carbon substrate ..
Other inhibitors of nitrous oxide reduction (and sometimes other
reductions)
are azide, sulphide, carbon monoxide, cyanide and
thiocyanide (Boogerd 1984). The specificity and side effects of these
are less well known than those of acetylene. Thiocyanide seems to
inhibit both nitrous oxide reduction and nitrate reduction. Nitrate
reduction, however, is not inhibited in whole cells, probably because
nitrate reduction occurs within the cell and thiocyanide cannot get
into the cytoplasma of the cell (Boogerd et al. 1983). It might thus
be applicable as an alternative for acetylene. This may be useful, if
this gas would complicate the measurements of the atmosphere.
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CHAPTER 3
REVIEW OF METHODS TO MEASURE TOTAL BIOMASS AND DENITRIFIERS IN SOIL.

3.1 METHODS TO DETERMINE TOTAL BIOMASS.
The most popular methods to measure total soil biomass are summarised.
It is attempted to show clearly the possibilities, the problems and
the advantages and disadvantages of each method with respect to their
possible use in the denitrification experiments. The exact procedures
are not given. They can be found in Page et al. (1982) or in the
original literature. Some can be found in the methods section of this
report. The following methods are discussed:
1. Indirect counting by means of culturing.
2. Direct counting by means of dispersion and staining.
3. C02-flush measurement of chloroform-fumigated soil.
4. Substrate-stimulated respiration measurement.
5. AlP-extraction and -measurement.
6. Measurements of other cellular constituents.
7. Enzyme activity measurement.
Jenkinson and Ladd (1981) have recently discussed the merits of most
of these methods. On first instance I shall refer to their
publication.
In general the results of most methods are not completely comparable
with each other. This is partly due to errors inherent to every
method, which can, in principle at least, be reduced. But it is also
due to differences in the part of the biomass that is actually
measured, or to differences in the aspects by which the biomass is
measuredo Thus it can be that only certain taxa are determined, like
prokaryotes or fungi, or groups with a certain metabolism, like
ammonifiers, or groups of a certain size, like organisms larger than
the optical resolution of the microscope used.
Examples of differences in aspects are the measurement of ATP compared
to the measurement of carbon. Neither the ATP content nor the carbon
content is for all organisms in the soil completely the same,
resulting in different values for the biomass. Of course this is a
problem for all biomass determinations, whether executed in soil or
not. Biomass has in fact only a philosophical meaning like 11 the amount
of life 11 , which cannot be measured directly, but only by some aspect
of it, which has its own characteristics.
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A special group that remains often unmeasured is the metabolically
inactive biomass. Metabolical inactivity seems to be quite normal in
the soil. It is not known what induces this inactivity or whether it
is a gradual or a all-or-nothing phenomenon. If the method in question
discriminates between active and inactive biomass, it can be argued
that the measurement is virtually an activity determination.
The problem that certain groups are not measured is somewhat reduced
by the assumption that between soils developed under natural
conditions the differences in biomass are for the most part
quantitative, not qualitative. This reduces the error to a more or
less quantitative one: Method x measures only a fraction y of the
total biomass in a soil; if y is known, it can be used as a correction
factor. This assumption is supported by research carried out by
Jenkinson et al. (1976), who found similar frequency distributions of
the sizes of the soil microorganisms in eight soils differing in
cropping history and climate. More support for this assumption comes
from the good correlation between total soil biomass and substrate
stimulated carbon dioxide production in different soils (Anderson and
Domsch 1978b). Apparently the carbon dioxide producers form a fixed
fraction of the biomass in different soils. See also the comments on
the substrate stimulated respiration measurement in one of the next
sections.
The descriptions of methods lack quantitative information on errors.
No doubt systematic errors in these methods will be considerable and
stem from many sources. In the following descriptions I shall try to
give most of the ones known. Their size is difficult to estimate.
Decisions on the accurateness of a method are often based on
comparisons with other methods as liable to criticism as the one under
consideration. The reproducibility can be also low. Random errors,
however, can be reduced by using more replicates.
Some methods to measure soil biomass require that no changes have
occurred recently in the soil, such as changes in temperature and
water content and large additions of organic material that can be used
as substrate by the soil microorganisms. Yet in case of Otten's
experiments the preparation of the sample, just before the start of
the experiment, included addition of glucose and nitrate and a sharp
change in the aeration status from normal to nil. Thus such methods
can only be used at the beginning of an experiment like that of Otten,
prior to the addition of glucose.
Biomass is usually expressed in the unit carbon weight per weight of
soil. The carbon content of cells (expressed in carbon per cell dry
weight) is rather constant (Jenkinson and Ladd 1981).
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3.1.1
3.1.1.1

Indirect counting by means of culturing.
Principle of the method.

A sample of soil is dispersed in liquid and different volumes of this
suspension are homogeneously distributed on nutrient plates. These are
incubated under suitable conditions and after a sufficiently long
period the colonies are counted.

3.1.1.2 Assumptions.
Wollum (1982):
1. Sample gets uniformly dispersed in liquid.
2. No interactions between the organisms.
3. All organisms grow on the chosen medium.
4. No hyphal fragmentation or spore germination.
A non-uniformly dispersed sample can cause too high as well as too low
figures. If assumptions two and three are not correct an underestimate
results. Two different kinds of interactions can be imagined:
Organisms which need each other to be able to grow can get separated
in the dispersion, or organisms which inhibit each other can get too
near to each other on the plate. Problems with hyphal fragmentation or
spore germination may lead to overestimates.
Using adequate shaking procedures( uniform dispersion can be achieved,
eventually with help of wetting agents. Jenkinson and Ladd (1981)
compared results of indirect counting,
direct counting and
ATP-determination from Greaves et al. (1973) and Kaczmarek et alo
(1976): Direct counting yielded higher numbers of microorganisms than
indirect counting did. Because ATP-determination showed a biomass of
about the same size as that determined by direct counting, they
postulated that the organisms which do not grow on the plates are
alive and not dead, as has been postulated. The underestimate is a
commonly experienced phenomenon. Apparently, assumption two or
assumption three or both are not correct. This is both not unexpected,
since the soil ecosystem is very complex, including organisms living
under very special circumstances and having intricate ways of
cooperation with other organisms. Only if the soil biomass is
dominated by organisms forming mycelia, a serious overestimation of
the numbers of organisms present is likely, due to hyphal
fragmentation (Wollum 1982).

3.1.1.3 Conclusions.
As will be clear from the previous paragraph this method is not very
reliable as a measure of the number of organisms in a soil. In
practice this method measures the number of some part of the actively
growing organisms, which are growing fast enough to form visible
colonies within the period of incubation. These limitations change
this number determination into an activity determination to a certain
degree, as Davidson et al. (1985) have pointed out.
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The intensive handling of the samples,
necessary for this
determination can lead easily to errors. Other errors are no doubt
caused by partial satisfied assumptions. In practice this mostly leads
to a large underestimate of the amount of soil biomass.
Apart from the serious underestimate of the number of microorganisms
and the liability to errors, also the fact that this method measures
numbers instead of biomass is a disadvantage. Therefore this method
seems not very appropriate for my purpose.

3.1.2 Direct counting by means of dispersion and staining.
3.1.2.1

Principle of the method.

A soil sample is dispersed in liquid and made into a thin film or
smear. This film is stained by some appropriate stain. The biovolume
is then estimated visually under the microscope.

3.1.2.2 Dispersion.
If a thin section of soil is put under a microscope, much of the
microbial biomass is obscured by other soil particles. So dispersion
of the soil is essential (Jenkinson and Ladd 1981). The following
dispersion techniques are given by Jenkinson and Ladd (1981):
1. gentle trituration (by means of grinding)
2. blending
3. ultrasonication with detergent
4. ultrasonication at low power
Intensive dispersion may damage the more fragile cells. Nevertheless
it is necessary to use such methods to separate many organisms from
the soil. So, the choice for a dispersion technique must always be a
compromise between killing some organisms and leaving some attached to
the soil and thus hidden (Jenkinson et al. 1976, Soderstrom 1979 in
Jenkinson and Ladd 1981).
Jenkinson et al. (1976) compared the first three techniques and found
that the second method yiel~ed the largest cell number, but the third
yielded the largest biovolume. Apparently, the second method left the
small fragile cells intact, but it left the larger cells attached to
the soil and these remained invisible. In contrast to this the third
method destroyed the smallest cells to a larger degree, while the
larger cells were better separated from the soil. In other words: The
number of intact dispersed cells depends on the cell size.

3.1.2.3 Preparation for the microscope.
Jenkinson and Ladd (1981) mention the following three possibilities:
1. Agar-film technique: The sample is included in an agar-film
of known thickness.
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2.
3.

Smear technique: A known amount of sample is smeared over an
objectglass.
Membrane filtration: The dispersed sample is concentrated on
a filter (pores of about 0.4 micrometer) and countings are
made directly on the filter.

The smear technique is considered less precise than the first one,
because the thickness of a smear is seldom uniform. This problem is
avoided using the agar-film technique but apart from the extra work
required, the film can give problems with staining. Another way to
avoid the problem of variable thickness is by mixing the sample with a
known amount of particles of about the same size as the organisms and
correcting the concentration of organisms with the fraction of beads
recaptured. Polystyrene-latex beads have been used for this purpose
(Frederick 1965 cited in Jenkinson and Ladd 1981). It may be difficult
to count organisms which size is largely diverging from the size of
the particles. Using membrane filtration should work faster than the
agar-film method and be more precise than the smear technique. This
is, however, a rather new technique and little experience exists with
it. In case fluorescence microscopy is used, it is necessary to use
filters that do not autofluoresce (Schmidt and Paul 1982).

3.1.2.4 Microscope and staining.
Jenkinson and Ladd (1981) discuss four microscopical techniques:
1. phase contrast microscopy
2. bright field observation
3. fluorescence microscopy
4. electron microscopy
Phase contrast microscopy is not useful because of the inorganic
particles present. These have a large breaking index, which may result
in obscuring small organisms.
Bright field observations have been used in combination with the
stains phenolic aniline blue and phenolic rose Bengal. See for other
stains and staining procedures Casida (1971). According to Jenkinson
et al. (1976) phenolic aniline blue stains all organisms except
certain bacterial spores and some fungal hyphae.
With fluorescence microscopy counting and sizing is generally less
tiring than with bright field observation. Because the stained
organisms emit light, partly obscured organisms and organisms smaller
than the optical resolution of the microscope can also be counted. The
fluorescent dyes tend to stain a narrower range of organisms than does
phenolic aniline blue. Possible stains are:
1. acridine orange (AO)
2. fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)
3. europium chelate + fluorescent brightener
4. water-soluble aniline blue
5. Mg-salt of 1-aniline-8-naphtalene
It is not possible to point to the best stain. The type of stain used
as well as the way it is applied, determine which part of the soil
biomass and which other parts of the soil are stained. The preferred
stain depends on one's objectives and the circumstances. Also the
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stains differ in application difficulty. Schmidt and Paul (1982)
methods for FITC and AO.

give

No methods presently exist to quantify the biomass with electron
microscopy. Qualitative observations may be useful as an addition to
observations with a light microscope because many organisms are too
small to be visible with the latter.

3.1.2.5 Counting and sizing.

To determine the biovolume the organisms must be distributed in a
number of size classes. Jenkinson and Ladd (1981) recommend using a
circle of known size on an eyepiece graticule, which works faster than
a micrometer. The organisms can be considered as spheres or as
cylinders (in case of e.g. hyphae). At least two size classes are
needed for bacteria (Schmidt and Paul 1982). Additional size classes
are required for larger organisms. Of hyphae, the lengths have to be
measured.
It may be difficult to distinguish between dead and living organic
matter. Very small organisms cannot be seen with a light microscope.
Drying the sample can cause changes in the dimensions of the
organisms. Two processes play a role. First, the cells can collapse in
the direction perpendicular to the plane of the table of the
microscope. This results in an overestimation of the size. Second,
cells can shrink in directions parallel to the plane of the table of
the microscope. This results in an underestimation of the size. Both
errors can amount to 20% in either direction (Jenkinson et al. 1976).
This problem may be avoided by working with wet material. Otherwise,
special drying procedures are required or some correction factor
should be applied (Jenkinson and Ladd 1981).

3.1.2.6 Conversion of biovolume into biomass.

The conversion of biovolume
following formula:
carbonweight

=

carbonweight
carboncontent
drymattercontent
cell dens
BIOVOL

into biomass can be done,

using the

carboncontent * drymattercontent * cell dens * BIOVOL
amount of biomass carbon per g. soil
carbon content of dry matter
cell dry matter content
cell density
biovolume per g. soil

[mg/g]
[mg/mg]
[mg/mg]

[mg/~1.]
[~l/g]

Jenkinson and Ladd (1981) suggest for the cell density 1.1 [mg/~1],
for the cell dry matter content 0.25 and for the carbon content 0.47.
This results in a conversion factor of 0.13 [mgC/~1]. Schmidt and Paul
(1982) recommend 1.3 [mg/~1]. for the cell density. The choice of a
certain value is always somewhat arbitrary, because these parameters
have usually been determined on individual species, sometimes not
directly originating from soil. This is especially so for the dry
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matter content of the organisms, because it is so easily changed (see
above). The only clear agreement on this value is that it must be
between 20% and 50% (Jenkinson and Ladd 1981, Schmidt and Paul 1982).

3.1.2.7 Assumptions.
1.
2.

All organisms are visible.
Living organisms can be distinguished from dead organisms and
other non living particles.
3. The treatments do not influence cell size and number of
organisms.
4. The two dimensional image can be converted correctly into a
three dimensional volume.
The correctness of these assumptions has been discussed already in the
previous paragraphs. The best result one can hope for is that all the
organisms present in the soil are counted that are larger than the
optical resolution of the microscope, while only dead organic
substance is counted from organisms which died only recently.

3.1.2.8 Conclusions.
In general more cells are counted with this method than with the
indirect counting technique, and this is considered an improvement
(Jenkinson and Ladd 1981, Parkinson and Paul 1982). For the errors one
is referred to the previous paragraphs. A sample needs much handling,
as with the previous method. This is a serious source of errors,
especially for an unskilled experimenter. Summarising, microscopical
methods can be characterised as laborious and not without problems.

3.1.3 C02-flush measurement of chloroform-fumigated soil.
3.1.3.1 Summary of the method.
The biomass of a soil sample is lysed by means of a chloroform
fumigation. The soil sample is, if necessary, reinoculated and
incubated. The surviving population or the inoculate then mineralises
the dead biomass to a certain degree. The C02 evolution rate, which is
at first lower than in an untreated sample, sharply increases within a
few hours and after some days lowers again. The total amount of extra
C02 produced ("flush") in a period of ten days is considered to be a
fixed fraction of the amount of biomass lysed by the chloroform,
according to the formula:
Biomass = Flush/kC.
Both biomass and flush have the units [g C/kg soil]. kC is the
fraction of the soil biomass mineralised. The kC value is not directly
measured in situ. It has been quantified by incorporating a known
amount of organisms grown in vitro into soil and then carrying out the
measurement. Its value depends on the temperature and the water
content of the soil. Jenkinson and Ladd (1981), and Parkinson and Paul
(1982) suggest a value of 0.45 for a temperature of 25 degrees and a
water content of 55 % moisture-holding capacity or equal to field
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capacity. This is based on measurements carried out by Jenkinson
(1976), who found a value of 0.5 +/- 0.08 using 8 species at 25
degrees, and Anderson and Domsch (1978a), who found a weighted mean
value of 0.41 using 27 species at 22 degrees. Soils with a low pH (
<4.5 (Jenkinson and Ladd 1981)) have a different kC value. Van Veen
found that decomposition of artificially introduced organisms could be
much higher than decomposition of organisms naturally present in the
soil in case of one and the same species. This throws some doubts on
the kC determinations (VanVeen pers. comm.).
To determine the flush the fumigated sample must be compared with a
control. This is either an untreated sample (Jenkinson and Powlson
1976b) or the fumigated sample after the flush has passed away
(Chaussod and Nicolardot 1982). In practice the latter comes down to
measuring the carbon dioxide evolution in the sample during the ten
days following the flush measurement.
The most widely used technique to measure the flush is to adsorb all
the carbon dioxide in alkali and determine the quantity
titrimetrically. This method involves the least sophisticated
equipment and is reasonably accurate. Yet it yields only total carbon
dioxide production and no rate. Other methods involve direct analysis
of the gas phase. This can for example be done by gas-chromatography.
The flush may then either be determined by measurement of the carbon
dioxide produced or the oxygen consumed. It is assumed that these
quantities are nearly equimolar under aerobic conditions. Powlson and
Jenkinson (1976) found a respiratory quotient (C02/02) of 0.9 - 1.0
for 3 soils; for 3 other soils the quotient was much higher. These
soils contained high quantities of carbonate and it was believed that
the low carbon dioxide concentration (due to the adsorption in alkali)
had shifted the equilibrium resulting in an extra quantity of evolved
carbon dioxide. Two principally different ways exist to measure the
gases: The concentration can be kept constant or the concentration can
be constantly changing. In case of the former the samples are flushed
or the change in oxygen or carbon dioxide is compensated by chemical
production or consumption. The latter is the simpler method. The
samples can be incubated in closed systems without special provisions.
The former method actually measures a rate, the latter measures the
cumulation of the production or consumption in time.
In addition to mineralised carbon
mineralised phosphor and mineralised
divided by a factor kN, kP or kS this
phosphor or sulphur content of the soil

also mineralised nitrogen,
sulphur can be determined;
should yield the nitrogen,
biomass.

3.1.3.2 Assumptions.
Jenkinson and Ladd (1981) provide this summary from Jenkinson (1966,
1976):
1. Fumigation leads to a near-complete kill of the biomass.
2. Fumigation has no other effects.
3. Death of the biomass makes it respirable for other organisms.
4. Death of microorganisms in untreated soil during incubation
is negligible compared to that killed by fumigation.
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5. Mineralisation of dead biomass C does not depend on the soil
type.
6. Jenkinson and Powlson (1976b):
Mineralisation of the native soil organic matter proceeds at
the same rate both in the fumigated and in the control soil
or is of insignificant size compared to the flush.
If either assumption one, three or four is not correct, the biomass
will be underestimated: If not all the biomass is killed, the flush in
the fumigated sample is less. If the death rate in the control is
considerable, also the respiration in the control originates partly
from the biomass which was living at the moment of fumigation. Extra
effects of fumigation (assumption 2) may either inhibit or enhance
respiration in the fumigated sample. If the soil type influences the
mineralisation (assumption 5) a different kC should be determined for
each soil type. The mineralisation of native organic matter
(assumption 6) may be enhanced or depressed in the fumigated soil
relative to the control. If it is enhanced, the biomass is
overestimated; if it is depressed, an underestimate results.
As inoculation is usually not necessary, it is clear that the biomass
is not completely killed. Chloroform fumigation led to a reduction of
99.9% of the plate counts in experiments of Shields et al. (1974).
Reduction of the numbers counted by means of direct observation was
much less (see fig. 3.1).
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fig. 3.1 Difference between directly counted and indirectly counted
numbers of bacteria in fumigated soil (Shields et al. 1974).
Apparently the organisms which do not grow on the plates survive the
fumigation treatment in larger numbers, resulting in a lower reduction
figure.
No facts are reported that challenge assumptions two, three and four,
but except from evidence from the direct observations, only about the
absence of other effects of fumigation with chloroform exists some
·supportive evidence (e.g. Anderson and Domsch 1978a). It seems
possible to remove the chloroform completely after fumigation. The
only extra effect often mentioned in the literature, is the
introduction of ethanol into the soil, which may be used as an easily
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respirable substrate. This ethanol is added to chloroform to stabilise
it. As a consequence, it must be removed before use.
In the discussion of assumptions one and four it is assumed that the
kC is determined directly, but this is not the case. The way the kC is
determined makes it some sort of a regression coefficient, which may
include the errors due to the non-satisfaction of these assumptions.
Thus if these errors remain the same in every determination, the kC
automatically compensates for them.
The influence of the soil type is considered unimportant with an
exception for acid soils, as already mentioned. Recent large additions
of organic matter may challenge the last assumption (Jenkinson and
Powlson 1976b). Under these circumstances improper results may be
obtained probably due to the fact that the respiration rate of the
(fumigated) soil is not limited by the amount of carbon substrate but
by some other factor, such as the amount of microorganismso If the
incubation time is extended, all the available carbon substrate may be
mineralised, thus making a proper estimate possible. Yet, to be able
to do this, the occurrence of such a situation and the necessary
extension of the incubation time must be known.
In calcareous soils, especially with little biomass, an accurate
measurement of carbon dioxide may be prohibited: The bicarbonate/
carbon dioxide equilibrium is changed, leading to either an extra
amount of carbon dioxide in case of complete adsorption of it in
alkali (Jenkinson and Powlson 1976b), or a too low amount in case of
gas analysis in closed containers.

3.1.3.3 Conclusions.
The fumigation method is simple, but it takes some time. Only one
parameter (kC) has to be known for this method and this parameter
seems to be rather constant. The addition of glucose at the beginning
of a denitrification experiment like the one Otten performed probably
prohibits the application of this method during such an experiment,
because such an easily respirable substrate may disturb the
however,
measurement. Once the glucose is completely consumed,
reliable results may be obtained again. Thus it may be that the
fumigation method can be used not only at the beginning of a
denitrification experiment, before glucose is added, but also at the
end of such an experiment. Experience with this method exists at the
11
CAB0 11 and the 11 ITAL 11 • Hoffland (1986a), carrying out pot experiments
at the 11 CAB0 11 , found the size of the biomass determined with this
method, to in- and decrease in time in the pots which had not received
any special treatment. She suggested that this could be caused by the
fact that the soil had been air dried before the start of the
experiment. Against drying of the soil is also warned by other authors
(Jenkinson and Powlson 1976b, Parkinson and Paul 1982).
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3.1.4 Substrate-stimulated respiration measurement.
3.1.4.1 Principle of the method.
This method is based on an empirically derived formula which relates
the measured parameter to the soil biomass, as determined by the soil
fumigation method. Thus, it is necessary to follow the method exactly
as it has been carried out originally (by Anderson and Domsch 1978b).
A soil sample is mixed with an optimal amount of glucose and
incubated. This results in an increased C02 evolution rate. The
initial C02 evolution rate is strongly correlated with soil biomass.
The optimal amount of glucose is the smallest amount that gives
maximum (saturated) C02 evolution rate and should be determined in
advance for every soil.

3.1.4.2 Technique.
The experiment should be carried out at 22 degrees Celsius. Three
possibilities were encountered by Anderson and Domsch for the curve of
the C02 evolution rate: 1. It could first keep tonstant for some time,
then increase; then the initial stationary value was used. 2. It could
increase immediately; then the value after one hour was used. 3. It
could first decrease for some time, then increase; then the minimum
value was used. The amount of C02 (in ml.) produced per unit soil per
hour yields the amount of biomass (in g.C) per unit soil according to:
biomass -= 40.04 * C02 + 37
(Anderson and Domsch 1978b)
They found a correlation of 0.96 using 50 samples of 12 different
soils, differing in pH, carbon content and biomass. The number of
digits of the regression coefficient implies no significance to my
opinion.

3.1.4.3 Assumptions.
The biomass determination by means of chloroform fumigation
is correct.
2. The experiment of Anderson and Domsch is executed correctly
by them.
3. The experiment of Anderson and Domsch is relevant for the
soil to be used.
4. Organisms that are metabolically active, and form carbon
dioxide, consist of a fixed fraction of the biomass.
Thus the justification of this method fully depends on the correctness
of the fumigation method and of the empirically derived formula
(assumptions one and two). If the soil to be used is largely diverging
from the soils used by Anderson and Domsch, the correlation is
probably not valid. The only thing that can be said about the last
assumption is that apparently this is the case, because the two
methods correlate so well. This fact also supports the assumption that
the qualitative differences in soil biomass between different soils
are rather small.
1.
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3.1.4.4 Conclusions.
This method works fast, but the need for a determination of the
optimal amount of glucose introduces a lot of extra work. It is not
clear whether samples of the same soil but with a different history
necessitate extra determinations of optimum glucose amounts for this
soil. The method can be considered as less fundamental compared to the
previous one, regarding the dependence on this method. As with the
previous one, this method may be used only at the beginning of an
experiment, though it is possible that it can also be used at the end
after the added glucose, has been consumed completely.

3.1.5 Adenosine triphosphate extraction and measurement.
3.1.5.1

Principle of the method.

The cells of a soil sample are chemically or mechanically disrupted.
The ATP content of the cells is extracted in a solution. An extract of
luciferine/luciferase from tails of fireflies, which emits light
quantitatively to the presence of ATP, is added to this solution. The
light intensity is a measure for the ATP content. The sensitivity of
this determination is extremely high, in the order of picograms ATP or
lower.

3.1.5.2 Extraction.
To lyse the cells sonication or chemicals like chloroform are used.
Sometimes the compound to lyse the cells can act also as extractant.
If a separate extractant is used, it is usually applied together with
the compound to lyse the cells. A good extractant of ATP should
release all ATP from the cells;
it should inactivate the
AlP-hydrolyzing enzymes and it should keep the ATP in solution against
sorption on the clay complex. Many extractants are suggested and new
extractants are continuously emerging. A few are:
1. 0.3 M H2S04
2. chloroform and sodiumbicarbonate (pH=8.5)
3. trichloreacetic acid (TCA)
4. trichloreacetic acid with paraquat and phosphate
5. TEA/NRB
(Jenkinson and Ladd 1981 and Angerosa 1983, see also Verstraete et al.
1983)
Parkinson and Paul (1982) present a method with the second extractant.
Angerosa (1983) recommends the use of TRIS-EDTA-NaN3 (NaN3 is sodium
azide) and a nucleotide releasing reagent for microbial cells
(TEA/NRB), which extracts just the ATP of the active microbial soil
biomass. This NRB is a commercially produced reagent. Except for this
last extractant, which has not yet been tested much by others, the
relative success of an extractant varies from soil to soil and from
author to author (Jenkinson and Ladd 1981, Angerosa 1983). Which is
the best one depends on the circumstances.
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3.1.5.3 Measurement and calculation.
The firefly extract is available in different purities. The less pure
extract is cheaper but it contains also enzymes that may change other
high-energy bonds, like that of guanine triphosphate (GTP) into
high-energy 'ATP bonds. This may lead to an overestimate of ATP.
Another advantage of the pure extract seems to be a longer period of
constant light emission.
To measure the light intensity, a photometer or a liquid scintillation
spectrometer can be used (Jenkinson and Ladd 1981), but also special
equipment has been introduced on the market, which facilitates the
determination and improves the accuracy. Calibration with ATP
standards is necessary. A problem may be the interference of the light
emission (quenching) by substances present in the soil extract;
sometimes diluting the sample may reduce this quenching (Verstraete et
al. 1983). Another way is to add ATP to the extract, to estimate the
degree of quenching (Parkinson and Paul 1982).
To obtain a biomass value in carbon weight the amount of ATP has to be
multiplied with the carbon/ATP ratio. Parkinson and Paul (1982) and
Angerosa (1983) suggest a C/ATP ratio of 250. Jenkinson and Ladd
(1981) however recommend a value of 138. Parkinson and Paul (1982)
claim that such low values are due to enzyme extracts that have not
been purified. Deviation of this value can also occur, if the sample
has recently been heated, dried or frozen (Jenkinson and Ladd 1981)0

3.1.5.4 Assumptions.
1.
2.
3.

Dead organic material contains no ATP.
ATP is quantitatively extractable from soil.
[biomass C]/[ATP]=constant

Most authors consider the amount of ATP outside living matter as nihil
(Jenkinson and Ladd 1981). Some warn against this optimism. Nicolardot
et al. (1982) mention dead plant material as an additional source.
The extraction procedures form an uncertain element in the
determination. The consequence is that biomass is likely to be
underestimated.
The biomass-C/ATP ratio meets much discussion. Some found a dependency
on growth rate and/or on phosphate concentration, while others did not
(Angerosa 1983). Jenkinson and Ladd (1981) conclude that the ATP
concentration does not differ much between pro- and eukaryotes and
between active and inactive soil biomasso

3.1.5.5 Conclusions.
For an easy and relatively reliable execution of this method
sophisticated equipment is required. If this is available it is a
simple, fast but expensive method. It is expensive not only because of
the equipment, but also because of the expensive reagents. Further
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disadvantages are
successfulness of
ratio. An important
applied any time in

the relatively large uncertainties on the
the extraction and on the value of the carbon/ATP
advantage is the fact that this method can be
a denitrification experiment like that of Otten.

3.1.6 Other cellular constituents.
Jenkinson and Ladd (1981) suggest that apart from ATP the following
constituents might be used as an estimate of soil biomass:
1. muramic acid
2. N-acetyl glucosamine (chitin)
3. nucleic acid bases
4. poly-beta-hydroxybutyrate
5. lypopolysaccharides
6. diaminopimelic acid
Like ATP they have to satisfy the following requirements: A
determination method in soil should exist; the constituent should be
extractable quantitatively from the soil; the concentration of the
constituent in dead organic matter should be nihil; and finally the
concentration of the constituent in living soil biomass should be
constant in time as well as from organism to organism.
Many different objections can be made to the use of these·
constituents, but the general one is the fact that each constituent is
present in only a special group of the total soil biomass. One may
argue that this is not a fatal error, referring to the general
assumption that the differences between soil biomasses are only
quantitative, not qualitative and that just a correction factor is
needed. But in this case the measurement depends very heavily on this
assumption and small deviations from it may give rise to large errors.
The nucleic acid bases are present in each species, but for their
determination no reliable method exists. Methods that are used, yield
amounts per cell far above the usual values, indicating that probably
much of the bases exists outside the living biomass.

3.1.7 Enzyme activity measurement.
3.1.7.1

Principle of the method.

Some substrate that can be broken down enzymatically by all organisms,
is added to the soil sample. The substrate i~ decomposed and the rate
of its disappearance or the rate of appearance of one of its products
is measured. This serves as a parameter of the activity of the soil
biomass.
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3.1.7.2 Techniques.
Only two methods will be mentioned shortly:
1. Arginine ammonification.
2. FDA/Fluoresceine transformation.
The first method has only recently been published by Kassem and
Kleiner (1986). They found that all the heterotrophic microorganisms
they investigated, could ammonify, though not all at the same rate.
Plants do not use arginine as a carbon source and animals ammonify it
only very slowly. The rate of the ammonification appeared to be
constant for at least one hour, right from the beginning. Thus no
changes in physiological status occurred. The rate appeared to be
linearly correlated with temperature.
The second method is mentioned by Nicolardot et al. (1982). Here
3 1 ,6 1 diacetylfluoresceine (FDA) is added to soil. This substance is
then transformed by many different enzymes into fluoresceine. The
degree of fluorescence is a measure for the overall activity of the
soil biomass.

3.1.7.3 Conclusions.
·The first method is simple and fast, but little experience exists with
it. Also no comparisons exist with other methods of soil biomass
measurement. Both methods measure the activity of the soil biomass. If
the measured enzymes are present in all organisms under all
circumstances, this can correlate well with biomass. Certain parts
though, may be under- or overestimated, due to the different amounts
of enzymes present in the organisms and the different activities of
these enzymes. It should be stressed that many other enzyme assays
exist (Tabatabai 1982), which may work as well or even better.

3.1.8 Choice of methods.
Comparisons made between the fumigation method, the direct counting
method and the ATP-measurement showed rough agreement between the
three (Jenkinson and Ladd 1981). For the direct counting method this
must be more or less coincidental, because it does not measure
organisms of a very small size and it measures also some part of the
dead biomass (Jenkinson and Ladd 1981).
Skinner et al. (1952) and Taylor (1936, cited in Skinner et al.)
reported that no correlation could be found between fluctuations of
the biomass in time, estimated by direct counts, and the fluctuations
in the same soil at the same time, estimated by indirect counts. These
fluctuations in the biomass were due to changes in water content and
temperature.
Jenkinson and Ladd (1981) advise to use several methods together to
make comparisons possible. It seems best not to discard any method
completely, but to rank the methods according to their usefulness in
the context of a denitrification experiment.
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The least appropriate methods are the measurements of cellular
constituents other than ATP, as these do not measure the total biomass
or have other problems. Further, the counting methods are too
laborious and too complicated for an unskilled person to use. Best are
probably the simple fumigation method and the substrate stimulated
respiration measurement. The ATP determination is more difficult to
carry out and knows more uncertainties. It is, however, the only
method that can always be applied. The enzyme activity measurement has
no direct relationship with biomass and so is not quite appropriate
for my aims, though it works fasto
As the fumigation method and the stimulated respiration method are
closely related, the best choice initially is probably the most
fundamental of the two: the fumigation method. The method of ATP
measurement can be used for comparison. This last method has the
advantage that it can also be carried out during an experiment.
Enzyme activity measurement and indirect counting may yield in
principle good relative estimates, by which the changes in biomass
during an experiment can be followed. This is so too for a partly
unsuccessful ATP measurement as long as its results are reproducible.
The findings of Skinner et al. (1952) and Taylor (1936), as described
above, indicate, however, that the results of the different methods
may not be so easily interpreted. Another reason to keep the indirect
counting method in mind is the fact that it is principally the same
method as the one to measure the number of denitrifiers (see next
section). Comparison between the two might yield information about the
relative presence of the denitrifiers6

3.2

ESTIMATION OF THE AMOUNT OF DENITRIFIERS AND OF DENITRIFICATION.

Tiedje (1982) presents three approaches to measure denitrification:
1. Number of denitrifying organisms using MPN-techniques.
2. Denitrifier enzyme concentration.
3. Activity of denitrifiers.
With denitrifying biomass or denitrifying organisms are meant that
biomass or those organisms which have genetically the capability to
denitrify irrespective of whether they do denitrify or not or whether
they have denitrifying enzymes or not at the moment of measurement.
For each approach a method is supplied. Mostly, alternative methods
are clearly inferior or much more complicated to use. They will be
mentioned only shortly.

3.2.1

Number of denitrifying organisms using MPN-techniques.
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3.2.1.1 Summary of the method.

In the most probable number method (MPN), a dilutton series is
prepared of the sample. These are inoculated in tubes with a nutrient
solution and incubated. After a suitable period the presence or
absence of denitrifiers in the tubes of each dilution is scored. A
statistical relationship exists between the scores and the
concentration of the organisms in the original soil sample. The exact
values have been calculated in MPN-tables.
The recommended method is founded on the fact that presence of
denitrifiers in a tube leads to growth of these organisms and
consumption of the nitrate (and nitrite) in the medium and its
subsequent disappearance, which is determined with diphenylamine
reagent. This disappearance of nitrate and nitrite is not a complete
proof for denitrification as these may have been transformed by other
organisms into ammonium (or possibly organic nitrogen compounds)
instead of nitrous oxide or dinitrogen. Thus a confirmative test is
needed. Inverted (Durham) tubes may be used to identify gas production
(dinitrogen), but a more secure method is the addition of acetylene to
inhibit dinitrogen formation, and measurement of nitrous oxide in the
headspace. The result can be considered positive, if over 20 % of the
disappeared nitrate is recovered as nitrous oxide both in headspace
and solution. The total amount of nitrous oxide is calculated from the
measured headspace concentration by assuming equilibrium in the
nitrous oxide distribution over the headspace and the solution.
Tiedje advises to use nutrient broth (i.e. peptone with beef extract)
medium with 0.5 g/1 potassium nitrate. Pochon and Tardieux (1962)
prescribe glucose and 2 g/1 potassium nitrate.

3.2.1.2 Comments.

This method counts the organisms present in soil that are able to form
nitrous oxide out of nitrate (or nitrite), including the organisms
that did not do so at the moment of sampling, because the enzymes were
inhibited or absent. The incubation period should be long enough for
the enzymes to be activated or synthesised, and for the organisms to
grow.
The incubation period is fourteen days. Davidson et al. (1985) found
that in some of their tubes in which nitrate was still present after
fourteen days, the nitrate had disappeared some hours after this first
test. They concluded that in some tubes denitrifiers were actively
growing at the moment of measurement, possibly due to long lag
periodso They considered that it might be necessary to extend the
incubation period. Otherwise it should be ascertained that the
circumstances of the measurements are exactly the same to make
comparisons possible. Especially the incubation period should be the
same.
It is problematic, whether this method yields a real number of
individuals or some sort of activity measurement, because not all
organisms may show up in the measurement. The culturing method is
known to underestimate seriously total soil biomass, as compared to
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other methods. This may be the same for the counting of denitrifiers.
Davidson et al. (1985) found a lower number of organisms if a more
acid medium was used in the test tubes, even if the sample came from
an acid soil. They conclude that the measurement should be regarded as
an index of the denitrifying capacity of the soil denitrifiers, of
which the size of the population is a major but perhaps not the only
factor.
As with the method to count indirectly total biomass this method
yields numbers of organisms, not biomass. Denitrifiers, however, are
all bacteria, of which the variation in size is less than that of the
whole biomass, thus the conversion to biomass (in [gC]) may be less a
problem for the denitrifying population than for the total biomass.
Diphenylamine reagent is preferred above other nitrate indicators,
because it is simpler to prepare and it is less sensitive, thus better
avoiding false negatives (incorrect conclusion that no denitrifiers
are present) (Tiedje 1982). According to Tiedje the low nitrate
concentration used by him ensures its complete consumption in the
presence of denitrifiers, which may not be true if it is twice as high
or more. If inverted tubes are used to determine gas production, the
use of nutrient broth makes it less likely that bubbles are caused by
other gases than dinitrogen (like hydrogen and/or carbon dioxide)
(Tiedje 1982).
Although nitrous oxide is the only substrate which is specific for
denitrification, it should not be used as substrate. According to
Tiedje (1982) it does not consistently support growth of denitrifiers
in MPN-tubes. This may be due to the fact that certain denitrifiers
have lost the ability to reduce nitrous oxide to dinitrogen.
The 11 RIN 11 in Arnhem has used a microtiter apparatus to estimate
denitrifiers with MPN-techniques (Doelman, pers. comm.). This reduces
the time needed for the preparation of the dilution series and
improves the measurement, because more replicates are used. It is not
clear whether a confirmatory test is possible when using this
apparatus. Tiedje (1982) shortly mentions this microtiter method. He
reports that it may be difficult to get accurate dilutions in presence
of soil. Doelman used the method of Pochon and Tardieux (1962).
Pochon and Tardieux considered the possibility of ammonium formation
in the MPN-tubes, but not as a complicating factor in deciding about
the presence or absence of denitrifiers. They provide, however, a
determination method for the presence of ammonium.

3.2.2 Denitrifier enzyme concentration.
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3.2.2.1 Summary of the method.
To estimate the enzyme concentration, nitrous oxide production is
measured under optimal circumstances and in the presence of acetylene,
during the first hour before enzyme synthesis can occur. Nitrous oxide
production rate is then constant. To avoid diffusion constraints a
slurry is made of soil and water, which is constantly mixed. To avoid
inhibition of denitrification by oxygen, the air in the sample is
replaced by helium, argon or dinitrogen. Nitrate and sometimes glucose
(Myrold and Tiedje 1985) are added to avoid substrate limitation. To
inhibit protein synthesis, chloramphenicol is added.
Tiedje (1982) provides also a method to estimate the fraction of
nitrous oxide produced compared to the total amount of gaseous
nitrogen compounds produced (dinitrogen and nitrous oxide). This is
done by executing the previously described measurement with an extra
parallel without the addition of acetylene. Such a measurement may be
used to estimate the capacity of the enzyme, which produces dinitrogen
out of nitrous oxide. The difference between the production rates of
nitrous oxide in the two parallels would be a measure for the
concentration of the enzyme that transforms nitrous oxide into
dinitrogen. This value can then be added to the value obtained
previously to yield the concentration of all the denitrifying enzymes.

3.2.2.2 Comments.
The method measures the maximum activity of the enzymes present, in
the unit moles nitrous oxide per gram of soil per hour. Thus the
enzyme concentration is expressed in this unit. The use of such an
unit may be difficult in the model, as this uses gram biomass carbon
per gram soil.
An assumption behind this approach is that the amount of denitrifying
enzymes limits the nitrous oxide production rate. It is not clear,
however, why, if all required nutrients are present in abundance, the
nitrous oxide production rate must be limited by the amount of
denitrifying enzymes present and not by the rate of some other
(enzymatic) process linked to it. Thus the rate might vary depending
on the circumstances that determine what enzyme is present in
relatively low concentrations.
A second assumption is that the amount of nitrite remains constant
compared to the changes in nitrous oxide. This assumption cannot be
confirmed experimentally, because nitrite cannot be measured at such
low concentrations as nitrous oxide. Thus no evidence exists about the
development of nitrite during the first hour of anaerobic incubation,
when the enzymes may not yet all be activated or synthesised.
If the amount of enzyme per cell would not vary, then this measurement
is comparable to the MPN-method. However, the denitrifying enzymes are
known to be only synthesised under circumstances favourable for
denitrification (Tiedje 1982). Thus a constant ratio of biomass to
enzyme content of denitrifiers is unlikely. Davidson et al. (1985)
compared this method with the MPN-method. They found only a
correlation of marginal significance (n=7;r=0.71;p=0.07) between the
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logarithms of the two parameters.
According to Smith and Tiedje (1979) this is called a phase I
measurement. When they extended such an experiment in time, they found
in some cases after a temporal increase of the nitrous oxide
production rate a second period (called phase IIa) where this rate was
constant again. They concluded that· in these cases before the
organisms started to grow, enzyme synthesis took place till some
saturation level was reached. Thus the cells contained all a maximum
amount of denitrifying enzymes. If this maximum amount of enzymes per
cell is independent of the circumstances, this constant rate during
phase IIa may show a good correlation with the number of denitrifiers.
A similar design for an experiment was suggested by Davidson et al.
(1985). They advised an incubation period of 24 hours. The results of
Smith and Tiedje (1979) make clear that in principle this might work,
but also that a period of 24 hours is much too long. It is strange
that Davidson et al. do mention the article of Smith and Tiedje, but
do not refer to it, though it concerns almost exactly the kind of
measurement they consider.
It is likely that the carbon-substrate can restrict the enzyme
activity. It is not clear why Tiedje (1982) does not consider this.
Myrold and Tiedje (1985), however, added glucose in a similar
measurement. Chloramphenicol improves the stability of the nitrous
oxide production in the first hours. Its effectivity is much reduced
in the presence of clay (Smith and Tiedje 1979). In case of an
extended measurement as described above, it should of course not be
added.
The extra measurement to determine dinitrogen production can be
relevant for my research, because with this information it is possible
to calculate the maximum amount of reduction equivalents that can be
handled by the enzymes. One can, however, wonder what the use is of
such a determination. High levels of nitrate inhibit the enzyme that
reduces nitrous oxide (Blackmer and Bremner 1978); thus not all of the
available enzymes may be used by the organisms. Such an argument could
also be used against the measurement of the nitrous oxide production
rate. Here also inhibition may occur of the enzyme of one reduction
step by the substrates of one of the others.
To measure these nitrous oxide concentrations a gas chromatograph is
needed equipped with an electron capture detector. This detector is
very sensitive for acetylene. The high concentrations of acetylene
used make it necessary to keep the acetylene away from the detector
otherwise the measurements get disturbed. To achieve this, special
valves are needed on the gas chromatograph. If these are not available
other inhibitors might be used. These have the disadvantage that they
have been less tested than acetylene for side effects. One of the most
promising seems to be (potassium) thiocyanide (Boogerd et al. 1983).
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3.2.3 Activity of denitrifiers.
3.2.3.1 Principle of the method.
To measure the denitrification activity of the soil biomass, the rate
of nitrous oxide evolution in a fresh amount of soil , either a core
or a broken sample, is determined. This soil sample is incubated in a
box under normal atmospherical circumstances except for an addition of
10 % acetylene. Sometimes nitrous oxide is measured in situ (e.g.
Christensen 1985).

3.2.3.2 Comments.
The difference with the previous method, which also measures an
activity, is, that this approach measures the actual activity and not
a potential activity. The unit in which the activity is expressed is
the same as the one for the enzyme concentration: moles nitrous oxide
per gram soil per hour.
As will be clear from the above description of the circumstances, this
approach does not aim at quantifying fundamental parameters of the
denitrification process. The general idea in applying methods such as
this one, is to get a direct estimate under normal field conditions of
the nitrogen losses due ·to denitrification. Thus the field situation
is conserved or imitated as well as possible.
As the formation of dinitrogen is inhibited by the acetylene, the
(gross) nitrous oxide production rate may be a little enhanced (say
5/4 , the ratio between the electrons produced per nitrogen atom
without and with acetylene present). The variability in the results is
in general much higher, however, so this is not significant.
Disturbing the structure of the soil may also influence the
denitrification rate. Another deviation may be caused by the fact that
acetylene also inhibits (and already at much lower concentrations)
nitrification, which may cause a nitrate limitation.
Alternative methods make use of radioactive tracers:
13- and
15-nitrogen. These methods are laborious and know technical
difficulties.

3.2.4 Conclusions.
The parameters measured by the three methods described above are
related to each other hierarchically. The first approach (MPN)
measures the number of denitrifying organisms in a certain soil (or at
least an index of it (Davidson et al. 1985)). This parameter depends
in principle only on the growth and death rate of the organisms before
the start of the experiment. The second approach (enzyme
concentration) measures the amount of enzymes present in the biomass
of denitrifiers in a certain soil. This parameter depends, apart from
the net growth rate of the denitrifiers, also on the net rate of
synthesis of the enzymes before the start of the experiment. The third
approach measures the denitrifying activity of the amount of enzymes
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present in the biomass of denitrifiers in a certain soil. This
parameter depends, apart from the net growth rate and the net rate of
synthesis of the enzymes, on the conditions existent in the soil, such
as the temperature, the water content and the availability of
substrateso These may restrict the activity of the enzymes, but may
also completely inhibit them, like oxygen does.
If one is interested in the denitrifying biomass the number of
organisms is the measurable parameter most directly related to it. The
activity measurement yield~ no parameter that has any direct
relationship with the denitrifying biomass: Almost all environmental
factors that can be imagined influence this relationship. The enzyme
concentration approach of Smith and Tiedje (1979) measures parameters
of an intermediate level. They may be used partly as a source for
parameter values, partly as a means to test a model at an intermediate
level. The extension of this method may result in parameters directly
related to denitrifying biomass. The disadvantage is that no
experience exists with this last approach.
Thus the most informative measurements for my aims are: In the first
place the number of denitrifiers and in the second place the enzyme
concentration. The activity measurement is suited for an ultimate test
of a model, but there is already such a test available: The experiment
of Otten. Thus, this approach can be discarded.
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CHAPTER 4
GENERAL METHODSo

4.1

PREPARATIONS OF MATERIALS.

Acetylene was prepared by reaction of calcium carbide and water in a
flask, . closed with a water slot, and was sampled directly from the
headspace through a septum. The reaction is (Vogel 1956):
CaC2

+

2 H20 ---> Ca(OH)2

+

C2H2

It is not known what other products can arise. At least water vapour
must be present in the gas and most probably also some oxygen and
dinitrogen.
All sterilisation of glasswork and other utensils was carried out at
120 degrees for twenty minutes.
In case airtight incubations were necessary or if calibration gases
had to be prepared, Hungate tubes and serum flasks or injection flasks
were used. Hungate tubes of about 16 ml. were used with butyl rubber
septa in screw caps. The serum flasks used had various volumes. The
registrated volumes were 30, 60, 100, 250, 500 and 1000 ml. The actual
volumes were always about 15 to 30 % higher. The exact volume of each
flask was determined by weighing with and without water. The density
of water was assumed to be 1 g/ml. The flasks were closed with rubber
(not butyl-rubber) septa in screw caps. In one experiment injection
flasks were used instead of serum flasks. These were small: 120 or 160
ml.; had a narrower opening than the serum flasks and butyl-rubber
septa were available for them. This material was thought more reliable
than the rubber of the septa of the serum flasks.

4.2 GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY.
The concentrations of the different gases were determined by means of
gas chromatography (GC). Various systems were used, depending on the
gas to be determined and on its concentration.
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4.2.1 Syringe and sample size.
To inject the gas samples in the chromatograph a 500 microliter
Hamilton GC syringe was used. Always 100 microliter gas was injected.
This was set previously with a clip. Because in many cases the
pressure in the flasks to be sampled appeared to be different from the
normal atmospherical pressure, a syringe with an air lock was used.
Thus always the same volume, but not always the same quantity of gas
was injected.

4.2.2 Determination of gases at high concentrations.
For all gases with concentrations of about 1 %or more (v/v) a Packard
Becker 417 GC was used. This GC contained two separate systems with
one combined thermal conductivity detector (TCD). The construction of
the detector was such, that a differential determination was carried
out, using one column for injection and one column as a reference. The
first column was a Molecular Sieve (MS) to determine hydrogen, oxygen,
dinitrogen and methane. Other gases are retained in this column. The
second was a Porapak Q to determine hydrogen, methane, carbon dioxide,
nitrous oxide and acetylene. Oxygen and dinitrogen are not separated
by this column and appear as one 11 air 11 peak. Water also comes from
this column, but very slowly.
table 4.1 Characteristics gas chromatograph with TCD for
high concentrations.
Packard Becker 417
100 degrees
100 degrees
100 rnA
argon
Servogor RE 541 recorder, 0.5 mV

GC
temp. oven
temp. detector-block
bridge current
carrier gas
output and sensitivity
columns

Porapak Q (PQ)
tube
stainless steel
length
6 m
external diameter
1/8 inch
internal diameter
2.1 mm
mesh
80-100 mesh
flow rate carrier gas
30 ml/min
Molecular Sieve 13X (MS)
tube
stainless steel
length
1.8 m
external diameter
1/4 inch
internal diameter
4.3 mm
mesh
60-80 mesh
flow rate carrier gas
30 ml/min
The sensitivity of the TCD is strongly dependent on the kind of
carrier gas. With hydrogen or helium as carrier gas much lower
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concentrations can be measured of gases sufficiently different from
the carrier gas like nitrous oxide or carbon dioxide (lowest
concentration that can be measured about 300 ppm).
The calculation of the concentration of an unknown
follows:

sample was

as

conc.stand. * peak height unknown sample * att.
cone. unknown sample
att.
cone. stand.

= -----------------------------------------------

peak height standard * att.

attenuation.
concentration standard sample

Thus a linear relationship through the origin was assumed between peak
height and concentration, and similar shaped peaks. The error in the
measurement of the peak height was 1 mm. (at the attenuation used).
Calibration was carried out every measurement session,
lasted no longer than two hours.

which

usually

4.2.3 Oxygen and dinitrogen determination.
For oxygen and dinitrogen no special standards were prepared. Simply
ambient air was used under the assumption that this contains 20.95 %
oxygen (v/v) and 78.09% dinitrogen (Jansen et al. 1979). As the
peakheight of 21 % oxygen was about 140 mm. at attenuation 8 the error
in reading the peak from the chart was then about +/-0.15 % 02. The
peakheight of the normal dinitrogen concentration was about 100 mm. at
attenuation 32 resulting in a reading error of +/-0.8 % N2. No doubt
this is not the only error; but this easily quantifiable one gives an
impression of the minimum size of the total error. Under aerobic
conditions the dinitrogen concentration was only determined as a check
on the correctness of the analysis, as it was assumed that no
significant consumption or production occurred. If the value for
dinitrogen of a measurement strongly diverged, injection was usually
repeated.
In the last fumigation experiment the oxygen concentration was
calculated using the dinitrogen as an internal standard. The formula
is then as follows:
conc.02sample

=

peak-N2standard*att. * peak-02sample*att.
20.95% * ----------------------------------------peak-N2sample*att. * peak-02standard*att.

This gave a little bit more constant results,
however, small.
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the difference was,

4.2.4 Carbon dioxide determination.
Carbon dioxide standards were prepared in argon in a Hungate tube.
Hungate tubes were filled with water, closed with butyl rubber septa
in screw caps, and weighed. (To avoid air bubbles in a tube it is best
to fill it till the water gets just above the rim, put on the septum
and screw the cap carefully; then insert an injection needle through
the septum and tighten the screw cap.) Then the water was replaced
with gas from a large gas flask, containing either argon or carbon
dioxide, by means of injection needles. Once as much gas was put in as
possible, both needles were removed at the same time and the tubes
weighed again. The weight of the removed water was considered equal to
the volume of gas present in the tube. Always some drops of water,
which could not reach the needle, were left in the tube. For the first
standards 1000 microliter gas was removed from the argon tube by means
of a disposable syringe of 1 ml. and then an equal amount from the
carbon dioxide tube was added. The concentration in the tube was about
6 %. Because the type of disposable syringe used had an easily
compressible piston, resulting in leaking and inaccurate samples, for
further standards a GC syringe was used of 500 microliter (without air
lock), adding 500 microliter. Thus a concentration of 3% was reached.
The error in the preparation of the standards probably results in a
less precise estimate of the gas concentration than the results of
oxygen (or dinitrogen).

4.2.5

Nitrous oxide determination.

Standards for nitrous oxide were prepared in two ways: Pure nitrous
oxide from a lecture bottle or a gas flask was injected directly in a
closed tube or flask containing ambient air. The tube connected with
bottle or flask was suspended in water and the bottle or flask was
opened till the tube produced bubbles. Then the nitrous oxide was
sampled by inserting the syringe through the tube near the outlet of
the bottle. In other cases the same method was used, but the standards
were prepared in argon. A concentration of 6 % gave a peak of about
100 mm. , resulting in a reading error of about +/- 0.06 % N20. Here
also the preparation of the standard probably caused the main error.
Apart from a TCD also a flame ionisation detector (FID) can be used to
determine nitrous oxide (Zimmerman and Rasmussen 1975). A short
experiment (see table 4.2) showed a good response to nitrous oxide:
The peaks were about three times higher at the most sensitive
settings, compared with the measurements with the TCD as described
previously (for a peak of 1 em a concentration of 0.2% N20 was needed,
while with the TCD 0.6% was needed). (A different GC was used, only
the type was the same as the one with the TCD.) Because the GC with
the TCD gave a large enough response and because the column and the
detector in the GC with the FID was not appropriate for all
measurements, tbis technique was not further pursued.
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table 4.2 Characteristics gas chromatograph with FID.
Packard Becker 417
60 degrees
230 degrees
dinitrogen
30 ml/min
Servogor RE 541 recorder, 0.5 mV
Porapak R
stainless steel
1 m
1/8 inch
2.1 mm
100-120 mesh

GC
temp. oven
temp. detector
carrier gas
flow rate carrier gas
output and sensitivity
column
tube
length
external diameter
internal diameter
mesh

4.2.6 Determination of other gases.
Apart from the gases mentioned above, also the presence of hydrogen,
acetylene and methane were determined qualitatively in some cases.
Their quantity however was never determined. Methane was never
observed. For hydrogen and methane either the MS or the PQ column was
used, for acetylene the PQ column. Their detection level was about
0.015% hydrogen, 0.1 %methane and 0.25% acetylene (giving a peak of
about 1 em. at attenuation 1).

4.2.7
4.2.7.1

Nitrous oxide determination at low concentrations.
Determination of nitrous oxide concentrations of above 300
ppm.

For the determination of nitrous oxide at concentrations below 1 % a
gas chromatograph with a TCD was used with helium as carrier gas. The
operation of this GC was largely the same as the one described in
table 4.1. Care must be taken that the peaks of one measurement do not
interfere with the (assumed) water peak of a previous measurement,
because this peak is quite large compared to the nitrous oxide peak
and eluates only slowly from the column. In our case the nitrous oxide
peak got out after about five minutes, while the water peak took ten
to fifteen minutes to appear. Usually two injections were carried out
quickly after each other, the second injection immediately after the
nitrous oxide peak of the first had appeared, and then the next sample
was injected after both water peaks of the first two samples had
appeared.
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table 4.3 Characteristics gas chromatograph with TCD for
low nitrous oxide concentrations.
GC
temp. GC
bridge current
carrier gas
output and sensitivity
column
tube
length
external diameter
internal diameter
mesh
flow rate carrier gas

4.2.7.2

Packard Becker 406
100 degrees
250 rnA
helium
Servogor RE 541 recorder, 0.5 mV
Porapak Q (PQ)
stainless steel
6m
1/8 inch
2.1 mm
80-100 mesh
30 ml/min

Determination of nitrous oxide concentrations of about 1 to
100 ppm.

To determine nitrous oxide at concentrations of about 1 to 100 ppm.
(v/v) a more sensitive detector is needed: An electron capture
detector (ECD). Such a detector has a detection level of below 1 ppm.
(Klemedtsson et al.
1986).
It has also, however, several
disadvantages: The response of the detector is not linear above
concentrations of 25 ppm (Klemedtsson et al. 1986). The response is
also not very stable. Daily calibrations may be necessary. Finally the
baseline is strongly disturbed, if large amounts of acetylene pass
through the detector. This bears some relevance, as
in some
experiments acetylene is used in a concentration of 10 % to inhibit
nitrous oxide reduction. A change in the baseline also changes the
calibration values. Kaspar and Tiedje (1980) and Klemedtsson et al.
(1986) use special venting valves to prevent the acetylene from
flowing through the detector. This is also a good measure to remove
the (presumed) water peak which eluates very slowly from the column
and may disturb the next measurement.
There may be some other possibilities to avoid the problem of the
acetylene. These are the use of other inhibitors, if possible
dissolved in the water phase, and the use of a special column which
might retain the acetylene but let the nitrous oxide pass. Some
possible inhibitors have already been discussed (see chapter 2). The
column in which I tried to get complete retention of the acetylene was
a molecular sieve. At temperatures of about 100 degrees neither
nitrous oxide nor acetylene can get through this column, but at higher
temperatures this may be different. To investigate this, a small
experiment was carried out on a GC equipped with a TCD (see table
4.4), injecting samples with high concentrations of nitrous oxide or
acetylene. Unfortunately at 250 degrees both gases appeared to be able·
to get through the column. It is possible that at lower temperatures
the attempt to retain the acetylene completely may be successful. I
investigated only nitrous oxide at these temperatures, which could get
through at 150 and at 200 degrees but the retention times got quite
long then. If the idea would appear to work at some temperature
between 100 and 250 degrees, still the question would remain, whether
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nitrous oxide comes off this column quantitatively.
table 4.4 Characteristics gas chromatograph with TCD for
experiments with a molecular sieve.
GC
temp. GC
bridge current
carrier gas
output and sensitivity
column
tube
length
external diameter
internal diameter
mesh
flow rate carrier gas

Packard Becker 406
150-250 degrees
100 rnA
argon
Kipp BD 40 recorder, 1 mV
Molecular Sieve 13X (MS)
stainless steel
2 m
1/8 inch
2.1 mm
60-80 mesh
30 ml/min

In the denitrifier enzyme concentration measurements the GC described
in table 4.5 was used. The column was filled with Porapak Q, as with
the other nitrous oxide determinations. (Other columns can also be
used. Klemedtsson et al. (1986) used Porapak QS. They do not mention
why.) Because no venting valve was available, only experiments were
carried .out without acetylene. The time interval between each
injection had to be longer than the nitrous oxide retention time to
avoid interference of an old water peak with the next nitrous oxide
peak.
table 4.5 Characteristics gas chromatograph with ECD.
GC
temp. oven
temp. detector
range detector
carrier gas
output
column
tube
length
external diameter
internal diameter
mesh
flow rate carrier gas

Packard Becker 438
100 degrees
300 degrees
0.4 * 10 A
dinitrogen
Shimadzu Chromatopac C-R3A
Porapak Q (PQ)
stainless steel
6m
1/8 inch
2.1 mm
80-100 mesh
30 ml/min

The output signal was processed on-line in a computerised integrator
(Shimadzu Chromatopac C-R3A), which calculated the area under the
peaks. First the standards were injected of which the apparatus
provided a list of the measured areas. These were plotted by hand
against the concentration. If necessary, the values were partitioned
into a group of low and a group of high concentrations and through
each group a straight line was drawn (Kaspar and Tiedje 1980). The
results of the unknown samples were estimated from these regression
lines. Except for the splitting up of the measurements it was possible
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to implement this procedure in the integrator. A listing of the
program to execute this together with the other settings of the
integrator is provided in appendix A. Also some theoretical
considerations for the implementation of the program are stated there.
Due to problems with the memory settings of the integrator at the
moment of use, I had to calculate the unknown concentrations from the
areas by hand.
Standards with low concentrations of nitrous oxide were prepared in
ambient air in Hungate tubes and serum flasks of known volume. Pure
nitrous oxide, obtained directly from a lecture bottle as described
above, was injected in the tubes and flasks by means of GC syringes of
100 and 500 microliter and a disposable syringe of 1 ml. with an
incompressible piston. If 500 microliter or more was injected in a
Hungate tube (volume about 16 ml.), the same amount of air was first
withdrawn from the tube. In other cases the nitrous oxide was simply
added to the air present. The desired concentrations for the
calibration were reached in either one or two dilution steps.

4.3 METHODS OF PREPARATION OF THE SOIL USED
EXPERIMENTS.

IN THE DIFFERENT

4.3.1 Description of the soil.
All experiments were carried out with a clay soil from a grass-land
from Herveld. The soil used was sampled on 29/11/84 and stored moist
in a closed poly-ethylene bag at 20 degrees in the dark for almost two
years. The fraction < 2 [~m] was 22 %, the CEC-BaCl was 22 [meq/100
g], the pH-H20 7.3, the carbon content 1.3% and the total N content
was 0.14 % (Otten 1986). The water content was 0.31 [g water/g dry
soil]. It is the same soil as Otten (1986) used in his experiments.
In most initial experiments soil was used directly from the bago For
the initial fumigation experiment the soil was mixed with sand and
sieved (see below). For the final experiments the soil was dried to a
certain degree, sieved, rewetted and preincubated before use, as Otten
did with the soil he used. The influences of such pretreatments on the
measured parameters are discussed in a separate chapter (no. 11).

4.3.2 Determination of the amount of water in the soil.
About 20 [g] or more of wet soil was weighed in a pot of known weight.
It was then dried overnight in a stove at 105 degrees and weighed
again. The water content was calculated as follows:
WFR

POT AND WET SOIL - POT AND DRIED SOIL
=

POT AND DRIED SOIL - EMPTY POT
WFR

amount of water per amount of dry soil
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[g/g]

all in [g]

4.3.3 Preparation with sand.
This method was only used in the first fumigation experiment. 500 [g]
of wet soil (= 382 [g] dry soil) was mixed thoroughly with 450 [g] of
quartz sand. The quartz sand was air dry and its water content was
assumed to be nil. For calculations the added quartz fraction was
expressed in [g quartz added/g dry soil], in parallel with the water
fraction. The mixture was sieved through a 2 [mm] sieve with drilled
holes. 790 [g] (dry weight) of it was then divided in two and stored
in two serum flasks of one litre and incubated in a dark cupboard in
the laboratory for 24 hours at room temperature. Apart from the amount
lost in sieving, the rest was used to determine the water content,
which appeared to be 0.29 [g water/g dry clay soil]. The next day
about 50 [ml] of water was added to the soil in order to elevate the
water content a bit further. The 50 [ml], however, appeared to be too
much leading to clumps of soil, so the soil had to be sieved again and
left to dry overnight in a basin, partly covered by a towel, in the
laboratory. The soil was then stored again in the serum flasks at a
water content of 0.24 [g water/g clay soil] for two days just until
use. (Thus this last wetting and drying served no purpose, but was a
mistake !) Respiration was determined just before reopening of the
bottles.

4.3.4 Preparation without sand.
Half a kilo or more of soil from the bag was left standing for some
time in a basin, sometimes partly covered by a towel. When it appeared
dry enough to be sieved, the soil was first sieved on a 2 [mm] sieve
and subsequently on a 1 [mm] sieve. The sieves must have drilled holes
and should not be made of wire, because then the soil gets stuck in
the holes. The soil has to be pushed through the sieves, which may
lead to cylinder shaped soil particles. Then the soil was stored in
two serum flasks of one litre and incubated in a dark cupboard in the
laboratory for 24 hours at room temperature. This period was used to
determine the water content, which was usually about 0.16 [g/g]. Then
ice scrapings from a freezer were used to raise the water content to
about 0.25 [g/g]. Hereafter the soil was sieved again on 1 [mm],
stored in two serum bottles of one litre, and incubated in the dark at
21 degrees for at least 6 weeks. At regular intervals the oxygen
concentration was measured. The flasks were flushed from time to time,
at least before the oxygen concentration got below 15%. For the oxygen
measurements see next section.

4.4 RESPIRATION MEASUREMENT.
Respiration of soil samples, incubated aerobically in serum flasks of
various volumes, was determined by gaschromatographic analysis of the
headspace. At first both carbon dioxide and oxygen were determined,
but some experiments showed that the amounts of carbon dioxide were
not reliable. The increase of the carbon dioxide concentration
probably resulted in a shift in the equilibrium with bicarbonate and
carbonate. The experiment will be described later in chapter 5 about
the fumigation experiment.
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4.4.1 Calculationso
The measured oxygen concentrations were transformed into oxygen
consumption per gram of dry soil by the following equation:
(
(1+QFR
02soil=(TOTVOL - (----- +
(
( SO
02soil
TOTVOL
WWSOIL
WFR
QFR
SO
C1~02
C2~02

MV

)

WWSOIL )

WFR)*---------)*(C1~02-C2~02)*

) 1+WFR+QFR)

oxygen consumed per amount of dry soil
total volume of the empty flask
weight of the wet soil in the flask
amount of water per amount of dry soil
amount of quartz sand added per amount of dry soil
density of the (dry) soil particles
oxygen concentration in ambient air
oxygen concentration measured
volume of one mole of gas

1+WFR+QFR 1
--------- *-WWSOIL MV
[mmol/g]
[ml]
[g]

[g/g]
[g/g]

[g/ml]
[ml/ml]
[ml/ml]
[ml/mmol]

The density of the soil particles was assumed to be 2.65 [g/ml]
(Koorevaar et al. 1983). The concentration of oxygen in ambient air is
20.95% (v/v) (Jansen et. al. 1979). The volume of one mole of gas at
room temperature is 24 [ml/mmol]. For the carbon dioxide production
the calculation is almost the same:
(
(1+QFR
)
WWSOIL )
l+WFR+QFR
1
C02soil= (TOTVOL - (----- + WFR) * ---------)* cC02 * --------- *
) 1+WFR+QFR)
WWSOIL
MV
(
( SO
C02soil carbon dioxide produced per amount of dry soil
cC02
carbon dioxide concentration measured

[mmol/g]
[ml/ml]

Because the amount of water present in a pot was always small compared
to the gas space of the pot in case of these respiration measurements,
the effect of the dissolution of oxygen and carbon dioxide into the
water was ignored.
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CHAPTER 5
ESTIMATION OF TOTAL BIOMASS USING THE CHLOROFORM FUMIGATION METHODo

5.1

INTRODUCTION.

This measurement has been carried out two times: Once with soil mixed
with sand and once with preincubated soil. For the principles of the
method one is referred to chapter 3. I shall give here only the exact
method I used. The measurement was carried out according to Jenkinson
and Powlson (1976b) with two main exceptions: Smaller amounts of soil
were used, about 50 [g] in the first experiment and in the second 15
to 50 [g], and instead of the carbon dioxide production the oxygen
consumption was used to calculate the flush. It was measured in closed
flasks by means of gaschromatography. Before giving the exact method,
the possibilities for the purification of the chloroform are
discussed.

5.2

PREPARATION OF THE CHLOROFORM.

Jenkinson (1966) warned against the use of ordinary chloroform (p.a.)
in the determinations because this contains a small amount of ethanol
(up to 1 %). The ethanol can give problems, because it gets into the
soil and acts as a carbon source, enhancing the carbon dioxide flush.
It is nevertheless a necessary additive, because it stabilises the
chloroform. Otherwise chloroform can decompose under influence of
sunlight to phosgene (Furniss et al. 1978). Chaussod and Nicolardot
(1982) reported appreciable quantities of phosgene and hydrochloric
acid to be present 24 hours after the removal of the ethanol.
Jenkinson used the second of two methods described by Vogel (1956) to
purify the chloroform. In the fourth edition of this handbook (Furniss
et al. 1978) a third method is described.
1. The chloroform is shaken five or six times with about half
its volume of water then dried over anhydrous calcium
chloride for at least 24 hours and distilled.
2. The chloroform is shaken two or three times with a small
volume (say 5 per cent.) of concentrated sulphuric acid,
thoroughly washed with water, dried over anhydrous calcium
chloride or anhydrous potassium carbonate and distilled.
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3.

The chloroform is passed through a column of basic alumina
(Grade I; 10 g. per 14 ml. of solvent), a procedure which
also removes traces of water and acid; the eluate may be used
directly.
A sli9htly different method was used by Chaussod and Nicolardot
(1982): The chloroform was washed with water four times, and dried
with calcium sulphate. The chloroform was used immediately. They did
not find statistical differences between the results of their
incubations fumigated with this chloroform and those with chloroform
which had also been distilled.
The rationale of these methods, except the third from Vogel, is the
following: First the ethanol is shaken out of the chloroform phase
into the water phase. Then the water is removed from the chloroform by
drying with an anhydrous salt and finally the chloroform is separated
from the solid particles by distillation (Engbersen pers. comm.).
Distillation cannot be used to separate chloroform from ethanol or
water because chloroform forms both with ethanol and water
azeotropeous mixtures.
Instead of purification, chloroform may be used which is stabilised
with another compound. An appropriate stabiliser might be 2-methyl,
2-butene (De Bruin (CABO) pers. comm.). This is used to stabilise
chloroform for chromatographic analysis. It has a lower boiling point
than chloroform (39 versus 61 degrees at 1 atm.) and is insoluble in
water (Weast 1971). As adsorption of this compound to the soil seems
also unlikely, it probably will be completely removed from the soil
after the fumigation together with the chloroform. No experience,
however, exists with this kind of chloroform.
I prepared the chloroform as follows: about 100 [ml] chloroform p.a.
was shaken six times with about half its volume of demineralised water
in a separatory funnel. It was then put into a 60 [ml] bottle with a
ground glass stopper. 2 or 3 [g] of anhydrous potassium carbonate was
added and it was shaken a few times. Then the bottle was wrapped in
aluminium foil and put in the refrigerator. The chloroform was used
within six hours. It was careful decanted from the bottle in a beaker
glass. I experienced losses up to 40 % of the chloroform during this
preparation. The potassium carbonate was made anhydrous by drying it
in a stove at 105 degrees for a few days and storing it in an airtight
bottle.
It was not thought necessary to distillate the chloroform over as
Vogel prescribes, because there was no direct contact between the
liquid chloroform and the soil. The shaking out with water instead of
concentrated sulphuric acid was chosen because of the easier handling
of the former. The use of anhydrous potassium carbonate was preferred
to that of calcium chloride because the latter acts very slowly (24
hours).
It is not clear whether phosgene or hydrochloric acid are formed
during the 24 hours of fumigation. This should be expected regarding
the experiences of Chaussod and Nicolardot (1982), who found that
considerable quantities of these compounds were formed within 24 hours
after purification. Neither they nor any other author, however,
mention anything about the concentrations of these compounds in the
exsiccator during fumigation. The role of light remains unclear in
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their reports on this observations. I kept the exsiccator in the dark.
Care should be taken in handling the chloroform, because not only its
potential degradation products are highly toxic but it is also toxic
in itself. It can induce cancer for example. The MAC value (maximum
acceptable concentration) is lower than the threshold of smell.
Contact with open fire or hot surfaces should be avoided as much as
possible, because this also can lead to degradation into phosgene.

5.3 METHOD OF FUMIGATION AND INCUBATION.
Soil samples of 15 to 50 [g] wet weight, prepared as described above,
were put in beaker glasses of 250 ml. of known weight. Six duplicates
had to be fumigated. These beaker glasses were put in an exsiccator
lined with wetted filter paper together with a beaker glass with
purified chloroform and boiling stones. The exsiccator was drawn
vacuum with a water pump till the chloroform boiled. Then the tap of
the exsiccator was closed and the exsiccator was left for about 24
hours in the dark.
Three samples of 50 [g] wet weight were used as controls. They were
either put directly in serum flasks of 100 [ml] (first experiment), or
also in beaker glasses. These were placed in another exsiccator with
wet filter paper and without chloroform to be used as controls. This
exsiccator was not drawn vacuum. The serum flasks were left open. The
exsiccator was stored in the dark.
After 24 hours the first exsiccator was opened, the filter paper and
the beakerglass with chloroform were removed and the exsiccator was
drawn vacuum four times, letting air in after each drawing. Then the
soil was checked for chloroform smell. If this was absent, which was
always the case, the exsiccator was drawn vacuum for two more times.
An inoculum of 1 [g] of untreated soil was then added to the fumigated
samples. Both the fumigated and the controls were then weighed to
determine any loss of water, which was usually negligible. In the
first experiment the serum flasks with the controls were then closed
and the fumigated samples were put in serum flasks of 250 and 1000 ml.
These flasks were larger than those for the controls, because a higher
respiration was expected in the fumigated soil than in the untreated
one and it was attempted to get about the same changes in gas
concentrations in both the fumigated samples and the controls. In the
second experiment the controls, weighing 50 [g] were put into
injection flasks of 120 [ml] and the fumigated samples of either 15 or
25 [g] were put into injection flasks of 160 [ml]. Thus in this case
instead of varying the volume in which each sample was incubated, the
amount of soil incubated was varied. Incubation was always at 25
degrees. Oxygen (and at first also carbon dioxide) was determined
every two or three days using gas chromatography as described in
chapter 4. Incubation lasted at least ten days.
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5.4 CALCULATIONS.
The oxygen consumption has been calculated from the gas chromatography
results according to the description in chapter 4.
It was assumed that for the production of a certain amount of carbon
dioxide an equimolar amount of oxygen was consumed, thus
02soil = -C02soil (both expressed in moles).
biomassC

= (02soilfum - 02soilcontr) * MWcarbon * 1/kC

biomassC
02soilfum

amount of biomass carbon per amount of dry soil
mean of the amounts of oxygen consumed in the
fumigated samples per amount of dry soil
02soilcontr mean of the amounts of oxygen consumed in the
controls per amount of dry soil
MWcarbon
mole weight of carbon
kC
relative amount of biomass-C respirated into
carbon dioxide

[mgC/g]
[mmol/g]
[mmol/g]
[mg/mmol]
[mgC/mgC]

The mole weight of carbon is 12 [mg/mmol]. The kC was assumed to be
0.45 [mgC/mgC].
·
In the second fumigation experiment the inoculum added was quite large
compared to the fumigated sample, thus some correction was needed when
calculating the biomass. I did this by calculating the respiration on
basis of the total (fumigated + inoculum) sample and by multiplying
the resultant biomass-C with the factor total weight/fumigated weight.
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fig. 5.1 The oxygen consumption per dry soil weight in untreated and
fumigated soil (soil was not preincubated).
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400

5.5 RESULTS.
The first experiment yielded no consistent results. The oxygen
consumption in both the controls and the fumigated samples 'showed a
variation within treatments that was as large as the variation between
treatments (see fig 5.1). The second experiment showed much better
results. The variation between replicates was relatively small, thus
in figure 5.2 of these the averages have been taken. The fumigated
samples (which have not yet been corrected for the inoculum) initially
show a significantly higher oxygen consumption than the controls. They
slowly decrease to a lower rate. It appears that it takes more than
ten days for the sample to get again the same consumption rate as the
controls, but after 15 days the rates are about the same (see also
table 5.1).
table 5.1 The extra oxygen consumption in samples of preincubated
soil, fumigated with chloroform, on a soil dry weight basis.
Values have been corrected for the inoculum addition.
[umol 02 consumed/g dry soil]
incubation time
[hours]
69
120
173
237
295
341
417
460
625

sample size 25 [g]
[~mol/g]

0.82
2.65
2.75
3.96
3.97
4.37
4.68
4.49
4.81

sample size 15 [g]
[~mol/g]

1.20
2.73
1.36
3.77
3.45
4.01
4.63
4.41
4.67

At the last measurement at 625 hours (26 days) the difference in
oxygen consumption between the fumigated samples and the controls was
still about the same as at 17 days. The lowest oxygen concentration
measured then was stfll above the 15 percent. The measured biomass is,
if the extra oxygen consumed at ten days
is taken,
103
[~g biomass-C/g dry soil]
(mean of the measurements at 237 [h]) and,
if at seventeen days or later, 123 [~g/g] (mean of the measurements at
417, 460 and 625 [h]). As the values eventually become the same in
both treatments, there is no difference in the result whether taking
the control treatment for the control respiration or taking the
fumigated treatment once it has got back to more or less stable values
for the control respiration.
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fig. 5.2 The oxygen consumption per dry soil weight in untreated and
fumigated soil (soil was preincubated). Means of three
replicates.

5.6 DISCUSSION.

The reason why the first measurement gave such erratic results in
contrast to the second is difficult to point at. The first reason
might be that the flasks had no good septa. The septa used are known
to be not completely reliable. In the preincubations, however, the
same septa appeared to work quite satisfactory, when respiration
measurements were carried out (see chapter 11). The second reason
might be the fact that the soil had just been changed from a largely
anaerobic to an aerobic situation. This could have introduced a
relatively large amount of carbon substrate of dead strict anaerobes
in both fumigated samples and controls, thus disturbing the
measurement. This may explain the little difference between controls
and fumigated samples, but it still remains unclear why this
introduces so much variation in the respiration. A third reason might
be that the mixing of the soil with sand resulted in heterogeneities,
because the sand was not equally distributed over the soil. The
sieving on a two millimetre sieve make this improbable. The last
reason could be that the soil contained heterogeneities due to the
repeated drying and rewetting. This seems more probable, because the
soil was not sieved again after the last drying.
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The carbon dioxide evolution appeared to depend on the concentration
of carbon dioxide in the gas phase. This could be concluded by
comparing the oxygen consumption with the carbon dioxide evolution in
the different bottles (see table 5.2). It is expected that the carbon
dioxide production would be equivalent to the oxygen consumption. In
the flasks with smallest volume containing the highest carbon dioxide
concentrations, the carbon dioxide evolution was clearly lower,
however, than the oxygen consumption, while in the flasks with the
largest volumes and the lowest carbon dioxide concentrations this was
about the same. Thus a positive correlation appears between the carbon
dioxide concentration and the difference between the oxygen consumed
and the carbon dioxide evolved.
table 5.2 Oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide evolution in closed
flasks with soil in relation to the carbon dioxide
concentration after eight days of incubation. Means of two
replicates. [~mol 02 or C02/g dry soil]
carbon dioxide
evolved

[ml]

oxygen
consumed
[pmol/g]

carbon dioxide
concentration
[% v/v]

130
315
1170

16.
15.
11.

5.8
11.
13.

5.7
3.6
1.1

volume

[~mol/g]

This effect is probably caused both by dissolving of the carbon
dioxide in water and by buffering of the soil which adsorbed the
carbon dioxide as bicarbonate or carbonate. Incomplete evolution of
the formed carbon dioxide was also observed by Otten in his
denitrification experiments.
The secon~ experiment showed more regular developments in respiration
considering the variation between replicates. Figure 5.2 shows small
but clear day to day variations in the results. This points at a
dependency between the measurements on one day. This may be partly due
to the effect of the apparatus and partly to the calibration, as only
one calibration procedure was carried out for one measurement session.
It might be that the air of the laboratory which was used as standard
had no constant oxygen content, according to more experienced people
this was not the case. A ventilator above one of the other
chromatographs in the laboratory could however exert a perceptible
underpressure in the laboratory. This might have been the cause, but
the ratio measurements used in the last fumigation experiment should
not be influenced by this effect, because both the oxygen and the
nitrogen would be lower leaving the ratio constant. A last possibility
is that the circumstances under which incubation took place
fluctuated. Unexpected fluctuations in the incubation temperature may
have been a possibility.
The rate of oxygen consumption in the fumigated samples appears to be
constantly decreasing. Apparently the increase of the rate has
occurred between the start of the experiment and the moment of the
first measurement (69 hours).
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A point of debate may be the moment of determination of the difference
in respiration between the fumigated samples and the controls. This
c~n be after ten days or once the difference has become constant.
The
first possibility is in agreement with the instructions of Jenkinson
and Powlson (1976b). The second seems to be more principal and might
be a more constant measure than the first. Because most researchers
did not measure the respiration continuously, the first possibility is
probably in most cases applied. A choice for the second possibility
extends the period needed for this procedure.
The impossibility to get consistent results with soil that has been
anaerobic shortly before the fumigation (see fig. 5.1) may imply that
the use of the fumigation method can only be used at the beginning of
a denitrification experiment. Once such an experiment has been started
the soil becomes anaerobic and thus cannot be used anymore in this
method.
The measurement works well, does not require much soil and is easy to
apply. The use of a gas chromatograph both increases the reliability
and simplifies the measurement, though the carbon dioxide production
cannot be reliably measured in soil with a considerate buffer capacity
as, apparently, this loam soil.
In a routine measurement this method may be further simplified by
using less replicates (two or three instead of six seem sufficient).
The chromatographic determination may be improved, though it is
probably not essential for a more reliable estimate of the biomass,
because the error due to inaccurate assumptions of the method is
probably much larger. The amount of soil per replicate may also be
diminished, if this is required for an experiment.
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CHAPTER 6
ESTIMATION OF TOTAL BIOMASS BY MEANS OF ATP MEASUREMENT.

The total biomass was also measured by means of its ATP content. The
principles of this measurement have already been discussed in chapter
3. The ATP content of both untreated soil and preincubated soil has
been measured, according to a method provided by Verstraete et al.
(1983).

6.1

METHODS AND MATERIALS.

The ATP was measured in a special bioluminescence apparatus
(biocounter M2010A, Lumac/3M bv Schaesberg The Netherlands), using
diluted soil suspensions. Care was taken not to contaminate the
different utensils with ATP from fingers, because this may disturb the
measurement. For the addition of volumes up to 5 [ml] Gilson pipettes
were used.
10 [g] of wet soil was suspended in 95 [ml] TRIS-EDTA buffer (dilution
1 : 10), by blending for several minutes in a Kenwood blender. This
buffer contained about 10. [mM] TRIS and 1. [mM] EDTA, set to pH 7 or
8 with hydrochloric acid. Further dilutions up to 1 : 2000 were made
in a TRIS-EDTA-NaN3 buffer prepared as the previous one with addition
of 3 [mM] NaN3. TRIS is added to enhance desorption of ATP from clays.
EDTA must complex interfering ions. NaN3 is used as a bacteriostat to
minimise contamination. The use of sodium azide in the blender was
avoided, because it is a very toxic compound.
100 [~1] of a suspension was put in a disposable cuvet and this was
inserted in the apparatus. Then by means of one of the injectors of
the apparatus 100 [~lJ of NRB, a mixture of ionogenic surfactants
(Lumac), was added to free the ATP and then after an incubation for 20
seconds 100 [ul] of purified luciferine/luciferase enzyme was added by
one of the other injectors and subsequently the emitted light during a
ten second period was measured. The enzyme was provided by Lumac
(Lumit-PM) in freeze dried form and reconstituted in a special buffer
solution. The use of the injectors facilitates the standardisation of
the incubation and measurement periods.
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Calibration of the measurement was achieved by repeating the
measurements with the addition of 10 [~1] of a standard ATP solution
to the 100 [~1] sample just before insertion in the apparatus,
containing about the same amount of ATP as the sample. This was
determined by trial and error. Appropriate standards of ATP were made
from freeze-dried ATP in buffer, this was reconstituted in sterile
demineralised water. The ATP was further diluted in non-sterile TRISEDTA-NaN3 buffer solution. A stock solution of 10 [~g ATP/1] was kept
a few hours at room temperature before use. It was assumed that it
remained stable under these circumstances. The bioluminescence
apparatus had been calibrated at the factory at 7200 11 relative light
units 11 for 2 E-4 [J.lg ATP].
The results were calculated as follows (Trevors 1985):
1
ATPstand
ATPsoil= ------- * ---------------------- * (RLUsample-RLUblank)
DRYSOIL
RLUstand - RLUsample
amount of ATP per amount of dry soil
amount of dry soil in the cuvet
amount of ATP added as standard
relative light units measured in sample with
standard
RLUsample relative light units measured in sample without
standard
RLUblank relative light units measured in pure buffer
ATPsoi 1
DRYSOIL
ATPstand
RLUstand

6.2

[lJg/g]
[g]

[~g]

RESULTS.

The untreated soil used had a water content of 0.295
[gH20/g dry soil]. The preincubated soil had a water content of 0.243
[gH20/g dry soil]. The used dilution of the soil suspension was
1:2000. This appeared to yield satisfactory results, as can be
concluded from the comparable response of ATP standard in water and in
soil. A sample of dilution 1:1000 showed about twice the response of
the 1:2000 dilution. The addition of 1 E-5 [~g ATP] yielded about the
same light emission as both soil samples and was used as standard
throughout.
table 6.1 Results of ATP measurements in untreated and preincubated
soil expressed in relative light units. (lowest and highest
results between brackets)
soil
untreated
preincubated
blank

sample without
standard

repetitions

sample with
standard repetitions

579
(496-688)

3

958
(916-1000)

2

450
(411-504)

3

810
(747-844)

3

(50-53)

2

(542-543)

2
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table 6.2 The effect of various extraction periods on light emission.
Results in relative light units. {lowest and highest results
between brackets)

-------- extraction

10 seconds

period
20 seconds

--------

30 seconds

soil
without ATP

432

450
(411-504)

507

repetitions

1

3

1

810
{747-844)

786

3

1

soil
with ATP
repetitions

0

The amount of ATP per soil dry weight is 0.36 [~gATP/g dry soil] for
untreated soil and 0.27 for preincubated soil. For a carbon ATP ratio
of 250 this results
in a total biomass content of 90
[~g biomass-C/g dry soil] for untreated soil and 69 for preincubated
soil.

6.3

DISCUSSION.

The standard gave a response of 4.9 E7 [RLU/~gATP] (ATP sample in
buffer solution)o Initially the apparatus has been calibrated to
3.6 E7 [RLU/~gATP] {+/-10%) according to the specifications from the
factory. Thus the responses are of the same order. This gives the
impression that the standard had been prepared quite accurate, that
the ATP remained rather stable in the period between dissolution and
use and that the enzymatic reaction operated quite well. It is a bit
strange that I found a higher response, because most of the errors
that can be made in the procedure must lead to a lower response. The
most
likely error that can cause this effect is a too high
concentration of ATP in the standard.
Each sample seems to reproduce rather well. It should be stressed that
the repetitions differ only from the moment they were pipetted into
the cuvets, thus a deviation between two repetitions can only be
caused by differences in the measurement itself, heterogeneities in
the suspension, errors in the volume that is pipetted into the cuvet
and differences in the used disposables, such as pipette points. Other
errors are thus of course not detected this way. The reasonable
comparability between the two soil samples is a better indication of
reproducibility as in this case there are two comparable samples with
completely separated preparations. Only the used buffer is the same
and most of the used utensils.
The incubation time with NRB does not seem to have a confound effect
on the ATP luminescence, as can be seen in table 6.2. The shorter this
method lasts the better, because this reduces the chance that freed
ATP hydrolyses. On the other hand some species may need longer
incubation time for their ATP to be extracted. According to the
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instructions of Lumac the extraction time should be 20 seconds. In the
description of the reagents they say, however, that yeasts can take 30
to 60 seconds to become completely extracted.
This method gives in some cases less satisfactory results than other
releasing agents. According to Verstraete et al. (1983) this is due to
the fact that other reagents release also other than microbial ATP,
while NRB does not. Also NRB should release ATP from old biomass less
well. Verstraete et al. define old biomass more or less implicitly as
cultures of several days old, that have stopped growing. Though
indications exist that this may be true, these arguments also protect
the reagent from criticism about its general extraction capabilities.
Other reagents also may have comparable selective effects, which are
less well supposed. At least in this soil system the non-microbial
biomass may be low; the old biomass, however, is likely to occupy a
large fraction of the total, because the soil has been stored for such
a long time at 20 degrees before preincubation and again after sieving
for several weeks.
Trevors (1985) compared this extraction with two other extractions in
a sandy loam and a loam soil and found that the extraction with NRB
gave the lowest ATP estimate. This must be ascribed to the fact that
he did not dilute his soil samples for the NRB extraction, while he
did for the other extraction methods. He used a soil suspension with a
concentration of 1:10 for the NRB procedure, a concentration at which
I experienced no signal at all.
An advantage of this method compared to other ATP methods is the fast
application of the ATP releasing reagents. This saves time and work
and also restricts the hydrolysis of the ATP.
The difference between the results of the two differently prepared
soil samples is probably not significant. The method as I carried it
out may nevertheless be further improved especially with respect to
its precision by optimisation of the procedure and increasing the
number of soil samples and standards prepared.
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CHAPTER 7
ESTIMATION OF THE MOST PROBABLE NUMBER OF DENITRIFIERS IN SOILe

7.1

INTRODUCTION.

The amount of denitrifiers in the soil was measured by means of the
most probable number method. Both untreated soil and preincubated soil
have been measured. The principles of this method have already been
discussed in section 3.2.1. The exact method I used is described and
discussed here. Apart from some minor alterations Tiedje (1982) has
been followed. For the confirmative test inverted tubes, as well as
acetylene inhibition with nitrous oxide determination have been used.
Calculation is carried out with the formula derived by Halvorson and
Ziegler (1933). For the confidence intervals a table from Cochran
(1950) was used.

7.2 METHODS AND MATERIALS.
To get a suspension 10 [g] of wet soil, either preincubated or not,
100 [ml] 0.1% NaPP (sodium pyrophosphate) solution and one drop of
Tween 80 were blended in a blender (Kenwood). The blender was operated
several times on the highest speed for about half a minute. The above
compounds were added to the water in order to promote the release of
the microorganisms from the soil.
Hungate tubes of about 16 [ml] were filled with 10 [ml] of a solution
of 8 [g] nutrient broth (Gibco, 5 [g] peptone and 3 [g] beef extract)
and 0.5 [g] KN03 in 1 [l] of water. The tubes were closed and
sterilised. Some tubes were equipped with inverted (Durham) tubes
before closing to determine gas production.
For the dilution series either tubes were filled with 9.3 [ml] of a
0.9% NaCl solution, closed with a cotton plug and sterilised, or
sterile tubes were filled with 9 [ml] sterile 0.9% NaCl solution. In
the first case the assumption was that after sterilisation 9 [ml] of
the water remains. In the tubes a series of tenfold dilutions was made
as follows. 1 [ml] of the soil suspension prepared was inoculated with
a sterile pipette in the first tube. This tube was mixed thoroughly on
a mixer and 1 [ml] from it was inoculated in the next and so on. Thus
the suspension made initially had a concentration of 0.1 [g soil/ml].
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The subsequent dilution had a concentration of 0.01 [g soil/ml] and
the next dilutions had concentrations of 0.001, 0.0001, 0.00001 [g/ml]
etc.
With a sterile 1 [ml] disposable syringe 0.1 [ml] of a certain
dilution was added to each of five Hungate tubes with medium (in some
cases the number of replicates was different). All dilutions were done
with the same syringe working from high to low dilutions. The amount
of soil in the tubes decreased with a factor 10 from
0.01 [g soil/tube]. Tubes without Durham tubes were then filled with
acetylene to inhibit nitrous oxide reduction. This was done by adding
0.5 [ml] of acetylene to the headspace of a tube through a sterile
disposable 0.22 [micron] filter and an aseptic needle. (It appeared
that reusable sterilisation filters only let pass fluids but no
gases.) Thus the resulting acetylene concentration was about 10%
(v/v). The tubes were incubated at 30 degrees for two or three weeks.
To test for presence of nitrate or nitrite 0.5 [ml] liquid was
withdrawn aseptically from each tube and added to a test tube. Five to
ten drops of diphenylamine reagent were added consecutively until a
blue colour appeared. The colour is caused by the presence of nitrate
or nitrite. If after more than ten drops the liquid still remained
colourless, the nitrate was considered to have been consumed by
microorganisms. The reagent was prepared by dissolving 0.1 [g] in
50 [ml] of concentrated sulphuric acid. This determination was carried
out after two weeks and repeated after three weeks for the tubes that
had not shown nitrate disappearance.
In order to ascertain that the disappeared nitrate had been used by
denitrifiers,
the presence of gaseous nitrogen compounds was
determined. If inverted (Durham) tubes were used, the presence of a
bubble (presumably N2) was considered a confirmation. In case of the
use of acetylene the recovery of nitrate as nitrous oxide was measured
chromatographically. (See chapter 4.) At least 20% of the nitrate
should be recovered as nitrous oxide. This was calculated as follows:
The initial amount of nitrate in the tubes was 0.05 [mmol/tube]. The
amount of nitrous oxide [mmol N/tube] at the end of the experiment was
N20tube
N20tube
concN20
TOTVOL
WV
BUNS
MV
2

=

(TOTVOL - WV + WV* BUNS) * concN20 * 1/MV * 2

the molar amount of nitrous oxide in a tube
[mmolN/tube]
concentration of nitrous oxide in the headspace
[ml/ml]
total volume of the tube
[ml]
volume of the water phase
[ml]
Bunsen adsorption coefficient for nitrous oxide in
water (volume of gas per volume of water)
[ml/ml]
volume of one mole of gas
[ml/mmol]
moles N per moles N20.
[mol/mol]

The volume of a Hungate tube was assumed to be 16 [ml]. Tiedje (1982)
provides a table with values of the Bunsen adsorption coefficient at a
pressure of 1 [atm] and for different temperatures. The value for the
used temperature (22 degrees) was obtained by interpolating linearly
between the given values. The amount in the water will probably be
underestimated using this value, because the pressure in the tubes is
likely to be higher than 1 [atm]. MV is assumed to be 24 [ml/mmol].
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The percentage recovered can then be calculated with the equation:
%N recovered = 19.95 * 100% * concN20

7.3 CALCULATION OF THE RESULTS AND CONFIDENCE INTERVALS.
Once the numbers of positive tubes of the different dilutions have
been counted, the most probable number can be calculated. Usually just
three dilutions around the critical dilution are selected. The most
probable number can be looked up in tables (Halvorson and Ziegler
1933, Cochran 1950, Pochon and Tardieux 1962, Alexander 1982). These
tables were calculated with the following formula (Halvorson and
Ziegler 1933).
a1*p1
a1*n1 + a2*n2 + a3*n3 =
a1, a2, a3
n1, n2, n3
p1, p2, p3
X

1-exp(-a1*x)

a2*p2
+ ------------ +

1-exp(-a2*x)

a3*p3
1-exp(-a3*x)

relative quantities of inoculum in tubes of dilutions
1, 2 and 3 (a2 must equal 1).
number of tubes used in dilutions 1, 2 and 3.
number of positive tubes at dilutions 1, 2 and 3.
most probable number in inoculum of dilution two.

The disadvantage of this formula is that the value to be calculated,
the most probable number (x), cannot be written explicitly. That is
the reason why mostly tables are used. I, however, used this formula
directly. The left side of this formula can be calculated immediately.
As the function f(x)= 1/(1-exp(-x)) is monotonously decreasing if
x > 0 ,the right side of the formula can be fitted to the value of the
left side by calculating it on a programmable pocket calculator using
various x•es. By trial and error a sufficient accuracy (in significant
digits in x) can be obtained quickly. This way of calculation had the
advantage that also other dilutions and other numbers of tubes per
dilution could be used, than are mentioned in the tables. x is divided
by the amount of soil in the inoculum of dilution two to yield the
number of organisms per weight of soil. Confidence intervals (95 %)
were calculated with a table from Cochran (1950, see also Alexander
1982), which contains multiplication factors to calculate the lower
and upper bounds of the interval for several dilutions and several
numbers of tubes per dilution. These confidence intervals refer to the
uncertainty in the statistical estimation method, not to the total
error of the experiment. The obtained numbers of organisms can be
recalculated into biomass carbon with the following assumptions: One
bacterium has a volume of one cubic micrometer (Schlegel 1981) and
microorganisms contain 0.13 [gC/ml] (Jenkinson and Ladd 1981). This
yields 1.3 E-13 [gC/cell].

7.4 RESULTS.
All strongest dilutions appeared to be completely sterile (no
turbidity and no oxygen consumption occurred (oxygen only controlled
in the first experiment)) in both experiments. Some other dilutions
that showed no denitrification were turbid, however. This may have
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been anaerobic fermenters, but it also may have been aerobes that used
the remaining oxygen in the tubes. No change in the presence of
nitrate occurred during the third week of incubation in the tubes in
which nitrate had not disappeared after two weeks.
table 7.1 Results most probable number measurement of denitrifiers in
untreated soil.
amount of
dry soil
[g/tube]
7. 6
7.6
7 •6
7. 6
7. 6
7. 6
7. 6

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

10- 3
10- 4
10- 5
10- 6
10- 7
10- 8
10- 9

tubes with
inverted tubes
repet.
0
1
2
2
2
2
1

tubes with
acetylene

p 0 s.

repet.
1
1
5
5
5
5
1

1
2
2
2
0
0

total tubes

pos.
1
1
5
5
5
3
0

repet.

pos.

1
2
7
7
7
7
2

1
2
7
7
7
3
0

The water content of the untreated soil was 0.311 [gH20/g dry soil].
All tubes in which the nitrate had disappeared contained gas bubbles
or nitrous oxide. Because there seemed to be no reason why the
treatment with inverted tubes and that with acetylene should be
treated separately, all results have been summed. The most probable
number, using the three last dilutions, is then 7.3 E6 [orgnsms/g dry
soil]. Confidence intervals could not easily be calculated, because of
the different numbers of tubes per dilution. The lower and upper
bounds of this interval probably differ not much from that in case of
five tubes per dilution. The interval lies then between 2.2 E6 and
24. E6. Because the dilutions that contained the higher concentrations
of soil per tube had more than five tubes per dilution and the one
with the lowest concentration contained only two, both limits of the
confidence interval would be a bit higher if calculated correctly.
Expressed in carbon weight the amount of denitrifiers is 0.80
(0.24-2.6) [~g biomass-C/g dry soil].
table 7.2 Results most probable number measurement of denitrifiers in
preincubated soil.
amount of
dry soil
[g/tube]
8.2
8.2
8. 2
8.2
8.2

*
*
*
*
*

10- 6
10- 7
10- 8
10- 9
1o-10

number of
tubes

nitrate
disappeared

over 20 %
nitrous oxide

[tubes]

[tubes]

[tubes)

5
5
5
5
5

5
3
1
0
0

5
1
1
0
0
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The water content of the preincubated soil
was
0.226
[gH20/g dry soil]o Using the first three dilutions the most probable
number is 3.75 E5 [orgnsms/g dry soil]. 95% confidence intervals are
1.1 E5-12. E5. On a carbon weight basis the amount of denitrifiers is
then 0.049 (0.015-0.16) [~g biomass-C/g dry soil]. In contrast to the
previous experiment no nitrous oxide was present in some tubes with
acetylene, though nitrate had disappeared. This is probably caused by
nitrate fermenters. Because these tubes were of the same dilution as
the ones in which denitrifiers were only partly present, it could be
that these organisms are present in about the same amount as the
denitrifiers.

7.5 DISCUSSION.
The error in the result is a combination of (unknown) experimental
errors and an error in the statistical estimation procedure. Only the
last error has been quantified. It appears to be quite a large one but
it is probably too optimistic to expect that it is the only large
error in the determination of denitrifying soil biomass. The
experimental errors lead mainly to a large underestimate of the amount
of denitrifiers, as I have argued already in the review section. Thus
the meaning of the obtained results is probably just an indication of
a lower bound of the amount of denitrifiers in soil.
The underestimate can have two consequences for the value used in the
model, depending on the cause of the error: It may be that the
denitrifiers did not grow in very thin inocula. If the inoculum had to
consist of at least five cells for growth to occur, the true value
would be five times higher than the current estimate. In such a case
the value used in the model should be higher than the current
estimate. Another cause may be that the denitrifiers were inactive. If
this would be the case, then the current estimation would be
appropriate in the model, because the organisms that cannot become
active within three weeks would be of no relevance in the experiment
of Otten. If, however, these inactive denitrifiers consisted of a
large part non-growing but respiring biomass, then they would not be
discerned in the measurement but in the denitrification experiment
they might be relevant, because they could use some part of the
substrates.
Though the difference between the lower bound of the former and the
upper bound of the latter measurement is small, it seems that the
amount of denitrifiers has diminished during the preincubation of the
soil. Because the soil was for a large part anaerobic during storage
and the preincubation aerobic it is probable that the organisms could
not compete with the aerobes under aerobic conditions.
The amount of nitrate fermenters seems less influenced by the change
of the circumstances, for they were not observed in the measurement
with the untreated soil, but appeared in the preincubated soil. In the
untreated soil their presence remained hidden probably because in each
tube in which nitrate fermenters were present the amount of
denitrifiers was high enough to dominate these. Though it looks thus
like the fermenters population is of about the same size as the
denitrifiers population in preincubated soil, its significance in the
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experiment of Otten (1986) is nihil, because Otten measured always low
ammonium concentrations as long as any nitrogenous electron acceptor
was present.
The experience of Davidson et al. (1985) that denitrifiers could start
growing after fourteen days in the tubes is not supported by these
experiments. In my case nitrate did not disappear any further between
two and three weeks after the start of the experiment.
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CHAPTER 8
ESTIMATION OF THE DENITRIFYING ENZYME CAPACITY IN SOIL.

8.1

INTRODUCTION.

The denitrifying enzyme capacity was measured only in a slurry of
untreated soil. The principles of this measurement have already been
introduced in a previous chapter. In the next section the exact method
is described. In this experiment largely Tiedje (1982) and Myrold and
Tiedje (1985) were followed. The probably most important difference
was the fact that I omitted the addition of acetylene. This was done
only because of practical problems with the detector of the gas
chromatograph. Alternative inhibitors of nitrous oxide reduction are
mentioned in chapter two; these have not been tested by me.

8.2 METHODS.
8.2.1

Experimental.

To 130 [ml] serum flasks untreated soil, equal to 20 [g] of dry soil,
was added.
The moisture content of this soil was 0.26
[gH20/g dry soil]. To this 30 [ml] of a solution of chloramphenicol
was added. The bottles were closed and shaken vigorously till a slurry
was obtained. Then the bottles were flushed through the septum with
pure dinitrogen for about a quarter of an hour. A long needle was used
which reached the suspension to assure that also the water was
deoxygenated. A concentrated solution of glucose and potassium nitrate
was prepared in a Hungate tube, which was closed and also flushed with
dinitrogen for several minutes. At the beginning of the experiment 5
[ml] of the nutrient solution was added to the bottles by means of a
disposable syringe of 5 [ml]. Thus the total water content of the
flasks was 41 [ml] and the soil water ratio was 0.49 [g/ml]. The final
concentrations in the flasks were then as follows:
concentration of
chloramphenicol
glucose [gC]
nitrate [gN03-N]

per weight of dry soil
[~g/g]

510
9800
100

per volume of water
[pg/ml]
250
4800
48
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The chosen concentrations per weight of dry soil were the same as the
ones Myrold and Tiedje (1985) used (but the glucose concentration was
ten times as high, by accident).
The bottles were placed in a shaker at a temperature of about 22
degrees. About every 20 to 25 minutes gas samples were taken to
determine nitrous oxide production, which was done on the
chromatograph with the ECD (see chapter four). The experiment lasted
between one and two hours.

8.2.2 Calculations.
The calculations necessary to convert the chromatograph results into
nitrous oxide concentrations have been described in chapter four. The
calculation of the nitrous oxide produced per gram of dry soil out of
the nitrous oxide concentration in a flask was carried out with the
following formula. The solution of part of the nitrous oxide in the
water was taken into account.
(
WWSOIL 1
WWSOIL
)
1+WFR 1
N20soi=(TOTVOL- ------*-- -(1-BUNS)*(WFR*----- +WV))*cN20*----- *--*28
(
1+WFR SO
1+WFR
)
WWSOIL MV
nitrous oxide-nitrogen consumed per amount of
dry soil
[mgN/g]
[ml]
TOTVOL total volume of the empty flask
[g]
WWSOIL weight of the wet soil in the flask
soil moisture content
[g/g]
WFR
density of the (dry) soil particles
[g/ml]
so
the Bunsen adsorption coefficient for nitrous oxide
BUNS
in water at 1 atm.
(volume of gas per volume of water)
[ml/ml]
volume of added water
[ml]
wv
nitrous oxide concentration measured in the gas
cN20
space
[ml/ml]
volume of one mole of gas
[ml/mmol]
MV
N weight of one mole N20
[gN/mol]
28
N20soi

The density of the soil particles was assumed to be 2.65 [g/ml]
(Koorevaar et al. 1983). The Bunsen coefficient was calculated from
the table of Tiedje (1982) as described in the MPN method section in
chapter 7 (used value 0.632). The volume of one mole of gas at room
temperature is 24 [ml/mmol].

8.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.
During calibration I found a linear response of the detector with
increasing nitrous oxide concentrations below the 25 ppm. Above this
value the response levelled off. In the experiment the highest
concentration measured was still below 25 ppm. Thus a linear response
was obtained at the relevant concentrations.
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fig. 8.1 Nitrous oxide production in anaerobic slurries of untreated
soil with addition of glucose and nitrate during the first
hours of incubation. (three replicates)
The results for the three replicates are shown in figure 8.1. It
appears that the largest nitrous oxide production rate of every flask
is about the same: 0.089 [mgN20-N/kg dry soil/h]. I shall use this as
a provisional indication of the denitrifying enzyme capacity. It
should be kept in mind nevertheless that the determination cannot be
considered as completely correct and that thus the correctness of the
result contains a large element of chance. The results are not
satisfactory, because there is no indication for a linear increase in
the nitrous oxide concentration, indicating a constant production.
This is mainly due to the fact that only three measurements could be
carried out per flask in the first hours, due to the long time needed
for one measurement.
A point of discussion is the value of the Bunsen coefficient for
nitrous oxide. I used the value from Tiedje (1982) which is about 0.5
at 20 degrees, but also other references exist which give a value of
about 1.1 (Stolzy and Fluhler 1978). It is not clear what is the
correct value or whether there is a correct value. In the worst case
the result given above is a 25 % underestimate.
Reduction of nitrous oxide also leads to an underestimate of the
nitrous oxide production rate. Whether the rate of this reduction can
be ignored is not known. Nitrate is known to inhibit this process.
McConnaughey and Bouldin (1985b) estimate the inhibitive concentration
from data of Gaskell et al. (1981) to be a third to a fifth of the
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concentrations used by me.
The amount of nitrate that has been transformed into nitrous oxide is
extremely small, if nitrous oxide reduction is negligible, about
0.2 [mgN/kg soil] in two hours, which is +/-0.2% of the added
nitrate. As said before in chapter three, nothing is known of the
development of the nitrite concentration. Enough nitrate was available
to produce amounts of nitrite much higher than those of nitrous oxide.
Compared to the results of Myrold and Tiedje (1985), who also used
soil that had been (partly) aerobically incubated, this result is low.
They found values between 0.4 and 1 [mgN/kg/h], four to ten times
higher than these. This may be due to the long period the soil had
been kept in the laboratory at 20 degrees in my case. The incubation
temperature during the experiment of Myrold and Tiedje is not known.
Concluding I can state that the result of this measurement is
doubtful, due to the possible absence of inhibition of nitrous oxide
reduction, the absence of a proof of linearity, the uncertainty of the
size of the Bunsen constant and the unknown development of the nitrite
concentration.
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CHAPTER 9
MEASUREMENT OF DENITRIFICATION IN A SOIL SLURRY.

In order to get an impression of the difference between
denitrification in soil (exp. Otten) and denitrification in a
continuously mixed soil suspension, nitrous oxide production was
measured in a soil slurry in the presence of acetylene. To be able to
compare them, the circumstances of this experiment were kept more or
less the same as that of Otten (1986). The concentrations of the
nutrients added were according to Myrold and Tiedje (1985)o

9.1 METHOD.
9.1.1

Experimental.

Amounts of 6 or 6.5 [g] wet preincubated soil (moisture contents 0.22
or 0.24 [gH20/g]) were suspended in 7 or 8 [ml] water in Hungate tubes
(volume about 16.5 [ml]). These were deoxygenated by flushing with
helium, then acetylene was added (about 10 percent of the headspace)
to inhibit nitrous oxide reduction. The experiment was started at the
moment that 1 [ml] of a concentrated glucose/potassium nitrate
solution was added to the slurry. Final concentrations were:
final
concentrations

per weight
of dry soil
[mg/kg]

per volume
of water
[mg/1]

added glucose-C

960 - 1000

460 - 560

added nitrate-N

98 - 102

46 - 57

The final concentration of soil in water
[g/ml]. The concentrations per amount
ones Myrold and Tiedje (1985) used
measurements. Their soil water ratio was

was between 0.45 and 0.57
of soil are comparable to the
in their enzyme capacity
0.4 [g/ml].

The tubes were continuously shaken in a water bath at about twenty
degrees Celsius. The nitrous oxide production was measured every day
with a chromatograph equipped with a thermal conductivity d~tector and
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with helium as carrier gas (see chapter 4). The experiment lasted till
no further increase of nitrous oxide was observed.

9.1.2 Calculations.
The measured nitrous oxide concentrations in the headspace were
recalculated to include the nitrous oxide concentration in the water
phase and expressed in the amount of nitrogen reduced to nitrous oxide
per amount of dry soil. For this the formula of the previous chapter
was used:
WWSOIL 1
WWSOIL
)
1+WFR 1
(
N20soi=(TOTVOL- ------*-- -(1-BUNS)*(WFR*----- +WV))*cN20*----- *--*28
(
1+WFR SD
1+WFR
)
WWSOIL MV
N20soi

nitrous oxide-nitrogen consumed per amount of
dry soil
[mgN/g]
TOTVOL total volume of the empty flask
[ml]
WWSOIL weight of the wet soil in the flask
[g]
soil moisture content
WFR
[g/g]
density of the (dry) soil particles
SD
[g/ml]
BUNS
the Bunsen adsorption coefficient for nitrous oxide
in water at 1 atm.
(volume of gas per volume of water)
[ml/ml]
volume of added water
wv
[ml]
cN20
nitrous oxide concentration measured in the gas
space
[ml/ml]
volume of one mole of gas
MV
[ml/mmol]
28
N weight of one mole N20
[gN/mol]
The density of the soil particles was assumed to be 2.65 [g/ml]
(Koorevaar et al. 1983). The Bunsen coefficient was calculated from
the table of Tiedje (1982) as described in the MPN method section in
chapter 7 (used value 0.632). The volume of one mole of gas at room
temperature is 24 [ml/mmol].
The obtained concentrations of nitrous oxide can be used for a
determination of the relative growth rate of the denitrifiers. The
following assumptions are then necessary: The population is growing
exponentially. The average production rate of nitrous oxide per amount
of biomass of the denitrifying population remains constant. (This is
not so, if both the taxonomical composition of the population changes
and differences exist between the nitrous oxide production rates of
different parts of the denitrifying population.) The last assumption
has as a consequence that the rate of change of the nitrite
concentration per amount of biomass either should be zero or at least
constant. If these assumptions are satisfied the nitrous oxide
production rate should grow with the same exponential growth equation
as the population. This leads to the following equation:
(d[N 2 0]/dt)t = (d[N 20]/dt)o *

9

RGR*t

Because no figures are available of the nitrous oxide production rate,
but only of the cumulative nitrous oxide produced as a function of
time, this equation has to be integrated in order to be able to
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estimate the relative growth rate from the experimental results. The
result of the integration of the last equation is:
(N201t - [N 20Jo

=

(d[N 20]Idt)o I RGR * (eRGR*t -1)

By means of this function the relative growth rate and the nitrous
oxide production rate at the start of the experiment can be estimated,
using the nitrous oxide production figures. The formula can be
simplified,
if the organisms double several times during the
measurement period. The exponential term is then much larger than one
and the function becomes:
[N201t - [N20Jo

=

(d[N20]Idt)o I RGR * eRGR*t

This last function can be linearised by taking the logarithm on both
sides or by plotting the values on logarithmic paper. If the
simplification is not allowed, a non-linear curve fitting algorithm is
necessary to estimate the relative growth rate.

9.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.
The increase of the nitrous oxide concentration in the tubes is shown
in figure 9.1. The differences between the replicates appear to be
rather small compared to the changes in time. The concentrations seem
to increase exponentially. Therefore, the results have also been
plotted on logarithmic paper (fig. 9.2).
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soil in 6 slurries incubated with glucose and nitrate,
logarithmic scale.
The results between 0 and 150 hours form a straight line in figure
9.2. Thus it seems allowed to use the simplified formula to estimate.
the relative growth rate. Applying linear regression on the relation
between the time and the natural logarithm of the nitrous oxide
concentration, using the data of the six experiments between 0 and 150
hours (except one datum of slurry 26 at 114 [h]), the resulting
relative growth rate was 0.0302 [1/h]. This means a doubling time of
23 [h]. The population doubled thus 6 times during the considered 150
hours and the assumption that the term -1 can be ignored compared to
the term exp(RGR*t) seems correct. The nitrous oxide production rate
at time zero is estimated to be 0.080 [~gN20-N/g/h]. (n=28, carr.
coeff.=0.9937)
The consumed amount of nitrate, when nitrous oxide production is
stopped, can be estimated to be about 210 [mgN/kg soil]. This is more
than twice the amount added. Thus about half of the nitrous oxide
produced must have been of endogenous origin. According to Otten
(1986) the endogenous amount of nitrate in preincubated soil lies
between 100 and 140 [mgN/kg]. Thus the total amount of nitrate must
have been about 220 [mgN/kg], which agrees well with the amount of
nitrous oxide produced.
A gradual decrease
The growth rate
between the moment
the moment this

of the relative growth rate appears to be absent.
becomes abruptly zero. Thus probably the period
some nutrient concentration becomes limiting and
nutrient gets exhausted, is short. This observation
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points to the fact that the substrate consumption rate is high or the
K value is low or both. A high substrate consumption rate is promoted
by a high relative growth rate, a high biomass concentration and a low
yield (biomass produced per nitrous oxide produced).
In conclusion, the populations in the tubes appear to have grown
exponentially. Apparently all the assumptions mentioned above have
more or less been satisfied. Still the correctness of the assumption
that the net rate of nitrite production per amount of biomass is zero,
may be doubted: In the experiment of Otten (to be discussed in chapter
13) a temporal accumulation of nitrite occurred and there seems to be
no reason why this phenomenon would be absent in the slurry
experiments. Nevertheless, the relative growth rate in the slurry
experiments appears to be constant thus either the effect is too small
to be discerned in figure 9.2 or the incorrectness of some other
assumption compensates the deviation.
The comparison of these results with the results of the experiment of
Otten is carried out in chapter 13.
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CHAPTER 10
COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS OF THE BIOMASS DETERMINATION
DENITRIFICATION MEASUREMENT METHODS.

AND

10.1 THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF BIOMASS.
The results for the total biomass determined by the fumigation method
and the ATP measurements were as follows: The fumigation method gave
for preincubated soil 103 to 123 [~gC/g], depending on the period of
incubation. The ATP measurement gave 69 [~gC/g] for preincubated soil
and 90 [~gC/g] for untreated soil. These differences can be considered
as small. They may well be due to the inaccuracy of the methods.
According to Verstraete et al. (1983) the ATP extraction method
extracts only the ATP of active microbial ATP. The fumigation
experiment probably measures all biomass whether from microbial origin
or not and whether active or inactive. It seems improbable that much
biomass of non-microbial origin was still present in the soil after
such a long period of storage at 20 degrees centigrade. The presence
of inactive biomass is more likely. Since the soil has had no input of
carbon substrate during the period of storage at 20 degrees
centigrade, it is likely that some part of the biomass has gone into
an inactive state due to the exhaustion of carbon substrate. Thus the
fact that the ATP measurement does not measure inactive organisms
could serve as an alternative explanation for the difference between
the two results.
Jenkinson and Ladd (1981) provide a list with some amounts of biomass
carbon in soils, measured by the fumigation and the ATP method. The
figures range from 50 to 4000 [~gC/g], but most of the values lie
between 150 and 500 [~gC/g]o Thus the values found by me can be
considered to be in the lower range, but they are certainly not
unusual extremeo This low amount can be explained by the long period
of storage of the soil in the laboratory at 20 degrees centigrade.
Verstraete et al. (1983) have measured ATP concentrations in their
soils which were comparable with my results. They used the same method
as I dido
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10.2 THE AMOUNT OF DENITRIFYING BIOMASS.
For the denitrifying biomass I found, using the most probable number
method, a value of 0.049 [~gC/g] for preincubated soil and 0.8 [~gC/g]
for untreated soil. These values are 0.07 and 0.9. percent respectively
of the corresponding total biomass, measured by the ATP method. The
initial nitrous oxide production rate in a slurry of untreated soil
was measured to be 0.089 [pgN20-N/g/h]. The initial nitrous oxide
production rate of a growing denitrifying population in a slurry of
preincubated soil was measured to be 0.080 [~gN20-N/g/h].
Of the amount of denitrifiers in soil little data seem to exist in the
literature. Baas (1984) only cites Van Kessel (1973), who found that
the amount of denitrifiers in soil varied from 10 to 100 percent of
the total biomass. The way he determined the total and denitrifying
biomass is not mentioned by Baas. Van Kessel determined these values
in aquatic sediments, which can be expected to be anaerobic to a
larger extent and for longer periods, thus positively influencing the
amount of anaerobic species. Moreover the water above these sediments
contained much nitrate (Huntjens pers. comm.).
My values for the denitrifying biomass are very low. The cause for
this low value may be an error in the measurement or an effect of the
kind of soil or kind of treatment of the soil. The indirect counting
method used to measure the denitrifiers is known to underestimate the
amount of organisms in contrast to the methods to measure the total
biomass. It is also possible that many of the denitrifiers cannot grow
as fast as other aerobic organisms in the soil, if the soil is
completely aerobic. Oxygen is almost never limiting growth under
aerobic circumstances. Carbon substrate, however, may well have been
exhausted during the storage of the soil and at the low concentrations
that then prevail non-denitrifying oligotrophs may grow the fastest
and become dominating.
The values of the nitrous oxide production rates are more or less
similar. This is rather surprising, because both the methods used and
the treatments of the soils before the measurement were completely
different: For the enzyme capacity measurement according to Tiedje
(1982) untreated soil was used, while for the growth measurement in
the slurry preincubated soil was used. Thus the extreme similarity of
these results must be considered a mere coincidence.
From the relative growth rate the nitrous oxide production rate at
time zero and the yield the amount of denitrifiers can be estimated,
if the substrate consumption for maintenance can be ignored:
Ymx

* dN20-N/dt *

1/~

= denitr. biom-C

For the yield on the reduction of nitrate to nitrous oxide the values
of chapter 12 can be used: 0.479 * (0.83 + 0.90) [kg biomC/kgN]. For
the relative growth rate and the nitrous oxide production rate at time
zero the values from the slurry experiment are used. The resulting
amount of denitrifiers is:
0.479 * (0.83 + 0.90) * 0.08 I 0.0302 = 2.2 [~gC/g]
This value is about 45 times higher than the value obtained from the
MPN measurement. If this value would be correct then the denitrifiers
form 3.2 percent of the total biomass (ATP value).
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10.3 THE FRACTION OF ACTIVE BIOMASS.
Active biomass is not a clearcut concept (Smith et al. 1986). Often
the definition is not clearly made in the literature. It can be used
for non-growing biomass, but also for organisms existing in the form
of resting stages, like spores. A definition of the fraction active in
accord with our needs is the fraction of the biomass that can be
considered responsible for the growth and maintenance processes
described in the model.
The total biomass determination showed a difference depending on the
method used. As stated earlier this may be due to the fact that the
ATP measurement measures only active biomass. Thus the ratio of the
two results may be an indication of the fraction active biomass. It is
not clear whether this kind of active biomass is similar to the active
biomass of my definition given above. It also remains doubtful whether
the determinations are precise enough to justify this calculation.
Under anaerobic circumstances as in the experiment of Otten (1986) the
strict aerobic biomass cannot grow or maintain itself, it can only
die .. Under such circumstances it makes of course little difference for
this category whether some part of the biomass is inactive.
The most probable number method to determine the amount of
denitrifiers measures only those that under favourable circumstances
become active within two weeks. This agrees well with the definition
of active biomass given above. As explained above the method
nevertheless probably yields an underestimate.
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CHAPTER 11
INFLUENCE OF THE PREPARATION OF SOIL ON RESPIRATION, SOIL BIOMASS AND
DENITRIFIERS.

The influence of the preparation of the soil samples on the biomass in
the soil could be studied by the results of different ATP
measurements, most probable number of denitrifiers measurements in
soil before and after preincubation and respiration measurements
before and at various times after treatments. For these last
measurements four different soil (pre-)incubations were available:
1. untreated soil
2. soil mixed with sand
3. soil prepared and preincubated according to Otten (1986),
first batch
4. soil prepared and preincubated according to Otten (1986),
second batch
The soil was always
centigrade unless
preparations of the
following. In the
clumps of about one

stored at room temperature or at twenty degrees
otherwise stated. The exact chronology of the
soils in the last three cases is explained in the
first measurement the soil was only broken into
centimetre diameter.

preparation soil mixed with sand
day
0 mixed with sand 10 : 9, sieved on 2 [mm], stored, 0.29
[gH20/g clay soil]
1 water added (soil clumped), sieved on 2 [mm], put to dry
2 stored in flasks
5 incubation in exsiccator as controls for fumigation experiment
6 stored in flasks, incubated at 25 degree centigrade, 0.24 [gH20/g]
preparation soil for preincubation, first batch
day
0 put to dry
1 sieved on 2 [mm], put to dry further
3 a completely air dried part almost completely removed, sieved on
1 [mm], stored, 0.16 [gH20/g]
7 ice added, sieved on 1 [mm]
8 sieving finished, stored, 0.17 [gH20/g]
10 ice added, sieved on 1 [mm], stored, 0.23 [gH20/g]
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15 flushed
22 flushed
43 flushed
73 flushed
soil contained after some months 0.22 [gH20/g]
preparation soil for preincubation, second batch
day
0 put to dry
1 sieved on 2 [mm], partly on 1 [mm]
5 finished sieving on 1 [mm], stored, 0.16 [gH20/g]
6 ice added, sieved on 1[mm], stored, 0.27 [gH20/g]
11 flushed
27 flushed
57 flushed
soil contained after some months 0.24 [gH20/g]

11.1 RESULTS.
The results can be found in figures 11.1 to 11.4.
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and fitted regression line.
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fig. 11.2 Oxygen consumption rate per weight of dry clay soil in soil
mixed with sand and sieved. (In contrast to all the other
(pre-)incubations the incubation between day 6 and day 14
was at 25 degrees centigrade; see also the discussion.)
The results of the ATP measurements were 90 [~g biomass-C/g dry soil]
for untreated soil and 69 for preincubated soil. The results of the
MPN determinations of denitrifiers were the following: In untreated
soil
the
amount
of
denitrifiers
was 0.80 (0.24-2.6)
[pg biomass-C/g dry soil]. In preincubated soil the amount of
denitrifiers was 0.049 (0.015-0.16) [~g biomass-C/g dry soil]. Some
evidence pointed to the fact that in contrast to untreated soil
nitrate fermenters might be present in amounts comparable to that of
denitrifiers after preincubation.

11.2 DISCUSSION.
As appears from the figures, the oxygen consumption rate decreases in
all cases. The final respiration rate in the soil appears to be 0.012
[~mol02/g/h]. In the untreated soil the respiration rate is at first
about the same, but then decreases to a lower rate within some days.
It looks like the breaking of the soil induces an increase of
respiration possibly due to the dying of some strict anaerobes, but
that hereafter the rate decreases to a lower rate because still a part
of the soil is anaerobic and does not consume oxygen.
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fig. 11.3 Oxygen consumption rate per weight of dry soil in preincubated soil (first batch). The arrow indicates the mean
oxygen consumption rate in untreated soil.
Drying to about 0.16 [g/g] and sieving increased in the first
preincubation the respiration rate to about the double of the aerobic
equilibrium rate. The subsequent addition of ice, followed by sieving
and drying to the original moisture content resulted in a much larger
flush. A second addition of ice which increased the moisture content
definitely, induced no further increase of the respiration rate.
The second preincubated batch underwent less preparations and this
resulted in a shorter period to reach the equilibrium value. This
might nevertheless also be caused by the difference in final moisture
content. It took about 30 days to reach the equilibrium value.
The equilibrium value may be compared with the controls in the second
fumigation experiment, which had a respiration rate of 0.011
[~mol02/g/h]. Thus no significant difference is apparent, though the
incubation temperature differed 5 degrees between the two observations
(20 against 25 degrees centigrade). This is an argument to include in
figure 11.2 respiration rates measured during incubation at 25 degrees
centigrade. These rates originate from controls of the first
fumigation experiment for which the soil mixed with sand was used (see
chapter 5). It appears from figure 11.2 that mixing and sieving
results in a serious increase in the respiration rate, but that
subsequent wetting and drying (back to its original moisture content)
does not further increase the respiration rate. This is in contrast to
the results of the preincubated soil that was prepared in the same way
except that it also had been dried before to about 0.16 [gH20/g].
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fig. 11.4 Oxygen consumption rate per weight of dry soil in preincubated soil (second batch). The arrow indicates the mean
oxygen consumption rate in untreated soil.
Concluding, it looks like the combination of drying (to about 0.16
[gH20/g]) and subsequent rewetting results in the highest flush.
Solely drying the soil to about 0.16 [gH20/g] results in a smaller
flush. Also breaking the soil, sieving it or mixing it with sand
result in (smaller) flushes. The increase of the moisture content of
the soil above the level that existed for some time previously does
not cause a flush. These observations might be explained as follows:
Due to the drying of the soil many organisms die. These are not all
directly available to the surviving organisms as substrate.
Nevertheless the part that is accessible causes a small flush. In case
of rewetting this partly dried soil, water acts as a transporting
agent, which spreads the substrate of dead organisms through the soil.
This makes it accessible to living organisms, which leads to a large
flush. Increasing the soil surface by breaking, sieving or mixing the
soil, results in the entry of oxygen, and the strict anaerobes
subsequently die. These form the basis for the (small) flushes
observed. Addition of water to soil not dried but only broken, mixed
or sieved previously does not result in an increase of the flush. The
cause for this may be that the entry of oxygen does not kill all the
organisms at a certain spot, like drying does, but only the strict
anaerobes. This means that no transport is necessary to make the dead
organisms accessible to the living to be used as substrate, and thus
the subsequent addition of water has no effect.
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Comparison of the two ATP measurements show a decrease of the amount
of biomass after preincubation. Though it may well be that this is not
significant, it is a development in the expected direction, because
part of the biomass must have died during the drying of the soil
(partial sterilisation) and its carbon is in part respired as the
oxygen consumption rates clearly show. (Actually the flush measured
during the first period of preincubation should be somehow related to
this reduction in biomass.)
A complicating factor in interpreting the development is the fact that
this method only measures active or young biomass (Verstraete et al.
1983). Thus it might be expected that the measured amount of biomass
increased during preincubation, because the biomass in the untreated
soil might be rejuvenated (death of the old biomass followed by
regrowth) by the treatment before preincubation, resulting in a larger
active or young fraction in preincubated soil than in untreated soil.
Apparently this has a smaller influence than the respiration of part
of the biomass. It also may be that the biomass after two months of
preincubation has reached the same degree of inactivity as the biomass
in untreated soile
Also the amount of denitrifiers shows a decrease, but a more drastic
one than the total biomass: The difference is a factor 20. This
difference seems too large to consider it the result of errors in the
method.
Apparently the denitrifiers were not able to compete
successfully with the rest of the biomass under aerobic conditions.
The detection of nitrate fermenters in the preincubated soil (in
contrast to the untreated soil) points at the fact that the ratio of
denitrifiers to nitrate fermenters might have decreased during
preincubation.
Resuming, preincubation results in aerobisation of the soil, a slight
reduction of the total biomass present and a drastic reduction of the
amount of denitrifiers present. Nitrate fermenters may have increased
relatively.
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CHAPTER 12
MODEL OF DENITRIFICATION IN SOIL.

The model of Reijerink (1985) contains three groups of state
variables: biomass, carbon substrate and electron acceptor. The
process described in the model is essentially the flux of carbon
substrate and electron acceptor into biomass (and unimportant waste
products). All three groups of state variables influence this flux.
The fluxes are described by three main types of rate equations: Pirt
equations to describe the consumption of the substrates, Monad (or
Michaelis-Menten) equations multiplied by the biomass to describe the
gross growth rates of the biomass and exponential equations to
describe the mortality rates.
First I discuss the characteristics of the state variables. Then I
discuss the nature and the correctness of the three different rate
equations of this model. Subsequently I discuss some possibilities to
adapt the Monad or Michaelis-Menten equation to model the denitrification process itself. Then some explanation is given about the
construction of a new model, which is followed by its parametrisation.
Finally some results are presented. In the next chapter comparisons
are made with the experiment of Otten (1986) in order to test the
model.

12.1 CHOSEN REPRESENTATION OF THE ECOSYSTEM STRUCTURE.
In this section the state variables are discussed. One by one,
biomass, carbon substrate and electron acceptors are considered.
Finally something is said about the role of the environment in the
model.
The microbial biomass is divided in a strict aerobic (nondenitrifying) and a denitrifiers part. Thus it has a taxonomical
structure. It is not a physiological structure, because the biomass of
one group cannot become part of the other group. Thus hereditary
characteristics are relevant, not temporal adaptations. The strict
aerobes are considered to live only under aerobic circumstances. If no
oxygen is available, they die. The denitrifiers are considered to grow
as more or less normal aerobes under aerobic circumstances and as
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organisms that can denitrify all reducible N compounds, if present,
under anaerobic circumstances. If no oxygen or nitrogenous electron
acceptors are available, also the denitrifiers die.
The denitrifiers which can only denitrify part of the reducible
nitrogen compounds and those that have a different metabolism under
anaerobic circumstances are thus left out. Also the strict anaerobes
and the fermentative bacteria, of which part can use nitrate or
nitrite, are left out. Nevertheless these groups may exert their
influence by means of the parametrisation. It must be clear, however,
that this is not the way it should be done. They also may influence
the testing of the model by being accidentally included in the
measurements of the experiment. The assumption that these groups may
be left out is supported by the argument that their substrate
consumption is relatively slow and their size is relatively low as
compared to the groups of microorganisms that have been included. The
biomass is not further structured. An obvious possibility would be the
partition in actively growing, non-growing and resting biomass (see
e.g. Smith et al. 1986).
The carbon substrate is represented by glucose. Other substrates are
left out, but there is some reduced carbon coming from the dying
biomass which is added to the glucose pool as if it is glucose. The
dead organic matter is not taken into account, neither the 11 real 11
humus, nor the rest of it. Glucose is of course much faster
metabolised than humus or for example cellulose; if the glucose
concentration decreases, these other. carbon substrates become
important, however. Some comparable models exist which have more than
one carbon substrate: Baas (1984) had two substrates
in his
denitrification model, gluconate and succinate. He also included the
process of catabolic repression of the latter by the former. Tuinhof
(1984) modelled the degradation of glucose and cellulose in soil under
aerobic circumstances.
Many different electron acceptors are represented in the model. Their
modelling is thus highly structured. In the first place the presence
of the electron acceptor oxygen determines the difference in aerobic
and anaerobic circumstances. Under aerobic circumstances the situation
is simple because only oxygen is of relevance. Under anaerobic circumstances three different electron acceptors can be used all with their
own characteristics (nitrate, nitrite and nitrous oxide). Thus it may
be little surprising that the implementation of this part of the model
gives the largest trouble.
The environment is described as a homogeneous batch system at a
temperature of 20 degrees centigrade. According to the Monad equation
relative growth rate is a function of substrate concentration. In the
model these concentrations are calculated as total amounts divided by
the amount of water present. The amount of water is constant in the
experiments of Otten, but it is continuously changing in the
experiments of Leffelaaro The amounts of soil biomass might well be
influenced by the moisture content of the soil. Drying of the soil to
the degree Leffelaar did in his experiments (to about 10 %) might
cause mortality of the biomass and rewetting during the experiment (as
is done in the experiments of Leffelaar) might introduce a lot new
substrates to the water phase and so to living organisms (see chapter
11). These processes are nevertheless discarded in the model.
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12.2 ANALYSIS OF THE THREE DIFFERENT TYPES OF RATE EQUATIONS.
12.2.1 The Michaelis-Menten

equat~on

and the Monad equation.

These two equations are both of the form:
substr. cone.

= max. (relative) rate * -------------------------

(relative) rate

constant + substr. cone

The constant is the substrate concentration at which the rate is half
the maximum rate. The Michaelis-Menten and the Monad equations both
are a combination of a zero order process and a first order process.
Zero order if the concentration of the substrate is much higher than
the value of the Constant first order if the substrate concentration is (much) lower than the constant In between· these two
exists a mixed situation. The Michaelis-Menten equation is used in the
description of the dynamics of enzymatic processes. It has a more or
less analytical derivation from the rate constants of the reactions.
The rate is usually a rate of product formation. The Monad equation
has a more empirical basis. Monad (1942) found this equation useful to
describe the relative growth rate in continuous cultures. The rate
(and the maximum rate) are then relative growth rates of the biomass.
Thus the Michaelis-Menten equation refers to enzymes and the Monad
equation refers to organisms.
11

11

,

11

11

•

In the model of Reijerink the equation which relates the relative
growth rate to the substrate concentration is called a MichaelisMenten equation. As will be seen there are reasons to call it so,
though strictly observed it is incorrect. Therefore I give here the
derivation of this equation in the .best way possible. It is my
experience that most derivations are less strictly carried out, thus
obscuring the consequences of some assumptions. The derivation I give
here is from Wong (1975).
The derivation of the Michaelis-Menten equation usually depends on
four assumptions. First, the reaction equation is as follows:
k_l

Enzyme + Substr.

<------->

k_2

ES-complex

k+l

<------->

Enzyme + Product

k+2

Second, the reaction of the enzyme substrate complex into the enzyme
and the product can considered to be irreversible. Thus k-2 is zero.
Third, the change in the concentration of the enzyme substrate complex
([ES]) in time can be discarded compared with the product of the
substrate concentration ([S]), the total enzyme concentration
([E]total) and the rate constant of the reaction of the substrate with
the enzyme (k+l). This product has also the dimension of concentration
per unit of time. Fourth, the total amount of enzyme ([E]total)
remains constant. If thi~ is all the case the derivation is as
follows:
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·,

table 12.1 Derivation of the Michaelis-Menten equation.
dlES] = k1 [E][S]- kc-1>[ES]- k2[ESJ +kc-.l)[P](E]
dt
.

kc-2> :: 0 and [E] =[E ]bJo.l- [ E S1

d~~ S1= k1 [SJ(lqJ- [E Sl)- [E S )( k1_1>-t- k2)
d[ E S]
dt

S1( k1[ S] + kc-1l+ k2 )
'

= -[E

-t

kd S][E J~ob

d[E S]

[ E S] = _~-<1_[_sJ_[E_J_lo~-_d---::'t_
k(-1)+ k2+ k1[S]
d[E S]<< k [ S][E ]1

dt

1

V= d[P]
dt

= k1 [ES]

V- d[PJ- k [EJ

- {jT-

V= Vma><

I

.

tot

Z

and

Vmax==k2 [E]I:o~

[S]
lot k(-l~kl +[S]

[ S]
Km+[S]

Both the Michaelis-Menten equation and the Monad equation describe
enzymatic reactions. The Monad equation, however, describes these
processes on a much higher hierarchical level, involving almost always
a number of enzymatic reactions, linked to each other in various ways.
The Monad equation can describe these intricate processes, because it
is purely empirical and does not consider the theoretical
relationships. Bader (1982) discusses the validity of the Monad
equation in terms of its goodness of fit, not in terms of its being
theoretically the best formulation of the processes underlying it. He
states that the disadvantage of the Monad equation is that it
saturates too slowly. He suggests two other functions which have
better saturating characteristics: An exponential function and a discontinuous function consisting of two straight lines (called the
Blackman equation, cited from Blackman 1905). See the formulae in
table 12.2.
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table 12.2 Alternative equations for the Monod equation
(from Bader 1982).
exponential equation:

* (

~ = ~~ax

1 -

e-0.6931*9/X

Blackman equation:

K =

s

at

s I

*

~

=

~~ax

~

=

~~ax

~

= 1/2

K

for
for

*

s
s

< 2*K
> 2*K

~~ax

One reason why the the Monod equation resembles the Michaelis-Menten
equation so well, might be the following: Just as the amount of enzyme
in cases the Michaelis-Menten equation is used, is constant, also the
amount of biomass in a continuous culture in equilibrium is constant.
This latter constancy, however, is a bit more complicated, because the
equilibrium is not static but dynamic. In many cases, however, the
Monod equation is used for describing growth in batch systems, where
the amount of biomass is not constant. This is also the case for our
model. This makes it doubtful whether the use of this formula can be
justified.
The Monod equation describes the relative growth rate of the
population as a function of the concentration of one substrate. In our
case we must consider what happens, if the concentrations of two
substrates are both at a level that they would impose a constraint on
relative growth rate. Two possibilities have been presented: Only one
of the two substrates determines the relative growth rate ("the factor
in the minimum"), or they determine both the relative growth rate.
Sometimes they are called the model without and with interaction (this
refers to the substrates). Bader (1982) uses for the first model two
Monod equations, one for the first substrate and one for the second,
and the equation which produces the lowest growth rate determines the
rate. For the second model he uses the so-called double Monod equation
first presented by McGee et al. (1972).
The arguments to use this last equation are that it is both
conceptually and mathemathically an attractive equation. The
conceptual attractiveness is supported by schemes of enzymatical
reactions, in which two substrates or one substrate and a co-factor
are involved (see also Bader 1978).
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table 12.3 Conceptual model of the transformation of two substrates
into one product •

. subsbrasbe 1 ---~ .subshra.le.

su.bsbra.. te. 2

1rc-

~produc.t,

---~subslrabe. 2./

Bader states that the kinetics of the last reaction of this chain must
be always determined by the concentrations of both substrates. To my
opinion, however, it may well be that the last reaction has a
relatively fast rate compared to the rates of the other two reactions.
In that case the conceptual argument for an interactive model may well
be void. The first reaction of each substrate may be for example
uptake reactions and the last one the actual transformation of the
substrates. One problem remains, namely whether the use of such
schemes of enzymatical reactions in the discussion· of the
characteristics of the growth rate of the organisms can be justified.
The level at which these enzymatical reactions occur is a completely
different one from the level of individual growth, as said before.
The mathemathical attractiveness concerns the fact that the formula is
completely continuous. This is indeed a positive point, though in case
of numerical simulation, for which our models are meant, implementing
discontinuities does not give serious problems.
The main argument against using the double Monod equation is the
absence of any experimental evidence that support it, while for some
experiments the model without interaction gave a better agreement
(Bader cites especially Droop 1974). Bader does say that some
researchers found the double Monod equation useful, but what this
useful means is not clear (e.g. mathemathically ?). Other researchers
found reasons for disagreement, like Droop. Finally should be warned
against viewing these models as the interactive and the
non-interactive models. No doubt many forms of interaction are
possible and these will lead to as many interactive models. The
presentation of these two models as limiting cases in a
one-dimensional continuum, as Bader does, seems at least too simple.

12.2.2 The Pirt equation.
The Pirt equation describes substrate consumption of organisms for
growth and maintenance. Two assumptions are fundamental to the
derivation of this equation: First, the ratio of the new biomass
produced to the substrate consumed to produce this biomass is
independent of concentrations of substrates and relative growth rate,
and second, one unit of biomass consumes a fixed amount of substrate
per unit of time for maintenance,
independent of substrate
concentration and relative growth rate. Pirt (1965) showed how the
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parameters describing these processes could be determined. Later Pirt
(1975) presented a more extended derivation, splitting the consumption
for growth into a part for assimilation and a part for dissimilation.
The maintenance can be expressed either by a maintenance coefficient
(Pirt 1965, 1975), that is the amount of exogenous substrate needed
for the maintenance of one unit of biomass during one unit of time, or
by a specific maintenance rate (Herbert 1958, Marr et al. 1963, both
cited in Pirt 1965), that is the amount of biomass or endogenous
substrate needed for the maintenance of one unit of biomass in one
unit of time. These definitions already point to the need for an
additional assumption about the kind of substrate that is used for
maintenance. Irrespective of the outcome of this assumption both
parameters can be used, however, because according to the first
assumption the conversion of substrate into biomass is constant. Thus
one parameter can be converted into the other by means of some
constant.
Pirt•s derivation from 1975 is a bit obscure, because he first derives
an equation for substrate consumption for assimilation and
dissimilation and then derives an equation which describes the
distribution of the substrate consumed for dissimilation among growth
and maintenance. The conversion between this derivation and the one
from 1965 is also not completely clear because he does not use exactly
the same parameters in both cases. Therefore I present an alternative
way of derivation. This derivation is, I think, more consequent,
because it is based on a flow chart in which the exact routes of the
substrates are represented. Both assimilation and dissimilation are
considered at the. same time, and the relations between all the
parameters used in previous derivations are determined. As a result a
small error was detected in the conversion of Pirt•s parameters into
parameters used by others to describe these processes. After this
derivation the relationships between the consumption rates of carbon
substrate and electron acceptor are treated.

12.2.2.1 Pirt equation for the consumption of carbon substrate.
In case it is assumed that the organisms use exogenous substrate for
maintenance, the flow of substrate can be formalised according to the
following scheme (table 12.4). All components of this scheme are
expressed in amount of carbon. Thus the use of substrate for
assimilation during one time unit is u*Cb, with u the relative growth
rate and Cb the amount of biomass. The amount of substrate needed for
growth energy during one time unit is g*u*Cb, with g a constant. Thus
the total amount of substrate needed for growth during one time unit
is {g+l)*u*Cb. The consumption of substrate for maintenance equals
m*Cb, with m the maintenance coefficient in amount of substrate needed
per amount of biomass per unit of time.
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table 12.4 The flow of substrate in case exogenous substrate is used
for maintenance
exo~enous,

~~o.l {or growl.h

)

'fol" a.ssif\0\aO.~;on

substrale
cc.~)

'

9rowth
--~>

mClinbe.nanc.e.

Now we can calculate yield coefficients. Pirt uses five different
yield coefficients: The production of biomass per total amount of
substrate consumed (Y); the production of biomass per amount of
substrate consumed for growth (Ymx); the production of biomass per
amount of substrate consumed for energy production (Ye); the
production of biomass per amount of substrate consumed for energy
production for growth (Yeg) and·the production of biomass per amount
of substrate consumed for assimilation (Ya). Because substrate and
biomass are expressed in the same units in our case, it will be clear
that this last yield will always be 1. The Ymx and the Yeg must be
constants according to the first assumption mentioned earlier.
According to the definitions of the yields, it is now possible to
express these into the rates given above.
table 12.5 Yield equations for the case of maintenance on exogenous
substrate.

y=

v-

(g+1) U+ m

Ymx=

U

(g+1)u

Ye =

1 _(g+1)u+m

u

=

_1_
g+1

u

_1_ = g+1
Ym)(

U

1

gu+m

gu+m

Ye

u

The unknown constant g can then be eliminated by filling Ymx in the
formula of Y and the Yeg in the formula of Ye. Thus the relationship
is obtained that Pirt also derived (of Ymx and Y in Pirt 1965 and of
Yeg and Ye in Pirt 1975).
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I

1/Y

=

m * 1/u + 1/Ymx

1/Ye = m * 1/u + 1/Yeg

and

By measuring Y at different relative growth rates and plotting 1/u
against 1/Y, m and Ymx can be estimated from the straight line, that
is predicted by the above equations to arise from these points. It
will be clear that:
1/Y

= 1/Ye

+

1

and

= 1/Yeg

1/Ymx

+

1

Because:
1/Y = (dCs/dt)/(dCb/dt)

and

dCb/dt = u * Cb

the total substrate consumption rate can be calculated from the amount
of biomass and the relative growth rate with the following equation:
dCs/dt

= (

u/Ymx + m ) * Cb

Instead of this substrate consumption rate also a relative consumption
rate can be calculated: 1/Cb * dCs/dt. This relative rate will be used
later in the implementation of the model. It has no principal
consequences for the relationships considered.
Once the substrate is completely exhausted the question arises what
·happens to the maintenance. It might switch either to endogenous
substrate or part of the biomass might die,
thus providing
neighbouring organisms with new substrates to dissimilate. The latter
implies that the biomass should decompose with a rate large enough to
meet the maintenance needs of the organisms for substrates, and even
this amount will not be enough, if the relative growth rate is not set
to zero. This would require an adaptation of the Monad equation, if
used, because according to this equation the relative growth rate
never becomes zero, if some amount of substrate is still available.
This need for an adaptation of the Monad equation does not exist for
the formulation of the switch to endogenous substrate. But still a
peculiarity remains: Assume that biomass or endogenous substrate is
used with the same efficiency as exogenous substrate (i.e. endogenous
substrate is comparable to exogenous substrate), then the consumption
rate of substrate for maintenance remains still m*Cb, but the
substrate is now biomass. This biomass has been previously formed from
exogenous substrate. This implies that the efficiency of the use of
substrate for maintenance decreases, once the exogenous substrate is
exhausted, because the (imaginary) exogenous substrate consumption
rate for maintenance equals then:
(g+1)*u*Cb/{u*Cb) * m*Cb

=

(g+1) * m*Cb

instead of

m*Cb.

It is, however, questionable whether the organisms use exogenous
substrate for maintenance. Smith et al. (1986) argue that it is
probable that the organisms use endogenous substrate for maintenance
even when exogenous substrate is present. They cite some experiments
in which labelled carbon substrate did not immediately after addition
appear as labelled carbon dioxide (Lamanna et al. 1973, Smith et al.
1985). This would imply that all the added substrate was assimilated
and only endogenous substrate was dissimilated. (It is not clear
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whether growth occurred in these experiments. If it did, the results
would imply that the energy required for growth also comes from
endogenous substrates. The following scheme is then not correct. This
difference has, however, no principal consequences for the results of
the derivation.) The following scheme presents the process of
substrate utilisation with maintenance on endogenous substrate:
table 12.6 The flow of substrate in case endogenous substrate is used
for maintenance.

exo9enous
.su b.sl:ra.l:e

for as,.&~\lo.-tion

---------~)

biomass (Cb) or
d
b I I
e.n oge..nou.s su .Strate

(Cs)
e.ndoC3e~oU!t
~or

subsbr.

......,o.it"tee.~anc.e.

~row\:h

moin tenan~e.

Exogenous substrate has first to be transformed into endogenous
substrate before it can be used for maintenance. To produce this
endogenous substrate part of the exogenous substrate is transformed
into carbon dioxide.
The decrease of biomass due to maintenance can be described as a*Cb
with a the specific maintenance rate. This biomass or endogenous
substrate should be produced from exogenous substrate. Thus the gross
relative growth rate is u+a. u is in this case the apparent or net
relative growth rate. (In the previous model u is both gross and net
relative growth rate.) The rate of substrate consumption for
assimilation is then (u+a)*Cb. To produce this biomass or endogenous
substrate energy is required, which consumes an amount of exogenous
substrate equal to g*(u+a)*Cb. Again the yields can be calculated: The
results of this can be found in table 12.7. Relating Y to Ymx and Ye
to Yeg results in:
1/Y = a/Ymx * 1/u + 1/Ymx

and

1/Ye = a*(1/Yeg+1) * 1/u + 1/Yeg

These are again the relationships of Pirt as in
Ymx or Yeg and a can be estimated as described
of 1/Y (or 1/Ye) against 1/u (u is in this case
growth rate). It will be clear now that both
substitutable into each other if m is considered
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my previous scheme.
before from the graph
the apparent (net)
models are completely
equal to a/Ymx.

table 12.7 Yield equations for the case of maintenance on endogenous
substrate.

u

y_

(g+1)(u+ a)
Ymx=

U

_

1

(g+1)u-g+1

Ye =

_1_ = g+1
Ymx

1

U

g(u+ a)+ a

1
g

-=

Ye

g(u+a)+a
u

1
-=9
Yag

The meaning of m, in case of the last model, is then the amount of
substrate needed to produce enough biomass (= endogenous substrate) to
be dissimilated for the maintenance of one unit of biomass during one
unit of time. A contradiction exists here with the findings of Pirt,
who states that the regression coefficient from the equation above
equals a/Yeg (Pirt 1975, p.68). Where exactly Pirt is in error is not
clear to me, because I do not understand on what arguments the
construction of his equation 8.15, which he uses in the derivation, is
based.
It can be concluded that the two models do not differ essentially from
each other, as long as exogenous substrate is available. (See also
Roels 1983.) If, however, the substrate is exhausted, the first model
needs extra equations to describe the maintenance. This is not the
case in the second model: In this case u+a is simply set to zero, due
to the absence of substrate, and u equals -a. Thus the apparent.
relative growth rate becomes negative and the disappearing biomass is
consumed for maintenance. Because the organisms always use endogenous
substrate there is no change in the efficiency of substrate
utilisation for maintenance.
If the apparent relative growth rate is zero, the gross relative
growth rate is a. This difference between gross and net growth is what
Smith et al. (1986) called "cryptic-type growth". Pirt {1965) states
that the use of a specific maintenance rate instead of a maintenance
coefficient seems artificial and indirect. Whether this is so depends,
however, on the fact whether the organisms use endogenous or exogenous
substrates for maintenance. If the latter is the case, Pirt has a
point here. If, however, the former is correct, as seems to be the
case, the use of the specific maintenance rate is conceptually
attractive and very direct.
Verstraete (1977) set in the equation dCs/dt = ( u/Ymx + m ) * Cb
dCs/dt to zero and derived that the biomass would then decrease with a
rate m*Ymx. This is the same result as above, but he did not state the
assumption that the organisms always use endogenous substrates. Thus
he causes much confusion, especially because m is expressed in
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exogenous substrate. Thus it looks like Verstraete assumes that
organisms use always exogenous substrates for maintenance and that
when these substrates are exhausted organisms can produce new
substrate for maintenance by reversing the growth process, combining
the carbon of the biomass with the carbon of carbon dioxide, thus
restoring the old situation without loss of energy. This is in
contradiction with the laws of thermodynamics.

12.2.2.2 The relationship between carbon substrate consumption and
electron acceptor consumption.
The use of electron acceptor for growth and maintenance is linked to
the consumption of carbon substrate by the way of the stoichiometry of
the redox reactions (see chapter 2). It can be calculated that for the
complete oxidation of 1 [gC] glucose into carbon dioxide 8/3 [gO]
oxygen, 7/3 [gN] nitrate- or nitrite-nitrogen or 14/3 [gN] nitrous
oxide-nitrogen is needed. If the maintenance is on exogenous
substrate, the maintenance coefficients of glucose can be simply
multiplied by these factors to obtain the maintenance coefficient of
electron acceptor. To obtain the maximum yield coefficients for the
electron acceptors, the use of glucose for assimilation should first
be excluded from the maximum yield of glucose, for it is only the
oxidised glucose that requires the reduction of oxygen or nitrogen.
(It is assumed that the oxidation status of biomass is comparable to
that of glucose.) This means that not the Ymx, but the Yeg of glucose
must be used. This yield can then be divided by the factor mentioned
above to obtain the maximum yield on oxygen or nitrogen compound. For
the calculation of the factors above the assumption is that in case of
a nitrogen compound this is not used by the organisms for
assimilation. Taking such a process into account decreases the maximum
yield. The electron acceptor consumption rate for growth becomes then:
dEA/dt = (ul/Yea + 1/(C/N)*u2)*biomass-C
u1 is the relative growth rate on the electron acceptor considered,
Yea is the maximum yield on this electron acceptor as calculated
above, C/N is the C/N quotient of the biomass and u2 is the relative
growth rate of the growth for which the electron acceptor considered
is used as source for nitrogen assimilation (u1 may equal u2).
In case of maintenance on endogenous substrate, the maximum yield can
of course be calculated the same way as above. Also the maintenance
can be calculated the same way, at least as long as exogenous carbon
substrate is available. If, however, the carbon source is exhausted,
then the consumption equals a * biomass-C, multiplied again by the
factor determined above. Or, in words, the needed electron acceptor
equals the degraded biomass multiplied by a stoichiometric factor. If
part of a nitrogen electron acceptor comes free with the
mineralisation of the biomass for maintenance, this has to be
calculated: It equals 1/(C/N) * a * biomass-C.
From a theoretical point of view it may be expected that the ratio
between the amount of electron acceptor needed for maintenance for a
fixed amount of biomass during a fixed period of time and the amount
of electron acceptor needed for the growth of a fixed amount of
biomass is the same for each electron acceptor, at least if it is only
used for dissimilation. Thus these (theoretical) ratios can be
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compared and used as a check on the correctness of the values of the
measured parameters.
These calculations are only valid, if the oxidation status of the
biomass equals that of glucose. This is not completely true; it might
be better to include the chemical composition of the biomass in this
derivation. The argument against this is that the composition of the
biomass is a parameter that is not clearly determined. It also depends
on the circumstances. Another problem is that the introduction of the
composition of the biomass implies the introduction of oxygen in the
model as a substance with a mass balance, a feature that the model up
to now did not have. The main trouble will be then the fact that the
mineralising biomass nitrogen has also an oxidation status, that has
to be taken into account. Usually it becomes ammonium, which can
combine with oxygen into nitrite and nitrate by means of
nitrification. Thus the correct calculation of the oxygen mass balance
would enormously increase the size of the model.

12.2.3 The mortality equation.
In the model of Reijerink (1985) the relative mortality rate or
biomass decrease rate is assumed to be equal to m*Ymx. As I pointed
out when analysing the Pirt equation this represents the specific
maintenance rate (a). The use of this value suggests that Reijerink
described the use of endogenous substrate for maintenance with this
equation. In the model, however, only exogenous substrate is used for
maintenance. An alternative explanation might then be the death of
biomass to provide the remaining biomass with substrates for maintenance. The amount released this way is too low, however, to provide
sufficient substrate for this purpose, as described in the previous
discussion of the Pirt equation. As these explanations are both
unsatisfactory, the only explanation left is that it is an arbitrary
value, which has no direct relationship with the two parameters from
which the value is derived.
The following questions remain then
to assume biomass decrease apart
fast should this decrease be ? What
decrease rate, during absence of a
maintenance impossible ?

to be answered: Is it reasonable
from that due to maintenance ? How
must be the change in biomass
suitable electron acceptor, making

The mortality equations will gain importance once the relative growth
rates decrease due to a lack of substrate. Also the dying biomass
might then form an important source of carbon substrate.

12.3 THE MODELLING OF THE DENITRIFICATION PROCESS.
The terms first and zero order reactions have already been introduced
in the section on the Monad equation. These terms will be used again
here, but it should be realised that in this case they can refer to
different processes: The overall denitrification process and the
individual reduction reactions.
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12.3.1 Models from the literature.
12.3.1.1 Cho and Mills (1979).
This is the model on which Reijerink (1985) based his own model. Its
construction contains several inaccuracies, which are reviewed here,
because these may clarify the nature of the problem how to construct a
mathemathical model of denitrification, and the nature of the
different suggested solutions for this problem, for example that of
Reijerink.
Cho and Mills attempted to make a theoretical model of denitrification
at the enzymatic level. To do this they used what they call the
competitive Michaelis-Menten type formulation. They presented the
three reductions of the different nitrogenous electron acceptors in
three different reaction equations. Under the restraining condition
that the total denitrification intensity remains constant (no growth),
they subsequently derived transformation rates for the nitrogen
compounds. These were used in a simple simulation model of a batch
system with initially only nitrate present. The simulations were
continued until all nitrate has become dinitrogen. The equations used
in their derivation are shown in table 12.8.
The reaction equations (table 12.8 (2)) are comparable to the normal
form of Michaelis-Menten equations (see the derivation of the
Michaelis-Menten equation). The exception is the reaction of nitrite
into nitrous oxide. Here two molecules of nitrite must form one
molecule of nitrous oxide. Cho and Mills represent this process as the
reaction of two molecules of nitrite with an enzyme molecule, as if it
is a termolecular reaction. This means that the three molecules have
to collide at the same moment for the reaction to occur. This is an
unlikely event, certainly in enzyme kinetics where the amount of
enzyme is so low. Also it is doubtful whether an at random collision
of three molecules at a certain moment is really necessary during this
process. Probably first one molecule of nitrite is bound to the enzyme
and after some period of undetermined length the second molecule
follows. This means that a sequence of reactions with each its own
rate constants would be a better representation of this process. Many
examples of such reaction chains are treated more or less
theoretically in books about enzyme kinetics (e.g. Wong 1975).
Cho and Mills subsequently derived the reaction rates from the rate
constants and the concentrations of the reactants. This already
deviates strongly from the derivation of the standard Michaelis-Menten
equation because the rate constants of the different reactions are
included in one and the same reaction rate equation (see table 12.8,
eq. 3). The derivation is further simplified by the assumption that
the concentrations of the enzyme substrate complexes are constant
{eq. 4). This is called the steady state approximation, but why this
should apply is not clear. May be it is done in analogy to the assumption in the Michaelis-Menten theory, that the rate of change of the
enzyme substrate complex is zero, but in that case the rate is ignored
in comparison to some other value. Such a comparison is not made by
Cho and Mills. If the explicit expressions they subsequently derive
for the enzyme substrate complex concentrations (eq. 5) are
differentiated with respect to time it is clear that [ES] is never
constant, but is a function of the substrate concentration.
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table 12.8 Equations used by Cho and Mills (1979) in the derivation of
their denitrification model.
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The assumption that each [ES] is constant returns several times: The
transformation rates of the -different nitrogen compounds are at one
moment in the derivation (their eq. 6) only a function of reaction
constants and concentrations of enzyme substrate complexes, thus each
of them should be constant. These rate equations are then modified by
multiplication with a constant R (the denitrification intensity) and
division by a factor consisting of, again, rate constants and
concentrations of enzyme substrate complexes, which should thus also
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be constant. Thus one would still expect the rates of each transformation to be constant, but once the enzyme substrate complex
concentrations are eliminated from the equations, only the sum of the
transformations is constant, the individual rates appear to depend on
the concentrations of the substrates (eq. 9). Cho and Mills are thus
rather inconsequent in the use of their assumptions. The assumption
that each [ES] remains constant is used once more in the construction
of new rate constants from a product of the original ones and enzyme
, concentrations (eq. 9a). Also these constants are thus not constant.
Once the reactions have been described in their reaction equations and
reaction constants have been applied one would expect that the system
had been completely defined. Cho and Mills introduce nevertheless at
the end of their theory the restraining condition that the total
denitrification intensity (R) remains constant. This results in the
dependency of the rate of one reaction on the rates of the other
reactions; this is an extra condition which influences the previous
description of the system. Thus either the rate constants are no
longer constant or the dependencies on the concentrations of the
substrates change. This is more or less implicitly admitted by Cho and
Mills, when they support the introduction of the restraining condition
by arguing that otherwise the reactions would all be independent. This
is perfectly true and in accord with their own initial description of
the system. It seems to me that if they do not want an independent
group of reactions, they should construct other reaction equations. A
suggestion to improve the equations might be the introduction of a
reductor in the redox equations, for it might be the sparse
availability of reductor (read carbon substrate), which leads to a
competition for this reductor by the different nitrogen compounds.
This means that the representation of the reactions as if they are all
independent reactions is misleading or at least inconsistent.
Cho and Mills assume that the denitrification intensity (R) remains
constant during the simulation. This is based on the argument 11 • • •
that the microbial activity of unit weight of soil is steady or
constant because no additional energy source is added •... 11 The
absence of an additional energy source is, however, not enough to
assume constant denitrification. It seems quite unlikely that the
denitrification rate is independent of the amount of reducible
nitrogen. Because the simulation is continued until all the nitrogen
has been transformed into dinitrogen, at .least in the last phase the
assumption of constant denitrification seems rather unrealistic. Cho
and Mills appear to agree with this, when the figures of their
simulations are analysed: Once all the nitrate has been transformed
into dinitrogen, the dinitrogen concentration becomes constant, thus
denitrification has stopped then. The model presented in the appendix,
however, does not yield such a neat constant amount of dinitrogen,
once all the added nitrate has been transformed into it. In fact three
possibilities for the outcome of the simulation exist. First, if the
model is used exactly as it is presented in the appendix the
simulation is halted after 19 time units due to the finish condition
FINVAL, which stops the simulation once the nitrate, nitrite and
nitrous oxide are exhausted. If this finish condition is omitted, the
simulation is halted at the same moment, but accidentally, due to an
attempt to divide by zero. If also the LIMIT functions are removed
(which set negative concentrations of nitrogen substrate to zero), the
simulation continues after 19 time units. The nitrate and nitrite
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concentrations remain zero, the dinitrogen concentration keeps
increasing and the nitrous oxide concentration keeps decreasing. This
last concentration becomes then negative, in order to keep the total
amount of nitrogen constant. This effect has nothing to do with
numerical problems of the computer calculating with values near zero.
The Michaelis-Menten equation for example can also describe the
denitrification rate using a certain electron acceptor. If this
electron acceptor gets exhausted, then also the reduction rate
calculated approaches to zero. This is not the case with the model of
Cho and Mills. Thus Cho and Mills have adapted the graphical results
in a more realistic direction, thus camouflaging an important
peculiarity of their model.
The unit in which the denitrification intensity (R) is expressed is
now molecules of nitrogen compounds transformed per unit of time. This
is the rate which is assumed to be constant. Why this is so is not
clear to me. Why would not the amount of atoms of nitrogen in nitrogen
compounds transformed per unit of time be constant ? Or, as Cho and
Mills themselves shortly mention, the amount of electrons transported
to the nitrogen compounds per unit of time ? The only argument Cho and
Mills give is the remark that the population does not grow, and
requires every moment the same amount of denitrification. If this is
indeed the case, a rate, which is much more likely to remain constant
then, is the amount of ATP produced per unit of time. To be able to
use this rate for the calculation of the denitrifi~ation rates, the
ATP production per nitrogen molecule should be known. As long as this
is not the case, the use of the electron transport intensity is
probably the best initial choice. In contrast to Cho and Mills (1979),
Cho (1982) chose to express denitrification intensity in electron
transport intensity.
A final remark concerns the model Cho and Mills use to compare their
model with in order to estimate the influence of the competition
between the electron acceptors. This is a set of first order reaction
equations. To me it seems more reasonable to compare it with a set of
independent Monad or Michaelis-Menten equations (like the model of
Betlach and Tiedje, described later). Such a model might resemble the
model of Cho and Mills better than those first order reactions and
still differ in competition effects.
Summarising: Cho and Mills have made a too simple model. Too simple,
for it cannot explain the processes they want, because they are not
included in it. In the elaboration of their model they try to solve
this problem by introducing a new assumption (a constant R), thus
producing an inconsistency. The assumption itself is also
questionable. I doubt whether, once the model has been modified and
improved, a workable concept can emerge from it. I think that it is
impossible to construct a model at the enzymatic level without
requiring a lot of parameters, most of them of unknown value.
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12.3.1.2 Verbruggen (1985).
Verbruggen constructed a model of denitrification in soil in his
thesis (1985 par. 2.1.2 to 2.1.3.1). He postulated a denitrification
capacity (Q), which is constant with respect to the nitrate, nitrite
and nitrous oxide concentration, thus he named it 11 Zero order
interaction model 11 • This capacity does depend on the temperature and
the anaerobic part of the soil. It also depends on how long the soil
has been anaerobic, to take into account an assumed lag period of the
denitrifiers in which they synthesise or activate their enzymes.
The

denitrification capacity is expressed
in
the
unit
soil day)]. The unit [~gN2-N] should be read as equivalent
N2, i.e. the amount of denitrification is expressed in the production
of dinitrogen as if only nitrate is reduced and as if this nitrate is
completely reduced to dinitrogen. This equivalence is based on the
amount of electrons taken up during the reduction. The denitrification
intensity is an empirically determined parameter, by measuring the
anaerobic carbon dioxide production and relating this empirically with
the denitrification capacity (using regression analysis). This last
relation seems in accord with theoretical considerations. The rates of
the transformation of the different nitrogen compounds are described
as fractions of Q, for example:
[~gN2-N/(g

dN02
dt

N03 - S * N02
= --------------------------

N03 + S * N02 + T * N20

5

*

2

*Q

The ratio 5/2 refers to the electrons taken up: five by the reduction
of nitrate into dinitrogen and two by the in this equation considered
reductions of nitrate into nitrite and nitrite into nitrous oxide. S
and T are affinity coefficients of nitrite and nitrous oxide
respectively, relative to the affinity of nitrate. These coefficients
must be also determined empirically: S varied from 12 to 26 and T from
0.9 to 2.8 . These values were determined in different soils, thus the
influence of the soil is probably a cause for the large spread in the
values. In the final model nitrite was left out as an intermediate
because its concentration remained always low in the measurements
(Verbruggen p.124). Verbruggen considered the results obtained from
the model satisfactory.
This model of Verbruggen looks a bit like the results of the model of
Cho and Mills (1979), though its derivation is completely different.
He also assumes a constant denitrification intensity, this time
expressed in the number of electrons transferred. This assumption has
already been discussed in the section about Cho and Mills. Instead of
the attempt of Cho and Mills to give an analytically derived equation
using reaction constants and the enzyme concentrations, Verbruggen
uses mainly empirical parameters, like the S and T in the above
equation. The implementation of the description of the process into
the mathemathical model is thus more consistent, but this description
is more empirical and involves less theory: The constants S and T lack
a real
significance,
unlike reaction constants and enzyme
concentrations. A disadvantage shared by the two models is that the
overall denitrification rate is assumed independent from the amount of
reducible nitrogen.
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12.3.1.3 Betlach and Tiedje (1981).
Betlach and Tiedje (1981) only shortly mention the composition of
their model in their article. It is a fairly simple one. In their case
the reduction rates of the different N compounds are all independent.
The amount of denitrifiers is considered to be constant: The reduction
rate of a certain nitrogen compound depends only on its concentration
and the volume of soil that is anaerobic. This last parameter is kept
constant during a simulation. The dependency of each reduction rate on
its substrate concentration is described by a single Michaelis-Menten
equation. Recalling the assumptions underlying the derivation of this
equation, one may doubt whether this relationship is really valid
under all substrate concentrations. Once the substrate concentration
is low, the assumption that the change in the concentration of the
enzyme substrate complex is ignored (assumption 3) may be no longer
valid. A special feature of their model, but not a decisive difference
for its structure, is the inclusion of the extra reaction step of the
reduction of nitrite into nitric oxide and the reduction of this
compound into nitrous oxide. Growth and carbon limitation is not
considered. Parameters are not provided independently to the model but
it is fitted to the experiments. This gave satisfactory results.

12.3.1.4 McConnaughey

~nd

Bouldin (1985a).

McConnaughey and Bouldin discuss four models. In each model growth of
the denitrifying biomass is absent. The fourth model they discuss is
the model of Cho and Mills (1979). McConnaughey and Bouldin (1985b)
consider this model of limited use because kinetic parameters are not
available in the literature.
The first model they discuss is called the zero-order model. It should
be stressed that in this case in contrast to the models of Cho and
Mills (1979) and Verbruggen (1985) this does not mean that the overall
denitrification intensity is .independent of the concentrations of the
nitrogen compounds, but that the reduction rate of an individual
nitrogen compound is independent of its concentration. Only if the
nitrogen compound is completely exhausted, the reduction rate becomes
zero. This relatively simple model may give a good approximation of
the model of Betlach and Tiedje (1981), if the values of the K
constants are very low and the nutrient consumption is relatively
fast. Strictly spoken it is not a true zero-order model, because the
reduction rate is still a function of the concentration of the
nitrogen compound to be reduced, though it is a very simple one: If
the concentration is zero, the rate is zero; if it is not, the rate is
maximal.
The two other models they introduce are also comparable to the model
of Betlach and Tiedje (1981). They also use Michaelis-Menten equations
to describe the reduction of the different nitrogen compounds The only
contribution made by McConnaughey and Bouldin is the introduction of
inhibition terms: In the second model they use threshold
concentrations of nitrate inhibiting nitrite and nitrous oxide
reduction and of nitrite inhibiting nitrous oxide reduction. In the
third model they implement an empirical percentual inhibition of
nitrous oxide reduction by nitrate and nitrite using two linear
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functions of the nitrate and nitrite concentration.
To my opinion these two models do not throw a new light on the
problems of modelling denitrification. The introduction of inhibition
effects, separately from the possible competition effects between the
different nitrogen compounds, seems a bit premature. It would be
better first to investigate whether the observed inhibition can be
explained solely by these competition effects. The parameter values
that describe this inhibition are necessarily empirical and cannot be
determined separately from the competition effects.

12.3.2 The solution of Reijerink (1985).
For the description of the denitrification process, Reijerink chose to
adapt the model of Cho and Mills (1979) to his needs. He also
considered the model of Betlach and Tiedje (1981), but he preferred
the model of Cho and Mills, because this takes also competition
effects between the nitrogenous compounds into account. He considered
this to be more in accord with reality.
Reijerink did not use exactly the same model as Cho and Mills. This
had two reasons: First, of the parameters in the equations of Cho and
Mills no data existed in the literature. Thus Reijerink changed the
equations in such a way that each of them resembled more or less the
Michaelis-Menten equation, for which some values were available.
Second, he wanted to include growth of the biomass in the model. Thus,
instead of a constant rate of denitrification, electron acceptor
consumption was linked to the processes of growth and maintenance by
means of the Pirt equation. Growth was described by the size of the
biomass multiplied by a relative growth rate, which was a function of
the concentrations of the substrates, as described by double Monad
equations.
The way Reijerink precisely implemented this model can be found in his
report. I just want to discuss one point: The dependency of the
reduction rate of each nitrogenous electron acceptor on the
concentration of the other nitrogenous electron acceptors. The main
feature of the model of Cho and Mills is the competition between the
different nitrogenous electron acceptors. This is brought about by
making the reduction rate of one electron acceptor depend on the
concentrations of the others. This dependency is a bit obscured in the
simulation program of Reijerink, because of the many equations used.
Therefore the equations presented here are rearranged a bit, without
changing the structure of the model (compare with the model in
appendix B, subroutine REIJ).
The relative reduction rates of the different nitrogenous electron
acceptors per amount of biomass are expressed as follows (see for the
explanation of symbols appendix C):
RRDN03
RRDN02
RRDN20

=

=
=

UMXN03 * CN03N /(KN03N+CN03N ) * RTOT/NOEM
2.*UMXN02 * CN02N**2/(KN02N+CN02N**2) * RTOT/NOEM
2.*UMXN20 * CN20N /(KN20N+CN20N ) * RTOT/NOEM

Thus the dependency of these rates on the concentrations of the other
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electron acceptors must be caused by RTOT and NOEM.
In the model of Reijerink NOEM is the summation of the three Monad
equations without carbon substrate limitation.
NOEM = UMXN03*CN03N /(KN03N+CN03N
) +
UMXN02*CN02N**2/(KN02N+CN02N**2) +
UMXN20*CN20N /(KN20N+CN20N
)
Thus:

NOEM = ~ MONOD(i)

with for i the three different electron acceptors.
RTOT is the denitrification intensity for growth (GRN) and maintenance
(MRN): RTOT=GRN+MRN. In order to simplify the calculation of RTOT, I
assume that denitrification for maintenance can be ignored relative to
that for growth. (Although from a theoretical point of view this may
be justified, in practice it is not, because with the parameter values
Reijerink used the consumption rate for maintenance is still too
large. I am just concerned, however, with the theoretical point of
view.) Thus:
RTOT = GRN = GRN03 + GRN02 + GRN20
)/YMXN03 * PARAM
GRN03 = UMXN03*CN03N /(KN03N+CN03N
GRN02 = UMXN02*CN02N**2/(KN02N+CN02N**2)/YMXN02 * PARAM
GRN20 = UMXN20*CN20N /(KN20N+CN20N
)/YMXN20 * PARAM
PARAM = ABIOF * CGLUC/(KGLUF2 + CGLUC)
Thus RTOT is:
RTOT = PARAM *

~

~

{MONOD(i)/YIELD(i)}

with for i the three different electron a8ceptors.
This yields for the factor RTOT/NOEM:

t==

{MONOD(i)/YIELD(i)}
PARAM * ------------------------------------MONOD(i)
The quotient of these two summations is the exclusive part of each
reduction rate equation that depends on the concentrations of other
electron acceptors. It is probably clear that it can only vary between
the inverse of the highest of the three yields and the inverse of the
lowest, depending on the proportions between the three Monad
functions. If the three yields have all the same value, this ratio is
even constant. This means that, using these equations from Reijerink,
the dependency of the reduction rates on the concentrations of the
other nitrogenous electron acceptors is strongly limited, and thus
competition between the different nitrogenous compounds is almost nonexistent. In fact this model would look more like the model of Betlach
and Tiedje than the model of Cho and Mills, if the assumption is
correct that the consumption of electron acceptor for maintenance can
be ignored. This is, however, not the case.
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12.3.3 New solutions.
Summarising the previous review: The correctness of the model of Cho
and Mills (1979) is open to severe doubts and adapting it to our needs
(Reijerink 1985) is not without difficulties. The model of Verbruggen
(1985) has the disadvantage that it is strongly empirical, as are
models two and three of McConnaughey and Bouldin (1985a). The first
model of McConnaughey and Bouldin might well be too simple, leaving
out all dependencies on the available substrates.
I now present two alternatives: One along the lines of the model of
Betlach and Tiedje (1981) and one in which competition between the
different electron acceptors is described, but only under special
circumstances. These mathematical models are based on assumptions
describing what is actually taking place in the organisms. Thus both
times I first sketch the combination of assumptions on which the model
is based.
One could imagine that in an organism the processes of carbon
substrate oxidation and electron acceptor reduction are strongly
coupled to each other. It might even be so that an organism using
different electron acceptors at a time can be represented as
consisting of different sections, in each of which takes place a
different redox reaction. Thus in the first section oxidation of
carbon substrate and reduction of nitrate to nitrite takes place. In
the second section the same processes take place, but instead of
nitrate, nitrite is reduced to nitrous oxide. In the last section
nitrous oxide is reduced.
In case of such a description of the process a relative growth rate
should be implemented as a function that includes the interaction
between carbon substrate and electron acceptor and excludes any
dependency on the availability of other electron acceptors. This is
done with three double Monad equations:
UN03F = UMXN03 * CGLUC/(KGLUF2+CGLUC) * CN03N/(KN03N+CN03N)
UN02F = UMXN02 * CGLUC/(KGLUF2+CGLUC) * CN02N/(KN02N+CN02N)
UN20F = UMXN20 * CGLUC/(KGLUF2+CGLUC) * CN20N/(KN20N+CN20N)
The rates are summed to give the total relative growth rate:
TUNF=UN03F+UN02F+UN20F
The relative consumption rate of electron acceptors is calculated with
(relative) Pirt equations:
RRDN03 = UN03F/YMXN03 + MCN03/3.
RRDN02 = UN02F/YMXN02 + MCN02/3.
RRDN20 = UN20F/YMXN20 + MCN20/3.
The results of these equations are expressed in amount of nitrogen
compound per unit of biomass per unit of time. The maintenances are
divided by 3., because they all provide one third of the electron
acceptor required for maintenance. As a consequence the maintenance
rates are only in accord with reality, if all nitrogenous electron
acceptors are present.
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It is clear that none of the three reduction rates depends on the
concentrations of the other electron acceptors. Thus no competition
between electron acceptors can occur. The model looks like the model
of Betlach and Tiedje (1981), though in their model no growth occurred
and carbon substrate did not limit the denitrification rate.
Another description of the process is the following: The oxidation of
carbon substrate and the reduction of electron acceptor are not such
closely linked processes. Thus the carbon substrate is oxidised and
which nitrogenous compound accepts the electrons depends on which
electron acceptors are available. The transport of the electrons from
reductor to oxidator could for example operate by some electron
carrier.
In case of such an image two different situations are possible: The
rate of the reduction reaction is limiting or the rate of the
oxidation reaction is limiting. If the reduction of the different
nitrogenous electron acceptors is limiting, then it is unlikely that
some competition occurs between the different reductions of the
different electron acceptors. Each electron acceptor is reduced as
fast as possible. The cause that each reduction process does not
proceed faster, is the limiting amount of the electron acceptor
considered, or the limiting amount of enzyme carrying out this
specific reduction.
If, however, the oxidation of the carbon substrate limits the
metabolical process, then it would be likely that some kind of
competition would occur between the different electron acceptors
available for accepting the electrons. A reasonable possibility would
be a redistribution of the reduction rates proportionally to the rates
that would have existed, if the oxidation reaction had not been
limiting.
Because the oxidation and reduction reactions interact only by their
substrates, the relative growth rates are calculated with single Monad
equations:

UGLUC = UMXGLU * CGLUC/(KGLUF2+CGLUC)
for glucose and:

UN03F = UMXN03 * CN03N/(KN03N+CN03N)
UN02F = UMXN02 * CN02N/(KN02N+CN02N)
UN20F = UMXN20 * CN20N/(KN20N+CN20N)
for the electron acceptors. These last three are then summed:

UNALL

=

UN03F + UN02F + UN20F

The result is compared with the relative growth rate on glucose and
the smallest is chosen. If necessary, the relative growth rates on the
different nitrogenous electron
acceptors
are
recalculated
proportionally to their contribution calculated originally:
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IF {UNALL .LT. UGLUC) THEN
TUNF = UNALL
ELSE
TUNF = UGLUC
UN03F = UN03F * UGLUC/UNALL
UN02F = UN02F * UGLUC/UNALL
UN20F = UN20F * UGLUC/UNALL
END IF
The relative electron acceptor consumption rate is again calculated
with the (relative) Pirt equation. Each electron acceptor is used for
maintenance relative to its concentration:
TCONCN
RDMN03
RDMN02
RDMN20

=
=
=
=

CN03N + CN02N + CN20N
CN03N/TCONCN * MCN03
CN02N/TCONCN * MCN02
CN20N/TCONCN * MCN20

The (relative) Pirt equations are then:
RRDN03 = UN03F/YMXN03 + RDMN03
RRDN02 = UN02F/YMXN02 + RDMN02
RRDN20 = UN20F/YMXN20 + RDMN20
By choosing different values for the maximum relative growth rates on
the individual electron acceptors it is possible to change the degree
of dependency of one reduction rate on the concentrations of the other
electron acceptors. It should be stated that these parameters have
never been measured to my knowledge, thus it is a necessity to make
some assumptions. Two extreme cases can be imagined for the values of
these maximum relative growth rates. First, if only one electron
acceptor is present in excess, the organisms can still grow at maximum
rate. Thus UN03F, UN02F and UN20F all equal UMXGLU. As a consequence
glucose is always limiting, if at least one nitrogenous electron
acceptor is available in excess. The other extreme is that only if all
the electron acceptors are present in excess the population can attain
maximum relative growth rate. This means that the summation of the
UN03F, UN02F and UN20F equals UMXGLU. In reality the situation may be
somewhere between these extremes or even may vary with the
circumstances. At first sight it seems that the last extreme is the
most probable, because denitrification operates in most cases in the
presence of nitrate and the transformation of nitrate produces the
other electron acceptors. Thus in many cases all electron acceptors
are present at the same time and it is hard to imagine why an organism
still would contain enough enzymes to reduce each nitrogenous electron
acceptor at a speed much higher than likely to occur, because always
other processes are limiting.
It is clear that the two models differ much in their basic concepts.
Whether simulation results of these models also differ is another
question. Two groups of results can be distinguished: The relative
growth rates and the relative electron acceptor consumption rates. The
relative growth rates are treated first, because they influence the
consumption rates. Again two subcases can be discerned for the
relative growth rates, depending on what substrate is limiting. If the
electron acceptors are limiting, the difference between the two models
is formed by the absence of glucose in the Monad equations of the
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second model. The rates in the second model will thus be higher than
those in the first. Because the glucose concentration is high relative
to the electron acceptor concentration, this difference may well be
quantitatively unimportant. If glucose is limiting growth, then in the
second model the equations for the relative growth rates are as
follows:
UN03F=UMXN03*CGLUC/(KGLUF2+CGLUC)*CN03N/(KN03N+CN03N)*UMXGLU/UNALL
UN02F=UMXN02*CGLUC/(KGLUF2+CGLUC)*CN02N/(KN02N+CN02N)*UMXGLU/UNALL
UN20F=UMXN20*CGLUC/(KGLUF2+CGLUC)*CN20N/(KN20N+CN20N)*UMXGLU/UNALL
It is clear that, apart from the last two factors, these equations are
identical to those of the first model. UMXGLU and UNALL are overall
relative growth rates, the maximal one and the one under electron
acceptor limitation. UNALL is always less than UMXGLU and all relative
growth rates are in the second model larger than those in the firste
The most striking fact is that the proportions between the three
relative growth rates is the same in both models. The relative
consumption rate of the different nitrogenous compounds for growth
differ in the same way as the relative growth rates. The maintenance
rates may influence this effect, if they are large enough to exert a
significant consumptive contribution. Independent maintenance rates as
modelled in the first model decreases the amount of the compounds with
the lowest concentrations relative to the second model, because the
maintenance on an electron acceptor is not decreased by a relatively
low concentration as in the second modele In this case nitrite and
nitrous oxide are mostly in the minority. This is in contrast with the
concentration dependent maintenance of the second model, where
substrate consumption for maintenance is low if the substrate
concentration is low relative to the concentrations of the alternative
substrates.

12.4 CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW MODEL.
The above growth and electron acceptor consumption models are used in
a simulation program that closely resembles the anaerobic part of the
model of Reijerink (1985). The names of many variables have been
changed for conformity with the model constructed by Leffelaar to
simulate his own experiments. (In these experiments also transport
occurs.) I adapt the model to the experiments of Otten (1986) in which
transport is absent. Because these experiments were carried out in the
absence of oxygen and because I lacked the time, I omitted the aerobic
part, that Reijerink had in his model.
Because of the little time available I also had to abstain from
changing the Pirt equations and the death rates as proposed in 12.2.
Thus it is still assumed that the organisms use exogenous substrate
for maintenance. Also the relative death rate is still the product of
the maintenance coefficient and the maximum yield, but this has to be
considered a more or less arbitrary constant. If the added substrate
is completely consumed, the substrate produced from the dying biomass
is insufficient to maintain the remaining biomass.
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An adaptation Otten (1985) already made provisionally is the
introduction of a gas space in the model. This is of importance,
because nitrous oxide is a gas and partly exists in the atmosphere of
the pots of the experiments, thus reducing the concentration in the
water (by roughly a factor 50). As a consequence the concentration
dependent reduction rates are lower. This distribution of nitrous
oxide between the water and the gas phase is modelled with the Bunsen
constant, assuming equilibrium. This assumption seems reasonable
considering the thin layers of water that must exist in the soil.
One difference with Reijerink that may be confusing is the way the
dying biomass is distributed over the different carbon pools. In the
model of Reijerink a part of the dying biomass becomes carbon dioxide
and the rest is further divided between the glucose pool and the
unavailable carbon. In the new model first some part is split off for
the unavailable carbon and the rest is divided between carbon dioxide
and glucose. This was done, because of conformity with the model of
Leffelaar. The consequences, which are limited to the values of the
parameters, are discussed in the parametrisation section.
Two more principal alterations have also been applied. The maintenance
coefficients are now corrected for the temperature with a Q10 factor,
while Reijerink applied no correction or some linear relationship.
Thus now both relative growth rates .and maintenance coefficients are
corrected with Q10 factors. The nitrogen coming from the dying biomass
is no longer directed to the nitrate pool, because it is impossible to
produce nitrate from organic nitrogen in the absence of oxygen.
Therefore this nitrogen is now all directed to the incorporated
nitrogen poolo
The program can be found in appendix B. The comments made in the
listing are probably sufficient to understand what happens. A list of
used variables, their meaning and their units can be found in
appendix C.

12.5 PARAMETRISATIONe
The following parameters and initial amounts are used in the model. If
the value depends on the situation to be simulated the experiment of
Otten (1986) is used as reference.
Bunsen coefficient for nitrous oxide (KWG3).
This is a dimensionless constant, actually the ratio of the
two concentrations [(molN20/m**3 H20)/(molN20/m**3 gas)]. This
parameter describes the solubility of nitrous oxide in water at 1
atmosphere and 20 degrees centigrade. A source of its value is
Tiedje (1982), who gives a value of 0.632. Another value, given by
Stolzy and Fluhler (1978), is 1.1 . I have used Tiedje's valueo
Comparing the sources of these references Tiedje•s value seems the
most reliable (Leffelaar pers. comm.).
Amount of dry soil used in experiment (ASOLD).
The dimension of this parameter is weight of dry soil [kg].
It is determined by the experimenter. Because I simulate the
experiment of Otten, the mean of the amount of soil used in the
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different replicates is used. Another source of error in the value
is due to the fact that soil is not added dry, but wet; The
(probably small) error in the moisture determination thus
influences this value. The used value is 1.927 E-2.
Amount of water in soil (AWAT).
Its dimension is volume of water [m**3]. It depends on the
experimental circumstances. In the experiment of Otten it consisted
of water originally present in the soil (determined by a
gravimetric moisture determination) and water added just before the
start of the experiment in the form of a nutrient solution. It is
again a mean of the different replicates. Its value was 6.17 E-6.
Amount of gas volume in the pots (VGAS).
This parameter also has the dimension of volume [m**3]. It is
the total volume of the pots minus the volume of added soil
particles and water. Again it is a mean of the different pots used.
The differences in size of the pots probably causes the largest
error in this parameter value. The value can be calculated from
data in the report of Otten (1986). The volume of the empty pots is
150 [ml]. (The value of 105 [ml] also mentioned in the report is a
typing error (Otten pers. comm.)). Assuming a density of dry soil
particles of 2650 [kg/m**3] (Koorevaar et al. 1983), this results
in the value 1.37 E-4. (Reexamination of the figures of Otten after
my research had been completed, showed that 150 [ml] was the gas
space of the pots filled with moist soil. The volume of the empty
pots was 165 [ml]. Thus the wrong figure has been applied in the
simulations,. The error is probably only small.)
Amount of carbon and amount of nitrogen per amount of biomass (FCBIOM
and FNBIOM).
This is a fraction expressed in carbon or nitrogen weight per
total dry weight [kg/kg]. The values used come from the denitrifier
Paracoccus denitrificans,
determined by Van Verseveld and
Stouthamer (1978): For carbon it is 0.479 and for nitrogen 0.14. It
is assumed that this is the same for other denitrifiers and also
for strict aerobic biomass.
Maximum relative growth rate of the denitrifiers under anaerobic
circumstances (UMXGLU).
This is expressed in the inverse of time [1/h]. It is the
rate for the case that nitrate is completely reduced to dinitrogen.
The value used by Reijerink is cited in Baas (1984) as a personal
communication from Van Verseveld: 0.25. This was determined in a
continuous culture of Paracoccus denitrificans. The temperature at
which this value was determined seems to be 37 degrees, though it
is not explicitly stated by Baas (1984). The carbon substrate was
probably gluconate (C6H1207).
Koike and Hattori (1975a) have measured maximum relative
growth rates of Pseudomonas denitrificans in batch cultures. They
provide only maximum relative growth rates of growth on glutamate
(C5H9N04) under anaerobic circumstances. Their strain could not
grow on glucose under anaerobic circumstances, because under these
circumstances it could not use ammonium or nitrate as substrate for
nitrogen assimilation. Under aerobic circumstances glucose could be
used and the maximum relative growth rate was then about half the
value of the rate on the amino acid glutamate. The maximum relative
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growth rate on glutamate under anaerobic circumstances is 0.14 at
25 degrees centigrade. Thus for a comparable denitrifier which
could grow on glucose under anaerobic circumstances the maximum
relative growth rate on glucose under anaerobic circumstances would
be about 0.07 at 25 degrees centigrade.
I use this last figure, because I also use the yields and
maintenance rates of Koike and Hattori (1975b), which were
determined for the same organism. The determination is also nearer
to the temperature · at which the experiments of Otten (1986) were
carried out (20 degrees centigrade). The value is used as a basis
to calculate the maximum relative growth rates on the different
nitrogenous electron acceptors (see next section) and to calculate
the relative growth rate in case the electron acceptors are not
limiting.
Maximum relative growth rates of denitrifiers if only nitrate, nitrite
or nitrous oxide is present, respectively. (UMXN03, UMXN02, UMXN20).
These have the same unit as the previous relative growth
rate. Since no values are available in the literature, some
assumptions concerning their magnitude are needed. The maximum
relative growth rate on nitrate to dinitrogen equals UMXGLU; it was
assumed that the maximum relative growth rates on each step of the
denitrification sequence is a part of this maximum relative growth
rate. The distribution of the value of this rate over the three
rates is done according to the number of electrons transported per
atom of nitrogen. This means a distribution according to
2/5 : 2/5 : 1/5. · Thus the values I use are 0.028, 0.028 and 0.014
[1/h] at a temperature of 25 degrees centigrade.
Reijerink used a comparable approach. With an eye to the
potential electron transport he set the rates to 1 : 3/5 : 1/5. The
maximum relative growth rate on nitrate was set equal to the rate
of Van Verseveld. The resulting overall maximum relative growth
rate was one and a half times larger than the value of Van
Verseveld. Reijerink stated that this was to be expected, because
now the reduction of nitrite and nitrous oxide was also taken into
account, which should result in higher growth rates. It seems,
however, unlikely that in the experiments of Van Verseveld nitrate
was only reduced to nitrite, probably it was all reduced to
dinitrogen.
Q10 value for the relative growth rates (Q10UMX).
This is a dimensionless reduction factor for the temperature.
For biological processes it is usually between 2 and 3. For
biological processes in soil it would be between 1.6 and 2.5 as
Reijerink cites Van Veen (1977). Reijerink uses a value of 2.2 .
Using the data from Koike and Hattori (1975a) I found that for the
relative growth rates discussed above between 25 and 30 degrees a
Q10 of 2.0 applied. I shall use this last value to calculate the
maximum relative growth rates at twenty degrees.
Monad parameter of glucose for denitrifiers (KGLUF2).
This parameter has the dimension weight of glucose carbon per
volume of water [kgC/m**3]. The value used is the one from Shah and
Coulman (1978): 17. E-3. Reijerink, and Baas (1984) also stated
that they used this value, but they recalculated it wrongly
resulting in a value of 1. E-4. The assumption implicitly made is
that this parameter is independent of the maximum relative growth
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rate and the temperature. Whether this is really the case
known.

is

not

Monad parameters of nitrate, nitrite and nitrous oxide for
denitrifiers (KN03N, KN02N and KN20N).
These have all the dimension weight of nitrate-, nitrite- or
nitrous oxide-nitrogen per volume of water [kgN/m**3]. The same
problem exists for these parameters as for the maximum relative
growth rates: Only values for one overall parameter can be found in
the literature. The overall value considers the reduction of
nitrate into dinitrogen. Reijerink recalculates from this the
desired values using the ratio 1 : 3/5 : 1/5. The argument to do
this is not clear; maybe it is just the analogy with the maximum
relative growth rate.
I suggest to use the following argument: The growth on each
nitrogenous electron acceptor is additive. The summation of the
maximum relative growth rates on each nitrogenous electron acceptor
equals the overall maximum relative growth rate (see above). Now
the same can be achieved for the relative growth rates, when the
concentrations of all nitrogenous electron acceptors ([S]) are the
same: In that case the K-values have to equal the overall K-value,
because then the quotient [S]/(K+[S]) is for each nitrogenous
electron acceptor the same.
Reijerink and Baas used as overall K a value provided by Shah
and Coulman (1978) again recalculated wrongly. They used a value of
1.4 E-2. The correct value is 8.5 E-2, which I use. Again, as with
the value of KGLUF2, it remains an open question whether this
parameter is independent from maximum relative growth rate and the
temperature.
Yield and maintenance coefficient of strict aerobic biomass for
glucose (YMXGSB, MCGSB).
The yield has the dimension dry weight of biomass produced
per weight of substrate carbon consumed [kg-biomass/kgC]. The
maintenance has the dimension weight of substrate carbon required
per ·dry weight of biomass per unit of time [kgC/(kg-biomass*h)].
These parameters are recalculated in the initial segment of the
model from biomass dry weight into biomass carbon weight. The
values Reijerink used came from an estimation of Baas (1984) from
literature values. The exact way Baas calculated these values is
not reported. The values are for the yield 1.33 [kg-biomass/kgC]
and for the maintenance coefficient 0.0432 [kgC/(kg-biomass*h)].
This last value is presumably determined at a temperature of 37
degrees centigrade.
Yields and maintenance coefficients of denitrifying biomass for
glucose and nitrogenous electron acceptors in the absence of oxygen
(YMGF2B, YMN03B, YMN02B, YMN20B, MCGF2B, MCN03B, MCN02B and MCN20B).
The yields have the dimensions dry weight of biomass produced
per weight of substrate carbon or substrate nitrogen consumed
Lkg-biomass/kgC] or [kg-biomass/kgN]. The maintenances have the
dimensions weight of substrate carbon or nitrogen required per dry
weight of biomass per unit of time [kgC/(kg-biomass*h)] or
[kgN/(kg-biomass*h)]. As is the case for the previously mentioned
parameters these are also recalculated from biomass dry weight into
biomass carbon weight in the initial part of the model.
The values used by Reijerink came partly from a publication
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of Van Verseveld et al. (1977) (carbon substrate and nitrate) and
partly from a publication of Koike and Hattori (1975b) (nitrate,
nitrite and nitrous oxide). In both cases the parameters were
determined in continuous cultures. Because Koike and Hattori used
glutamate and Van Verseveld used gluconate as carbon substrate,
Reijerink mostly used the values of Van Verseveld et al. Gluconate
is comparable to glucose, the substrate used in the experiments of
Otten and Leffelaar. The values for nitrite and nitrous oxide came
from Koike and Hattori, but were corrected with the ratio of the
nitrate values from both publications. The following values were
provided by these two publications:
table 12.9 Yields and maintenance coefficients of Paracoccus
denitrificans on gluconate and nitrate at 37 degrees
centigrade (Van Verseveld et al. 1977)
limiting factor
gluconate
nitrate
max. yield gluconate
[kg-biom/kgC]
max. yield nitrate
[kg-biom/kgN]
maintenance gluconate
[kgC/kg-biom/h]
maintenance nitrate
[kgN/kg-biom/h]

mean

1.107

0.992

1.049

1.8

2.51

2.16

0.0194

0.0043

0.0119

0.0108

0.0050

0.0079

table 12.10 Yields and maintenance coefficients of Pseudomonas
denitrificans on nitrate, nitrite and nitrous oxide at
30 degrees centigrade (Koike and Hattori 1975b)
limiting factor: the electron acceptor
maintenance coeff.
compound added
max. yield
[kg-biom/kgN]
[kgN/kg-biom/h]
nitrate

2.04

0.0182

nitrite

1.21

0.0231

nitrous oxide

0.314

0.0750

For the carbon substrate Reijerink used the values of Van Verseveld
et al. determined under gluconate limitation. I use the mean values
of Van Verseveld et al. (1977) for the carbon substrate
consumption, because it is not clear to me why it would be better
to use the values determined under either substrate limitation.
For the parameters concerning the consumption of electron
acceptors it seems logical to compare the second column of Van
Verseveld with the values of Koike and Hattori, because the latter
have been determined under electron acceptor limitation. Reijerink
nevertheless compared them with the first column. I use the values
of Koike and Hattori. The maximum yield on nitrate is almost the
same for both investigations. I think it is therefore superfluous
to correct them. The maintenance coefficients depend upon the
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temperature. Thus the values cannot be compared without some
modification. The values of Van Verseveld et al. for nitrate at a
temperature of 30 degrees, assuming a QlO of 2.0, are 0.0067 in
case of gluconate limitation and 0.0031 in case of nitrate
limitation (mean 0.0049). These values are much less in agreement
with the value of Koike and Hattori than the yield. I chose to use
the values of Koike and Hattori, because they provide a complete
set of maintenance coefficients and because their yields are also
used.
Before the values of the electron acceptors can be used in
the model they have to be adapted to the demands of the equations
of the model. In the equations of the model the reduction steps of
nitrate to nitrite, nitrite to nitrous oxide and nitrous oxide to
dinitrogen are all separately described. The yields and
maintenances determined by Koike and Hattori are determined on the
reduction of the substrate added (nitrate, nitrite or nitrous
oxide) to dinitrogen. Thus some recalculation is necessary for the
yields and maintenance coefficients of nitrate and nitrite.
It is easy to see how the yields should be recalculated: The
values of Koike and Hattori represent the amount of biomass
produced by one reduction step of the considered nitrogen compound
plus the amount of biomass produced by the subsequent reduction
step(s). Thus by subtracting the biomass produced by the subsequent
reduction step(s), the desired value of solely the amount of
biomass produced by the first reduction step is obtained. From the
yield on nitrate the yield on nitrite should be subtracted; from
the yield on nitrite the yield on nitrous oxide should be
subtracted.
The maintenances are a bit more difficult to adapt: The
required amount of nitrate to be reduced to nitrite for the
maintenance of one unit of biomass during one unit of time is
called ml. The required amount of nitrite to be reduced to nitrous
oxide m2. These parameters we have to calculate. By Koike and
Hattori the following maintenance coefficients are provided: mol,
the required amount of nitrate if reduced to dinitrogen, mo2, the
required amount of nitrite if reduced to dinitrogen and mo3, the
required amount of nitrous oxide if reduced to dinitrogen. This
last maintenance coefficient is directly usable in the model. Now
consider one unit of time. In that period mol nitrate per unit of
biomass is reduced to dinitrogen for maintenance. 1/mol biomass is
maintained per unit of nitrate reduced to dinitrogen. Also 1/mo2
biomass is maintained per unit of nitrite reduced to dinitrogen.
The difference 1/mol - l/mo2 is the amount of biomass that is
maintained by the reduction of one unit of nitrate to nitrite, thus
it is equal to 1/ml. In the same manner it can be derived that 1/m2
equals 1/mo2 - 1/mo3.
The calculated values can be found in table 12.11. It should be
realised that the recalculations of the yields and maintenances of
nitrate and nitrite probably increase the errors in the values,
because the used parameters are results of subtractions of two
measured parameters both containing an error.
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table 12.11 Yields and maintenance coefficients of denitrifiers for
different substrates to be used in the model.
substrate

[kg-

yiel~

kg]

maintenance coeff.
[kg/kg-biom/h]

tem~erature

[degr.C]

gluconate-C

1.049

0.0119

37

nitrate-N

0.83

0.0858

30

nitrite-N

0.896

0.0334

30

nitrous oxide-N

0.314

0.0750

30

Q10 value for the maintenance coefficients (Q10MC).
This is a dimensionless reduction factor for the temperature.
See also the section on the Q10 for the relative growth rates. For
reasons of consistency in this case the same Q10 is chosen, thus
2.0 .
The fraction of the dying biomass that becomes available for
mineralisation (FCMN).
This parameter has the dimension weight of biomass carbon per
weight of biomass carbon [kgC/kgC]. The value used by Reijerink is
0.8, but this is an entirely arbitrary variable. (Due to some
change in the model this value differs from the value really used
by Reijerink (0.6). See also the construction of the model. 0.8 is
the value Reijerink should have used, if he had used my different
model.) The value has no important influence on the results,
because the contribution of dying biomass to the substrate
provision is small. If the size of the biomass is large and the
amount of added carbon is small or zero, this process will be
important, because then it is the only source for carbon substrate.
I use a value of 0.6 . This is done, because using this value keeps
the ratio of glucose production and unavailable carbon production
the same as with Reijerink, though the carbon dioxide production is
set to zero (see next parameter).
The fraction of the mineralisable dying biomass that becomes carbon
dioxide (FC02).
This fraction has the dimension weight of carbon dioxide
carbon per weight of biomass carbon [kgC/kgC]. According to the
model this fraction of the mineralisable dying biomass becomes
carbon dioxide. The rest becomes glucose. The value of this
parameter was set by Reijerink to 0.625 (in fact it was 0.5, but
the model has been changed since, see previously discussed
parameter.) Arguments for choosing this value are not given. The
occurrence of carbon dioxide at this moment might be based on an
idea of endogenous respiration. In the model, however, only
exogenous substrate is used for maintenance. Another explanation
might be that some other organism produces this carbon dioxide
while consuming some part of this dying biomass. But carbon
substrate consumption is described in some other part of the model.
Also no electron acceptor is consumed in the production of this
carbon dioxide, while the composition and the oxidation status of
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the biomass does not give any reason to assume the occurrence of a
lot of carbon dioxide from the dying biomass. Thus it is assumed
that this parameter is zero and that all the mineralisable biomass
becomes glucose.
Initial concentration of strict aerobic biomass (ICBIOS).
The dimension of this parameter is weight of biomass carbon
per weight of dry soil [kgC/kg]. For this concentration the results
of the experiments described previously are used. It should be
realised that these methods measure total biomass, not only the
strict aerobic biomass. This means that the value used
overestimates the true value. It is, however, assumed that this
error is small. The value used is 1. E-4.
Initial concentration of denitrifying biomass (ICBIOF).
The dimension is the same as that for ICBIOS. The value used
is the result of the most probable number measurement. The errors
in this result have already been extensively discussed. It should
be stressed that this method measures all the denitrifiers that can
produce nitrous oxide from nitrate,
the strict anaerobic
denitrifiers are not excluded. Neither the denitrifiers that cannot
reduce nitrous oxide are excluded. Nevertheless the measurement
probably
yields
an underestimate. The value used is
4.9 E-8 [kgC/kg].
Initial concentration of glucose (ICGLUS).
The dimension is weight of glucose carbon per weight of dry
soil [kgC/kg]. It is the concentration of glucose added to the soil
at the beginning of the experiment. It is assumed that no
endogenous glucose is present. Because the glucose pool should
represent the total amount of easily respired substrate, this
assumption is probably not completely true. Nevertheless the error
will be small in case of this experiment, because the added amount
of glucose is large. The value used is according to Otten 5.19 E-4.
Initial concentration of carbon dioxide (ICC02S).
This has the same dimension as the initial glucose
concentration [kgC/kg]. It is assumed that this value is zero.
Because carbon dioxide is not a reactant in the processes described
and because its simulation results cannot be compared with
experimental results, due to the fact that the carbon dioxide
evolved does not equal the carbon dioxide produced (see chapter 5
and 13), its actual value is not of great relevance.
Initial concentrations of nitrate, nitrite, nitrous oxide and
dinitrogen (ICN03N, ICN02N, ICN20N and ICN2N).
The dimensions of these concentrations are all weight of
nitrogen per weight of dry soil [kgN/kg]. The values consist of two
parts: The concentration added and the concentration already
present in the soil. Only nitrate was added to the soils, thus for
the other nitrogenous compounds these parameters were equal to the
endogenous concentrations. The presence of endogenous nitrous oxide
was assumed to be zero. This was confirmed by the nitrous oxide
measurements after one day of incubation. The concentration of
dinitrogen was also considered to be zero, because the pots had
been flushed with neon at the start of the experiment. Actually the
value of dinitrogen was not zero in the experiment, but Otten
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subtracted from all results the constant amount of dinitrogen
present during the first three days of incubation. The
concentration of endogenous nitrate and nitrite were measured in
soil samples without addition of the nutrient solution. It appeared
that the concentration of nitrite was negligibly small. Thus the
values for nitrite, nitrous oxide and dinitrogen were all set to
zero.
The concentration of endogenous nitrate appeared to be
considerable compared to the added concentration. The value used
was, however, not the sum of the added and the endogenous nitrate,
because it appeared that after three days the concentration of
mineral nitrogen had increased. Thus it was chosen to use the
highest total mineral nitrogen concentration present, which was
3.8 E-4 [kgN/kg] after three days. See the next chapter for
arguments supporting this choice.
·

12.6 TEST RUNS AND COMPARISON BETWEEN
DENITRIFICATION.

THE

THREE

MODELS

OF

The simulation results of the nitrogenous compounds can be found in
the figures 12.1, 12.2 and 12.3. Each figure contains the results of
one of the three submodels (subroutines REIJ, GEDAFH and ONAFH) ..
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fig. 12.1 Nitrogen dynamics simulated with subroutine REIJ (submodel
for the relative growth rate and electron acceptor consumption according to the equations derived by Reijerink).
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fig. 12.2 Nitrogen dynamics simulated with subroutine GEDAFH (submodel
for the relative growth rate and electron acceptor consumption in which growth on one electron acceptor depends on the
concentrations of the others).
The developments of the biomass and some other carbon compounds are
represented for the two last submodels in figures 12.4 and 12.5.
As appears from figure 12.1 the results of the submodel REIJ strongly
deviate from the results of Reijerink's own simulations. This is
entirely due to the changed parameters. If the parameter values of
Reijerink would be used in this subroutine, his simulation results
would come out. Four points have to be mentioned in this respect: Many
of the values of Reijerink have to be recalculated, because the
dimensions or the units of many parameters have been changed. Second,
the result of this simulation is best compared with the simulation
Otten (1986) made with Reijerink's model, because Otten already had
included the effect of nitrous oxide evolving to the gas phase. Third,
some minor errors detected in the model of Reijerink have been removed
in the new model, but these errors were never of any significance (see
also appendix D). And, fourth, the simulation can only be carried out
without oxygen, because this is not included in the new model. This
also is of minor significance, however, for the r~sults.
As already extensively argued in this chapter, the theoretical basis
of this submodel is of a .doubtful quality. Therefore it is not further
discussed.
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fig. 12.3 Nitrogen dynamics simulated with subroutine ONAFH (submodel
for the reJative growth rate and electron acceptor consumption in which growth on one electron acceptor is independent
of the concentrations of the others).
The two other submodels show little difference as far as the carbon
compounds are concerned (fig. 12.4 and 5). In both cases the glucose
never becomes really low.· The strict aerobic biomass dies with an
exponential function. The glucose increases due to this mortality. The
denitrifiers grow exponentially till a level is reached as high as the
initial presence of the strict aerobes.
A clear difference exists between these two submodels in the
production of nitrite, nitrous oxide and dinitrogen. This difference
is almost exclusively due to the different modelling of the use of
electron acceptor for maintenance. This becomes clear if figures 12.6
and 12.7 are studied, which show the developments in the nitrogenous
compounds in each submodel, if the use of these compounds for
maintenance is set to zero (MCN03, MCN02 and MCN20 are set to zero).
The differences between these results are negligible compared to the
differences between figure 12.2 and 12.3. The large effect of the
maintenance is caused by a relatively high consumption of electron
acceptors for maintenance compared to the consumption of electron
acceptors for growth. If the organisms grow at the maximum relative
growth rate on nitrate and use only this electron acceptor for
maintenance, the use of nitrate for growth (UMXN03/YMXN03) is still
only 1.4 of the use of this acceptor for maintenance (MCN03). For
nitrite this is 3.3 and for nitrous oxide it is 4.2. This implies that
a large part of the available electron acceptors is consumed for
maintenance,
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fig. 12.4 Dynamics of carbon and biomass simulated with subroutine
GEDAFH (submodel for the relative growth rate and electron
acceptor consumption in which growth on one electron acceptor depends on the concentrations of the others).
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especially because the maximum relative growth rate is often not
reached in this simulation. The comparable proportions between the
different nitrogenous compounds in these two simulations, once
maintenance has been set to zero, is as was expected in the section on
the derivation of these two submodels.
The good agreement of the two models, apart from the maintenance
effects, is striking (compare fig. 12.6 and 7). In the submodel in
which the relative growth rate on one electron acceptor partly depends
on the concentrations of the other acceptors (subroutine GEDAFH) it is
possible to vary this dependency by changing the maximum relative
growth rates on the individual nitrogenous electron acceptors. Figure
12.8 is the result of a simulation in which the electron acceptor
consumption rates for maintenance are kept to zero and the maximum
relative growth rates on the individual electron acceptors are set
equal to the overall maximum relative growth rate.
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fig. 12.8 Nitrogen dynamics simulated with subroutine GEDAFH with zero
consumption rates of electron acceptors for maintenance and
with the maximum relative growth rates on nitrate, nitrite
and nitrous oxide set equal to the overall rate.
The rate of the process has increased by a factor 2, but the
proportions between the different nitrogenous compounds are still the
same. The increased rate can be explained by the fact that when only
one nitrogenous electron acceptor is available it is still possible to
attain the overall maximum relative growth rate. Thus while in the
beginning only nitrate is present this last modification enables the
relative growth rate to reach the overall maximum growth rate. This
was not possible in the original simulation (fig. 12.2). In this
simulation the overall maximum relative growth rate could only be
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attained, when all
high concentrationse

nitrogenous electron acceptors were available in
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CHAPTER 13
THE EXPERIMENT OF OTTEN (1986).

13.1 ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT.
Some remarks are made about the experiment and the interpretation of
the results: Two points of critique are formulated and a more detailed
analysis of the reduction rates is made to estimate the relative
growth rate.

13.1.1 Carbon dioxide evolution.
Otten expected the amount of carbon dioxide produced by the
microorganisms to be stoichiometrically equal to the amount of reduced
nitrogenous electron acceptors. The amount of carbon dioxide evolved
at the end of the experiment was much lower than the amount expected.
Otten explained this by assuming that part of the glucose was not
completely oxidised to carbon dioxide, but to some intermediates.
I think two other explications are more likely: In chapter 5 I
observed that not all the carbon dioxide produced evolved to the
headspace and I also found that the fraction that did evolve decreased
with increasing carbon dioxide concentration in the headspace. It is
thus probable that also in the experiment of Otten not all the carbon
dioxide produced evolved to the headspace, especially because in his
experiment the final carbon dioxide concentration was above the normal
concentration.
A more theoretical argument can be added to this empirical one: If
nitrite is reduced to nitrous oxide, protons are consumed. This
consumption increases the pH of the soil:
C6Hl206 + 12 N02- + 12 H+ ---> 6 N20 + 6 C02 + 12 H20
As argued in chapter 2 it is also possible to present a reaction
equation without a change in the proton concentration:
C6H1206 + 12 N02-

--->

6 N20 + 6 C03-- + 6 H20

Thus in case no protons are consumed,
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carbonate

instead of carbon

dioxide is produced. Of course this carbonate can again react with
protons to produce bicarbonate or carbon dioxide. How much carbon
dioxide is formed depends on the carbonate/bicarbonate/carbon dioxide
equilibrium, the buffer capacity of the soil and the pH. In first
approximation it seems thus likely that the amount of carbon dioxide
evolved is lower than expected from the first reaction equation.

13.1.2 Mineral nitrogen balance.
From the balance of mineral nitrogen compounds presented by Otten, it
appeared that the total amount of mineral nitrogen first increased and
then decreased. The decrease was explained by the consumption of
nitrogen for assimilation. The increase was harder to explain. It
amounted to about 60 [ppmN] and occurred during the first three days.
Leaks in the pots seemed improbable because the dinitrogen
concentration did not increase during these first three days. The
amount of ammonium was always low, as long as some reducible
nitrogenous electron acceptor was present. Because the soil was always
anaerobic it is unlikely that the nitrogen originates from
mineralising organic nitrogen. Organic nitrogen has a low oxidation
status and thus it is mineralised into ammonium under anaerobic
circumstances. The only possible organic nitrogen compounds that have
a higher oxidation status are compounds with nitro groups, but it is
not known whether these can be present in considerable amounts. Azhar
(1986-1987) found that nitrification in soil may lead to production of
organic nitrogen compounds from mineral nitrogen. These compounds have
in part nitro groups. It seems probable that during the aerobic
preincubation nitrification took place in the soil,
especially
regarding the considerable amount of nitrate present at the end of the
preincubation. This phenomenon could act as an explanation of the
mineral nitrogen increase in the experiment, but it is not clear yet
whether the nitro groups are mineralised to nitrate or nitrite
immediately after the soil gets anaerobic and whether this
mineralisation is large enough to explain the increase in the
experiment.
The only possible cause left is then that a measurement error has been
made. The measurements of nitrate and nitrite were only carried out at
the start of the experiment and at the third day. If the result of one
of these four measurements was wrong, then the total amount of mineral
nitrogen may not have increased. The measurements at the third day
show good resemblance with the developments in the next days. Thus it
is more likely that the error is in the measurements at the start of
the experiment. The nitrate and nitrite present at the start of the
experiment consist in principle of two parts: An endogenous part and
an added part. Because Otten added only nitrate, nitrite consisted
only of an endogenous part. This endogenous nitrate and nitrite have
been measured with the same methods as the other nitrate and nitrite
measurements. The amount of nitrate added was known and so the total
nitrate concentration was calculated. Thus, if an error has occurred,
it must be either in the measurements of endogenous nitrate or nitrite
or in the addition of nitrate to the soil. It seems likely that the
error originates from the addition of nitrate because the other
measurements to determine the total mineral nitrogen at the start of
the experiment are principally the same as those on other moments. It
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might be informative, if the experiment would be repeated, to
determine the total amount of nitrate (and nitrite) in the soil just
after the addition of the nitrate. For the other calculations that I
carried out, I assumed the initial nitrate concentration to be 380 not
317 [mgN/kg], as Otten did. 380 [mgN/kg] is the maximum mineral
nitrogen concentration measured during the experiment.

13.1.3 Exponential growth.
In the model of Reijerink (1985), which was used by Otten, exponential
growth is assumed under optimal circumstances. In his experiment Otten
expected the circumstances to be optimal after addition of glucose and
nitrate and removal of the oxygen. Because the carbon dioxide
production rate hardly changed during the experiment, he doubted the
validity of this assumption. As argued above the carbon dioxide
evolution rate is an unreliable estimate of the metabolic activity in
the soil. A better estimate of this activity is the rate of the amount
of nitrogenous electron acceptors reduced, or in other words the rate
of the total amount of electrons transferred. This parameter can be
expressed in carbon dioxide equivalents or in equivalents of
dinitrogen. With equivalents of dinitrogen is meant the amount of
dinitrogen that would have been produced out of nitrate, if all the
transferred electrons were consumed by this reaction (Verbruggen
1985). To calculate the amount of dinitrogen equivalents, the net
produced amounts of nitrite, nitrous oxide and dinitrogen have to be
summed after being weighed with correction factors.
For each
nitrogenous compound this correction factor equals the ratio of the
amount of electrons consumed by the reduction of nitrate to the
nitrogenous compound considered and of the amount of electrons
consumed by the reduction of nitrate to dinitrogen. This results in a
correction factor of 2/5 for nitrite, 4/5 for nitrous oxide and 5/5
for dinitrogen.
Though Otten calculated the carbon dioxide equivalents produced, he
did not conclude anything about the growth of the denitrifiers from
these figures. In figures 13.1 and 2 the amount of nitrogenous
electron acceptors reduced in the experiment of Otten is plotted,
expressed in equivalents of dinitrogen.
It is possible to calculate the relative growth rate from these data,
using almost the same assumptions and formulae as used to calculate
the relative growth rate in the slurries (see chapter 9). The
assumptions to calculate the relative growth rate from the production
of dinitrogen equivalents are the following: The population is growing
exponentially. The average production rate of dinitrogen equivalents
per amount of biomass of the denitrifying population remains constant.
(This is not so, if both the taxonomical composition of the population
changes and differences exist between the dinitrogen equivalent
production rates of different parts of the population.) Because the
nitrite and nitrous oxide concentrations are now measured and included
in the data, their net specific production rates have not to be
assumed to be constant, as had to be done for nitrite in the slurry
experiment. In analogy to the formula derived in chapter 9 to estimate
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fig. 13.1 Observed and fitted results from the experiment of Otten
(1986) of the amount of nitrogenous electron acceptors
reduced expressed in dinitrogen equivalents (linear scale).
the relative growth rate in the slurries from the nitrous oxide
production data, the following formula is constructed for the
determination of the relative growth rate in the experiment of Otten:
[N2]t - [N2]Q = (d[N 2 ]/dt)o / RGR * (eRGR*t -1)

[N2] is the concentration of the equivalents of dinitrogen. The values
used were calculated from Otten's (1986) table 6.2 (p.77). These are
values of the curves fitted (by Otten) on the actual measurements of
the different nitrogenous compounds. To fit the above formula on the
results a non-linear curve fitting algorithm has been used from the
computer package GENSTAT. An example of the application program and
the output resulting from it can be found in appendix E. For the fit
the data were log transformed. Because it seemed improbable that the
exponential growth would continue just till day 11, different series
of figures have been used to fit the equation. Figures 13.1 and 13.2
represent the results for 11 and the first 8 days. In table 13.1 the
numerical results of the fittings can be found.
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table 13.1 Fitted initial reduction rates and relative growth rates
in the experiment of Otten (1986).
i n

number
of days
used

d a y s

initial
reduction
rate
[ppmN2N/day]

i n

relative
growth
rate
[1/day]

initial
reduction
rate
[ppmN2N/h]

h o u r s

relative
growth
rate
[1/h]

11

15.9

0.130

0.66

0.0054

8

14.4

0.176

0.60

0.0073

If only the data of the first 6 days are used, the results are almost
the same as for 8 days. As appears from the figures the model used
fits well to the data and it seems that the assumption of exponential
growth is acceptable, though the relative growth rate is extremely
small. If this is correct then exponential growth prevails till day 8.
The denitrifying population doubled about two times during these first
8 days of the experiment. From figure 13.2 it is clear that, though
the population grows exponentially, a logarithmic plot nevertheless
does not yield a straight line. This is due to the existence of the
term -1 in the formula~ In contrast to the slurry experiment this term
cannot be ignored, because the population has grown so little during
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the experiment. As a consequence the term EXP(RGR*t) becomes maximally
4.1 and thus remains of the same size as the term -1. A point of doubt
for the validity of the equation used is the high (negative)
correlation between the two parameters estimated (using the data of
the first 8 days the correlation between the estimates of the relative
growth rate and the logarithm of the initial dinitrogen production
rate is -0.88). Considered the definitions of the two parameters it
would be expected that they should be independent from each other.

13.2 COMPARISON WITH THE SLURRY EXPERIMENT.
The slurry experiment carried out by me (chapter 9) can be compared
with the experiment of Otten (1986). The following differences existed
between the two experiments: Otten used thin layers of soil of a
normal moisture content. No mixing was carried out. I used a soil
water slurry (1 : 2), which was continuously mixed in a shaker. The
amount of nitrate per soil dry weight I added was much lower than the
amount Otten added, resulting in about half the initial nitrate
concentration Otten had. The amount of glucose added was about twice
as high the amount Otten added. Also the ratio between water volume
and headspace was different: It was much larger in my experiments. In
contrast to Otten I inhibited the reduction of nitrous oxide by means
of acetylene. Also differences in the measurements existed: I measured
just nitrous oxide. Otten measured also nitrate,
nitrite and
dinitrogen. (Dinitrogen is course only produced in the absence of
acetylene.)
If the last four differences can be ignored compared to the first one,
comparing the two experiments may yield some information on the
difference between biological processes in normal moist soil and soil
slurries.
Ignoring these four differences is supported by the
following arguments: Because in both cases the amount of nitrate and
glucose added was thought to exceed the optimum amount (i.e. much
larger than the Monad K-values), the initial metabolism is probably
not influenced by the substrate concentrations. (Otten nevertheless
found some evidence that reduction of the initial nitrate
concentration might influence the temporal accumulation of nitrite
positively.) The difference in the ratio between water phase and
headspace is of relevance for the soluble gases nitrous oxide and
carbon dioxide. Because the headspace in the slurry experiments is
relatively smaller, the concentrations of the gases in gas and water
phases must have been higher. The increased carbon dioxide
concentration may exert its influence on the experiment via the pH by
forming (bi)carbonate, but the clay soil is probably completely
buffered, thus the influence will be small. (The pH has not been
measured.) The nitrous oxide concentration is probably of no relevance
because it is not a reactant in the slurries (its reduction is
inhibited by the acetylene). The inhibition of nitrous oxide reduction
in the slurries no doubt influences the reduction processes, but this
may be taken into account by recalculating the results (see below).
To compare the results of the experiment of Otten with the results of
the slurries, both have to be adapted a little. Because different
reduction reactions were involved in the two experiments, it seems
best to compare the two by some overall reduction rate, as has been
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done in the beginning of this chapter to calculate the relative growth
rate of the denitrifiers in the experiment of Otten. Thus the amounts
of nitrous oxide and dinitrogen were recalculated in equivalents of
dinitrogen. Because nitrite was not measured in the slurry, its
determinations in the experiment of Otten were omitted in the
calculations under the assumption that the differences in the nitrite
dynamics between the two experiments were small. For the slurries one
representative example was chosen, which was slurry 25. The exact
recalculations were as follows: The nitrous oxide concentrations from
the slurry were multiplied with a factor 4/5 to obtain equivalents of
dinitrogen. The nitrous oxide concentrations of the experiment of
Otten were also multiplied with 4/5 and these were added to the
dinitrogen concentration to obtain again equivalents of dinitrogen.
The results can be found in figure 13.3.
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fig. 13.3 Amount of nitrous oxide and dinitrogen produced in Otten's
experiment and in slurry 25. (in qinitrogen equivalents)
It is clear from figure 13.3 that the absolute differences are small.
Clearer differences are apparent in the regression coefficient of the
two curves: the reduction rate. Three stages can then be discerned: In
the first period the reduction rate in the experiment of Otten was
faster. In the second period the rate in the slurry took up and became
the faster. In the last period the increase in the slurry abruptly
stopped, while the reduction in the experiment of Otten continued.
Though the differences in the results are thus relatively small and
errors cannot be excluded as their cause, some other interpretations
of the differences are discussed below.
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280

In the last period the nitrogenous electron acceptors were probably
exhausted in the slurries, causing the production of nitrous oxide and
dinitrogen to stop. The addition of nitrate to the slurries was much
lower compared with the addition to the experiment of Otten. The
growth rate differences in the second period may be caused by growth
rate limitation in the experiment of Otten. This limitation may be
caused by diffusion effects, because in contrast to the slurries the
moist soil of Otten was not constantly shaken. Or it may be caused by
the exhaustion of glucose in the experiment of Otten, for in this
experiment the addition of glucose was two times lower than in the
slurries. The differences in the first period are smallo It may be
that the lower initial nitrate concentration in the slurry resulted in
a larger accumulation of nitrite in the slurry. (In accordance with
the relationship Otten found.) Because the accumulation of nitrite is
left out in the calculation of figure 13.3, this might have resulted
in an apparent lower reduction rate in figure 13.3, while in reality
(including the effect of nitrite) the reduction rate is the same in
both experiments.
The interpretation of these differences must be concluded with a
warning, because the results of the two experiments can never be made
completely comparable to each other. It would be better to repeat the
experiments under exactly the same circumstances apart from the
difference in water content to yield a more sound basis to accept or
to reject the conclusions given above. The most doubtful points
probably are the omission of nitrite and the choice to assume that the
amount of electrons transferred to nitrogen per biomass is constant
and not the ATP that each transference yields. As considered when
determining the yields and maintenance rates for the model
(chapter 12) an electron transferred to nitrate may yield an amount of
energy different from the amount yielded by an electron transferred to
nitrous oxide.

13.3 COMPARISON WITH THE MODEL.
In his report Otten compared his experiment with a simulation using
the model of Reijerink with one relatively minor alteration (the
introduction of a gas space in which nitrous oxide evolves from the
water phase). Otten reported the following differences:
1. The process was simulated three times faster than in the

experiment.

2. The production of nitrite and nitrous oxide started later in the

simulation.
3. The simulation overestimated the maximum of nitrite and
underestimated the maximum on nitrous oxide.

To explain the differences Otten criticised the assumption that growth
occurred in the experiment and argued that a meaningful comparison of
the experiment with simulation results would be only possible after
the model had been adapted in this way. From the calculations carried
out earlier in this chapter, however, it appears that growth occurred
in the experiment albeit very slow.
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The results of the experiment and the results of my simulations can be
found together in figures 13.4 and 5. Only data on the electron
acceptors are given, because no other reliable data have been measured
during the experiment.
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fig. 13.4 The nitrogen dynamics in the experiment of Otten (1986) and
in the simulation with subroutine GEDAFH.
It appears that the submodel in which the use of one electron acceptor
partly depends on the concentrations of the other acceptors yields
better results than the independent model. As concluded in chapter 12
the differences are entirely due to the use of electron acceptor for
maintenance. If the experiment of Otten is compared with the model
using the best submodel (fig. 13.4), then it is clear that this model
is much more in accord with the experiments, than the model of
Reijerink is. The main improvements are the much longer timespan
between the start of the nitrate decrease and the finish of the
dinitrogen increase, the lower nitrite maximum and the higher nitrous
oxide maximum. Still clear differences exist:
1. The process started too slowly (about 250 hours).
2. Once the process had started, it proceeded too fast (about 1.4
times).
3. The maximum accumulation of nitrite was too high (about 1.3 times).
4. The maximum accumulation of nitrous oxide was too high (about 1.3
times).
5. Growth and use of sub~trates was stopped too early in the
simulation.
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fig. 13.5 The nitrogen dynamics in the experiment of Otten (1986) and
in the simulation with subroutine ONAFH.
Also differences on a more detailed level existed, such as the fact
that in the experiment the net rate of nitrite production decreased
most of the time, while in the simulation the reverse was the case.
The cause for the slow start of the process in the simulation is
probably due to the underestimate of the denitrifying biomass, as
discussed before. Ceasing of growth and of consumption of substrates
in the model is caused by the exhaustion of nitrate. The assumption is
that nitrate is the only possible source for nitrogen assimilation and
thus essential for the processes of growth (and maintenance) to
continue. Thus this difference between experiment and model can be
explained in two ways: The assumption is incorrect, also other
nitrogenous compounds available in the soil can be used for
assimilation. Or the nitrate concentration gets exhausted too fast in
the simulation, in the experiment nitrate does not completely
disappear before almost all nitrite and nitrous oxide has disappeared.
The fast rate of the process in the simulation is in accord with the
fact that the overall relative growth rate in the simulations is much
larger than the relative growth rate calculated above from the results
of the experiment. The value calculated from the experiment was 0.0073
[1/h]. The value in the simulations varied between 0.02 and 0.034
[1/h].
One question remains: Which submodel is to be preferred 1 As they do
not yield much different results, apart from the effects of the
nitrogen consumption for maintenance, testing with the experiment
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cannot give much information on this matter. One has to rely on the
assumptions on which the submodels are based. The independent model is
attractive, because it is the simplest. The other may be a bit more in
accord with ideas and experiments from the literature.
The consumption rates -of nitrogenous electron acceptor for maintenance
might well be much too high. They now exert a large influence on the
dynamics of the nitrogenous compounds. Better values for these
parameters may result in an even better agreement between the two
models. The way the consumption for maintenance is modelled in
subroutine GEDAFH seems more realistic, because one would expect some
dependency of this consumption rate on the availability of the
substrate to be consumed.
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CHAPTER 14
CONCLUSIONS AND POSSIBILITIES FOR FURTHER RESEARCH.

14.1 BIOMASS MEASUREMENTS.
To measure total biomass many methods are available. Not one of these
is really ideal for our purposes and their accuracy is obscure. The
two methods I applied were easy to apply and gave consistent results,
but a definite conclusion about its suitability to yield the required
information on the size of the growing biomass and the dynamics of
this biomass is not possible before they have been applied in
experiments. If it appears then that no satisfactory results can be
obtained, it might be possible to use the results as relative
indications of the dynamics of the biomass.
The fumigation method appeared to be a simple method, which requires
little soil. Disadvantages are the long period of incubation needed
during the measurement and the fact that this method can probably be
only applied at the beginning of a denitrification experiment. The
result for the soil Otten used in his denitrification experiment was
100 to 120 [pgC/g].
The ATP measurement method I applied appeared to be a simple, fast
method requiring even less soil than the fumigation method. Probably
the measurement can be applied at any time during an experiment. A
disadvantage is the uncertain absolute value of the result. It may
nevertheless yield reliable relative estimates to describe the
dynamics of the population in time. The result for the soil Otten used
in his denitrification experiment was 69 [~gC/g].
For measuring the denitrifying biomass very few methods are available.
In fact the only existing method which can be applied relatively
easily is to culture the denitrifiers and count the colonies. Such
indirect counting method usually underestimates the size of the
biomass. I used this method in the form of a most probable number
measurement. The result for the soil Otten used in his experiment was
0.049 [~gC/g]. If this method does not yield reliable results, the
enzyme concentration measurement of Tiedje may be more useful. This
method may give some indication of the minimum amount of denitrifiers
that is present. Also the most probable number method may give good
relative results.
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Preincubation of the soil after drying, sieving and rewetting it, is
necessary to avoid the flush that occurs after these treatments. After
about 30 days this flush had disappeared. After these preparations and
the preincubation the total biomass seemed to be a little reduced, but
the denitrifying biomass was strongly reduced.

14.2 THE MODEL AND THE EXPERIMENT OF OTTEN.
The model of Reijerink appeared to contain several inaccuracies and
inconsistencies: The model of Cho and Mills (1979) on which the
denitrification submodel of Reijerink has been based, is incorrect.
Also adapting it for the use in Reijerink•s model introduced some
(unintended) new characteristics. Further the parameter values from
the literature did not equal the parameters that were needed for the
model, they had first to be recalculated; something Reijerink had not
done. Another, less severe error was the way the maintenance and
mortality had been implemented. This was not completely consistent,
but in this last case the consequences for the simulation results are
probably small.
As a consequence a new denitrification submodel has been developed,
partly based on models from the literature. This model is simpler and
has less pretensions than the model of Reijerink.
Also the
parametrisation has been improvedo The simulations with this new
(sub-)model give realistic results.
The experiment of Otten was used for a provisional test of the new
model. Analysis of his results and an experiment of myself yielded the
conclusion that the carbon dioxide concentration in his experiment was
not a reliable estimate of the metabolic activity of the biomass. Also
the initial nitrate concentration in the soil seems to have been
higher than Otten calculated. Growth of the biomass seems to take
place during the experiment, both because some mineral nitrogen
disappeared (Otten 1986) and because of the development of the
denitrification intensity. The relative growth rate calculated from
these last data was very low: 0.0073 [1/h].
The repetition of the experiment in the form of a slurry, yielded
comparable amounts of denitrification products, but larger differences
were apparent in the rates of this production. As in the last period
the rate was faster in the slurry experiment than in the experiment of
Otten, it may be possible that in the moist soil of the experiment of
Otten the growth was limited by the (micro) diffusion of the
substrates toward the organisms, though also other explanations could
not be completely excluded.
The simulation of the experiment agrees reasonably with the
experiment. The largest differences are the delay in the start of the
processes in the simulation and the incomplete reduction of nitrite
and nitrous oxide in the simulation. The first difference is probably
caused by the underestimate of the denitrifying population by the most
probable number method. The second difference is probably due to the
assumption that when nitrate is depleted all metabolic activity is
stopped. Once these two differences are solved the largest remaining
difference would be the too fast growth of the biomass.
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14.3 PRESENT POSITION OF THE MODEL.
The improvements I made have resulted in a more consistent model. At
this stage of the investigations I think it should not be attempted to
further extend the model except for two (minor) points: First, the
modelling of the maintenance and the mortality should be made more
consistent, as already described in chapter 12. Probably this will not
have much consequences for the simulation results. Second, the
consumption of nitrite, nitrous oxide (and carbon substrate) for
maintenance should continue after the nitrate has been exhausted. Now
it is modelled so that this consumption for maintenance is stopped at
the same time as the growth is stopped, due to exhaustion of the
assimilable nitrogen (read nitrate). Apart from practical arguments
from the point of view of the programmer no reasons exist to implement
the consumption for maintenance this way. Changing this may resolve
the difference between the experiment and the simulation in the
developments of the nitrogenous compounds, once nitrate has got
exhausted.
The model as it has been discussed in this report has not yet been
well analysed yet. Much information may come from a detailed analysis
of the dynamics of different amounts, rates and fractions during
simulations with varying parameter values. Another important activity
is the improvement of the parameter values. Now most values are based
on one investigation, which is often not really applicable to the·
experiment simulated.
Finally, more experiments to test the model will also result in more
knowledge about the correctness of the model. The experiment of Otten
can be repeated, measuring more parameters, such as the glucose
concentration and the biomass. Also the nitrogen present in the
biomass may be measured (Brookes et al. (1985a,b) have developed a
method for this). Once the dynamics of these and other parameters
during the experiment are known it may be possible to construct
balances of carbon, nitrogen and electron acceptors. These balances
may help in understanding what is taking place in the soil. Also
experiments may be carried out under partly different circumstances.
Once more information has been collected in a way as described above,
further improvement of the model may appear necessary.
A compl~tely different approach would be to elucidate
denitrification reactions take place in the cell
biochemical experimentse This way looks very tedious,
different biochemical reactions cannot easily be studied
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APPENDIX A
PROGRAMMING THE INTEGRATOR FOR THE CHROMATOGRAPH TO DETERMINE NITROUS
OXIDE AT LOW CONCENTRATIONS.

In the following a sample program for the computerised integrator
Shimadzu Chromatopac C-R3A is presented to calculate unknown nitrous
oxide concentrations from peak areas and standard samples, using a gas
chromatograph with electron capture detector. Before this some
theoretical considerations are discussed about the construction of the
equations needed for the calculations.
The integrator used automatically calculates the peak area of the
samples injected in the gas chromatograph. It can also calculate
automatically the concentration of an unknown sample from a
calibration, if it is based on one or two standards. If, however,
several standards of different concentrations have to be used for
calibration, then a special program has to be made, written in BASIC.
In case of the nitrous oxide determination programming the integrator
was even more complicated, because instead of one linear response two
different linear responses in adjacent concentration ranges were
assumed, according to Kaspar and Tiedje (1980).
Assuming a linear response, the coefficients to calculate the unknown
concentrations from the peak areas can be estimated with linear
regression applied to the concentrations and peak areas of standard
samples. The regression coefficient and the y-intercept estimated are
the needed coefficients by which a peak area can be recalculated into
a concentration. The application of linear regression to the
calculation of response coefficients for gas chromatography requires
some attention, because the obvious way to apply it is not the correct
way.
It is probably clear that the concentration of the standards is the
independent parameter and the resulting peak areas the dependent
parameter. The formulae usually applied for linear regression describe
the dependent parameter as a function of the independent parameter.
For our purpose we need, however, a formula that describes the
concentration (the independent parameter) as a function of the peak
area (the dependent parameter). Thus these formulae have to be
adapted. It is not correct simply to change dependent and independent
parameter, as is done in a standard program in the manual of the
integrator, because the error in the regression is assumed to be due
- 150 -

to errors in the concentration measurement and the area calculation,
and not to an error in the concentrations of nitrous oxide in the
flasks. Normal linear regression assumes that the error in the
regression is due to errors in the dependent parameter and reversing
the parameters leads to different estimates of the coefficients.
(Although the deviation is usually small.) The correct way is to take
the concentrations as the independent parameter and to invert the
function obtained, in order to obtain the desired coefficients (Sakal
and Rohlf 1969).
It could be argued that errors are also present in the concentration
values of the calibration gases, due to inaccurate preparation. This
could imply that, instead of normal regression analysis, some other
form of regression analysis is needed, taking both errors into
account. (This form of regression analysis is called by Sakal and
Rohlf Model II regression.) Sakal and Rohlf, however, argue that in
principle this is correct, but that this situation forms an exception.
If the parameter in question is controlled by the experimenter it is
still allowed to use normal linear regression, whether the values
contain errors or not. This exception is called the Berkson case.
The following procedure has to be executed: The concentrations of the
standards are stored in the apparatus and the standards are injected
in the right sequence. After this has been completed, the apparatus
provides a list with results and the operator indicates which
concentrations belong two first linear response curve and which to the
second. The program estimates a straight line on each group by means
of linear regression. Then an unknown sample can be injected, the
integrator calculates the area, chooses the right regression line and
calculates the concentration of the sample. The listing of the BASIC
computer program can be found at the end of this appendix. For the
operation also "files" 3 and 4 are necessary. The analysis parameters
should be set as follows: "METHOD$" should be set to 2004 and
11
FORMAT$" to 0. In the identification files "MODE$" should be set to 5
and nitrous oxide should be the first compound of the list. Initially
the nitrous oxide concentrations in the list should both be set to 0
and the factors should be set to 1 and 0 respectively. The program has
been only partly tested.
Listing of the program.
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
75
80
85
87
90
100
110
120

PRINT "DUBBELE LINEAIRE IJKLIJN"
PRINT "NIEUWE IJKLIJN ";: INPUT Y$
IF Y$="N" THEN GOTO 520
FILE=3
PRINT :PRINT 11 IJKLIJN 11
PRINT "HOEVEEL STANDAARDMONSTERS ";: INPUT N
DIM O(N) , C(N)
PRINT "OPP. ZELF INVOEREN";: INPUT Y$
FOR J=1 TO N
O(J)=O
IF Y$="Y" THEN GOTO 100
PRINT "CONC. STANDAARD"; J;: INPUT C(J) :GOTO 110
PRINT "CONC. EN OPP. STANDAARD";J;: INPUT C(J), O(J)
NEXT J
FOR J=1 TO N
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125
130
140
150
155
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
300
310
315
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
595
600
610
620
630

IF O(J)>O THEN GOTO 170
PRINT :PRINT 11 INJECTEER STANDAARD 11 ;J;C(J); 11 PPM 11
WAIT ANAL 1
IF CALERR<>O PRINT 11 FOUT IN MONSTER 11 ;J; 11 INJECTEER OPNIEUW 11
IF CALERR<>O THEN J=J-1: GOTO 170
O(J)=CONC(1)
NEXT J
PRINT : PRINT : PRINT II II 11 CONC. II , 11 0PP. II
FOR J=1 TO N
PRINT J,C(J),O(J)
NEXT J
PRINT : PRINT ,.. MONSTER OVERDOEN 11 ; : INPUT J
IF J=O THEN GOTO 300
PRINT 11 INJECTEER STANDAARD 11 ;J;C(J); 11 PPM 11
WAIT ANAL 1
IF CALERR<>O THEN PRINT 11 FOUT IN MONSTER 11 : GOTO 240
O(J)=CONC(1)
GOTO 180
L=O
FOR I=1 TO 2
FILE=I+2
PRINT 11 AANT. STAND. MONSTERS LIJN 11 ;I;: INPUT N
XX=O:SX=O:YY=O:SY=O:XY=O
FOR J=L+1 TO L+N
XX=XX+C(J)A2: SX=SX+C(J)
YY=YY+O(J)A2: SY=SY+O(J)
XY=XY+C(J)*O(J)
NEXT J
F1(FILE,1)=(N*XX-SXA2)/(N*XY-SX*SY)
F2(FILE,1)=(XY*SX-XX*SY)/(N*XY-SX*SY)
J=(XY-SX*SY/N)A2/(XX-SXA2/N)
J=YY-SYA2/N-J
IF J<O THEN J=O
J=SQR(J/N)
PRINT :PRINT :PRINT 11 F1 11 , 11 F2 11 , 11 DEVIATION 11
PRINT F1(FILE,1), F2(FILE,1),J
L=N
NEXT I
PRINT 11 0K 11 ; : INPUT Y$
IF Y$= 11 N11 THEN GOTO 300
N=(F2(3,1)-F2(4,1))/(F1(4,1)-F1(3,1))
N=F1(3,1)*N+F2(3,1)
11
PRINT :PRINT 11 GRENS IJKLIJNEN BIJ 11 ;N; 11 PPM
11
PRINT :PRINT 11 INJECTEER ONBEKEND MONSTER
FILE=3
WAIT START
Y$=FORMAT$(3):FORMAT$(3)= 11 11"
WAIT STOP
IF CALERR=1 THEN GOTO 610
IF CONC(1)>N THEN FILE=4
FORMAT$(3)=Y$
REPEAT
GOTO 550
I
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APPENDIX B
LISTING OF THE DENITRIFICATION PROGRAM.

* This program DENWES.CSM is an improved version of the denitrification
* program of Reijerink. It also contains some extra possibilities to
* simulate the N-substrate consumption. Finally the variables have
* been renamed and redimensioned according to Leffelaar's list of
* abbreviations DENABB.MOD
* The unit of time used in this model is hour, not second, because
*this is more in agreement with the time coefficient of this model.
* An explanation of the meaning of the variables used in this model
* and their dimensions can be found in the file WESABB.MOD .
o

**********************************************************************

*

* AUTHOR: WIM WESSEL

*

* DATE: 14121 JANUARY 1987 I 10 MARCH 1987 I 16 APRIL 1987

*

*
*
*
*
*

**********************************************************************
INITIAL
NO SORT
* Non-biological parameters.
PARAM KWG3 = 0.632
PARAM ASOLD= 1.927E-2
PARAM AWAT = 6.17E-6 , VGAS= 1.37E-4
* Biomass composition.
PARAM FCBIOM= 0.479, FNBIOM= 0.140
* Parameters Monad equations.
PARAM Q10UMX= 2.0
PARAM UMXGLU= 0.07 , TMPUGL=25.,
PARAM UMXN03= 0.028, TMPUN3=25.,
PARAM UMXN02= 0.028, TMPUN2=25.,
PARAM UMXN20= 0.014, TMPUN0=25.,

KGLUF2= 1.7E-2
KN03N = 8.5E-2
KN02N = 8.5E-2
KN20N = 8.5E-2
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* Parameters Pirt equations.
PARAM
Q10MC = 2.0
PARAM YMXGSB= 1.33 , MCGSB = 4.32E-2,
PARAM YMGF2B= 1.049, MCGF2B= 1.19E-2,
PARAM YMN03B= 0.83 , MCN03B= 8.58E-2,
PARAM YMN02B= 0.896, MCN02B= 3.34E-2,
PARAM YMN20B= 0.314, MCN20B= 7.50E-2,

TMPMGS=37.
TMPMF2=37.
TMPMN3=30.
TMPMN2=30.
TMPMN0=30.

* Parameters mineralisation.
PARAM FCMN= 0.6, FC02= 0.
* Process parameter.
PARAM CHOICE= 2o
* Initial amounts.
INCON ICBIOS= 1.00E-4, ICBIOF= 4.9E-8
INCON ICGLUS= 5.19E-4, ICC02S= 0.0
INCON ICN03N= 3.80E-4, ICN02N= 0.0
, ICN20N= 0., ICN2N= 0.
* Simulation parameters.
METHOD RECT
TIMER FINTIM=450., OUTDEL=5., DELT=0.1, PRDEL=5.
* Output section.
PRINT TACAR, TANIT, CGLUC, CN03N, CN02N, CN20N, TUNF
OUTPUT PPN03N, PPN02N, PPN20N, PPN2N
PAGE GROUP, NTAB=O
OUTPUT ABIOS, ABIOF, AGLUC, AC02
PAGE GROUP, NTAB=O
OUTPUT ACINC, GACMIN
PAGE GROUP, NTAB=O
OUTPUT ANINC, GAN03A
PAGE GROUP, NTAB=O
* Initial calculations.
* Parameters expressed in biomass dry weight are converted into
* biomass carbon weight.
YMXGS =YMXGSB*FCBIOM
YMXGF2=YMGF2B*FCBIOM
YMXN03=YMN03B*FCBIOM
YMXN02=YMN02B*FCBIOM
YMXN20=YMN20B*FCBIOM
MCGS =MCGSB /FCBIOM
MCGF2 =MCGF2B/FCBIOM
MCN03 =MCN03B/FCBIOM
MCN02 =MCN02B/FCBIOM
MCN20 =MCN20B/FCBIOM
* Initial constants expressed in amount per weight of dry soil are
* converted into amounts.
IABIOS=ICBIOS*ASOLD
IABIOF=ICBIOF*ASOLD
IAGLUC=ICGLUS*ASOLD
IAC02 =ICC02S*ASOLD
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IAN03N=ICN03N*ASOLD
IAN02N=ICN02N*ASOLD
IAN20N=ICN20N*ASOLD
IAN2N =ICN2N *ASOLD

* Temperature correction.
UMXGLU
UMXN03
UMXN02
UMXN20

=UMXGLU*QlOUMX**((20.-TMPUGL)/10.)
=UMXN03*QlOUMX**((20.-TMPUN3)/10.)
=UMXN02*QlOUMX**((20.-TMPUN2)/10.)
=UMXN20*QlOUMX**((20.-TMPUN0)/10.)

MCGS =MCGS *QlOMC**((20.-TMPMGS)/10.)
MCGF2=MCGF2*QlOMC**((20.-TMPMF2)/10.)
MCN03=MCN03*QlOMC**((20.-TMPMN3)/10.)
MCN02=MCN02*QlOMC**((20.-TMPMN2)/10.)
MCN20=MCN20*QlOMC**((20.-TMPMN0)/10.)
DYNAMIC
NO SORT
**********************************************************************
* Calculation state variables.
**********************************************************************

* First the integrals of the different rates. These are calculated

* first in the execution of the program.

ABIOS=INTGRL(IABIOS,
ABIOF=INTGRL(IABIOF,
AGLUC=INTGRL(IAGLUC,
AC02 =INTGRL(IAC02
AN03N=INTGRL(IAN03N,
AN02N=INTGRL(IAN02N,
AN20N=INTGRL(IAN20N,
AN2N =INTGRL(IAN2N ,
ACINC=INTGRL(O.
ANINC=INTGRL(O.
I

I
I

SBIOS)
SBIOF)
SGLUC)
SC02 )
SN03N)
SN02N)
SN20N)
SN2N )
SCIN )
SNIN )

* Gross assimilation and mineralisation during the simulation.
GAN03A=INTGRL(O., RIN3AF)
GACMIN=INTGRL(O., TRCMN)

* Some balances and recalculations of variables.
* Net assimilated N.
ANBIO=FNBIOM/FCBIOM*(ABIOS+ABIOF)

* Mass balances of nitrogen and carbon.

TACAR=ABIOS+ABIOF+AGLUC+AC02
+ACINC
TANIT=ANBIO
+AN03N+AN02N+AN20N+AN2N+ANINC

* Concentrations.
CGLUC=AGLUC/AWAT
CN03N=AN03N/AWAT
CN02N=AN02N/AWAT
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* Because part of the nitrous oxide is not dissolved in the water but

* exists in the gas phase this must be corrected with the Bunsen
* equation.

CN20N=KWG3*AN20N/(KWG3*AWAT+VGAS)

* Recalculation into ppm N in the soil sample.
PPN03N=AN03N*l.E6/ASOLD
PPN02N=AN02N*l.E6/ASOLD
PPN20N=AN20N*l.E6/ASOLD
PPN2N =AN2N *l.E6/ASOLD

* Calculation of factors to set rates to zero, in which consumption of
* a compound is involved of which the concentration is almost zero.
IF (CGLUC .LE. 0.001*KGLUF2) THEN
ZCGLUC=O.
ELSE
ZCGLUC=l.
END IF
IF (CN03N .LE. 0.001*KN03N) THEN
ZCN03=0.
ELSE
ZCN03=1.
END IF
IF (CN02N .LE. 0.001*KN02N) THEN
ZCN02=0.
ELSE
ZCN02=1.
END IF
IF (CN20N .LE. 0.001*KN20N) THEN
ZCN20=0.
ELSE
ZCN20=1.
END IF
IF (ZCN03+ZCN02+ZCN20 .EQ. 0.) THEN
ZCNALL=O.
ELSE
ZCNALL=l.
END IF

**********************************************************************
* Calculation of rate variables.
**********************************************************************

* Choice and execution of the calculation of the growth rate and
* N-substrate consumption rates.
* If no nitrate is available no growth and maintenance occurs.
IF (ZCN03 .LE. 0.0) THEN
TUNF=O.O
RRDN03=0.0
RRDN02=0.0
RRDN20=0.0
ELSE
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IF (CHOICE .LT. 1.5) THEN
CALL REIJ(

KN02N ,
MCN02
ZCNALL,
TUNF
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

1

1

KGLUF2, KN03N,
YMXN20, MCN03,
ZCN02 ZCN20,
CN20N

UMXN20,
YMXN02,
ZCN03
CN02N
RRDN20)

UMXN02,
YMXN03,
ZCGLUC,
CN03N ,
RRDN02

UMXN03,
KN20N ,
MCN20 ,
CGLUC
RRDN03

ELSE IF (CHOICE .LT. 2.5) THEN
CALL GEDAFH(UMXGLU
KN02N
MCN02
ZCNALLI
TUNF

1

1

I

I

UMXN03
KN20N ,
MCN20
CGLUC
RRDN03,
1

I
I

UMXN02,
YMXN03,
ZCGLUC,
CN03N
RRDN02,
I

UMXN20
YMXN02,
ZCN03 ,
CN02N ,
RRDN20)
1

KGLUF2, KN03N
YMXN20 1 MCN03,
ZCN02 ZCN20,
CN20N

1

I
I

ELSE
CALL ONAFH(

UMXN03
KN02N , KN20N
MCN02 , MCN20 ,
CGLUC ,
TUNF , RRDN03,
1

1

UMXN02,
YMXN03
ZCGLUC,
CN03N ,
RRDN02,
1

UMXN20
YMXN02,
ZCN03 1
CN02N ,
RRDN20)
1

KGLUF2
YMXN20,
ZCN02 ,
CN20N ,
1

KN03N,
MCN03,
ZCN20,
...

END IF
* Assuring that output variables are set in the CSMP common block.
TUNF =TUNF
RRDN03=RRDN03
RRDN02=RRDN02
RRDN20=RRDN20
END IF
* Calculation of the gross growth rate.
RIBF=TUNF*ABIOF
* Calculation death rates of the biomass.
RDBS=YMXGS *MCGS *ABIOS
RDBF=YMXGF2*MCGF2*ABIOF
* Calculation of the net production rates of the biomass.
SBIOS=
-ROBS
SBIOF=RIBF-RDBF

* Calculation of the different C compounds.
* A fraction of the dead biomass-C becomes resistant dead organic
* matter.
SCIN=(1.-FCMN)*(RDBS+RDBF)
* The rest becomes partially glucose and partially C02.
TRCMN=FCMN*(RDBS+RDBF)
RIGD =(1.-FC02)*TRCMN
RIC2D=
FC02 *TRCMN
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* Dissimilative and assimilative glucose consumption for growth and
* maintenance.
RDGF=(TUNF/YMXGF2+MCGF2*ZCGLUC*ZCNALL*ZCN03)*ABIOF
* C02-C production rate from glucose for growth and maintenance.
RIC02F=RDGF-RIBF
* Net increase or decrease rate of glucose-C.
SGLUC=-RDGF+RIGD
* Net increase rate of C02-C.
SC02=RIC02F+RIC2D
* Calculation of the rates of the different N compounds.
* All the organic N of the dying biomass becomes unavailable.
SNIN=(FNBIOM/FCBIOM)*(RDBS+RDBF)
* Part of the N03-N is assimilated.
RIN3AF=(FNBIOM/FCBIOM)*RIBF
* Net decrease of nitrate, due assimilation and dissimilation.
SN03N=-RIN3AF-RRDN03*ABIOF
* Net increase or decrease of nitrite.
SN02N=(RRDN03-RRDN02)*ABIOF
* Net increase or decrease of nitrous oxide.
SN20N=(RRDN02-RRDN20)*ABIOF
* Net increase of dinitrogen.
SN2N=RRDN20*ABIOF
END
STOP
* Subroutines.
SUBROUTINE REIJ(
UMXN03,
$
KN02N , KN20N ,
$
MCN02 , MCN20
$
ZCNALL, CGLUC
$
TUNF , RRDN03,
I

I

UMXN02,
YMXN03,
ZCGLUC,
CN03N '
RRDN02,

UMXN20,
YMXN02,
ZCN03
CN02N
RRDN20)
I

I

KGLUF2, KN03N,
YMXN20, MCN03,
ZCN02 , ZCN20,
CN20N
I

IMPLICIT REAL (A-Z)
C**** Calculation of relative growth rate and electron acceptor
C**** consumption rate according to the model of Reijerink.
UN03F=UMXN03*CGLUC/(KGLUF2+CGLUC)*CN03N /(KN03N+CN03N )
GRN03=UN03F/
YMXN03 *ZCGLUC*ZCN03
UN02F=UMXN02*CGLUC/(KGLUF2+CGLUC)*CN02N**2/(KN02N+CN02N**2)
GRN02=UN02F/
YMXN02 *ZCGLUC*ZCN02
UN20F=UMXN20*CGLUC/(KGLUF2+CGLUC)*CN20N /(KN20N+CN20N )
GRN20=UN20F/(2.*YMXN20)*ZCGLUC*ZCN20
GRN=GRN03+GRN02+GRN20
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MRN03=
MCN03*ZCN03*ZCGLUC
MRN02=
MCN02*ZCN02*ZCGLUC
MRN20=0.5*MCN20*ZCN20*ZCGLUC
MRN=MRN03+MRN02+MRN20
RTOT=GRN+MRN
Kl=UMXN03/(KN03N+CN03N )
K2=UMXN02/(KN02N+CN02N**2)
K3=UMXN20/(KN20N+CN20N )
NOEM=Kl*CN03N+K2*CN02N**2+K3*CN20N
IF (ZCNALL .LE. 0.0) THEN
RRDN03=0.0
RRDN02=0.0
RRDN20=0.0
ELSE
RRDN03= Kl*CN03N *ZCN03*RTOT/NOEM
RRDN02=2.*K2*CN02N**2*ZCN02*RTOT/NOEM
RRDN20=2.*K3*CN20N *ZCN20*RTOT/NOEM
END IF
IF ((GRN03+MRN03) .LE. 0.) THEN
RBN03=0.
ELSE
RBN03=(GRN03/(GRN03+MRN03)*RRDN03*YMXN03)
END IF
IF ((GRN02+MRN02) .LE. 0.) THEN
RBN02=0.
ELSE
RBN02=(GRN02/(GRN02+MRN02)*RRDN02*YMXN02)
END IF
IF ((GRN20+MRN20) .LE. 0.) THEN
RBN20=0.
ELSE
RBN20=(GRN20/(GRN20+MRN20)*RRDN20*YMXN20)
END IF
TUNF=RBN03+RBN02+RBN20
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE GEDAFH(UMXGLU, UMXN03, UMXN02,
$
KN02N KN20N YMXN03,
$
MCN02 , MCN20 , ZCGLUC,
$
ZCNALLI CGLUC CN03N
$
TUNF , RRDN03 RRDN02,
I

I

I

1

I

UMXN20,
YMXN02,
ZCN03
CN02N
RRDN20)

1

I

KGLUF2, KN03N,
YMXN20, MCN03,
ZCN02 , ZCN20,
CN20N
I

IMPLICIT REAL (A-Z)
C****
C****
C****
C****

Calculation of growth rate and electron acceptor consumption
rates, under the assumption that the relative growth rate on one
electron acceptor partly depends on the concentrations of the
others.
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C**** First the mu is calculated as if only glucose is limiting.
UGLUC=UMXGLU*CGLUC/(KGLUF2+CGLUC)*ZCGLUC
C**** And mu is calculated as if only the N-substrates are limiting.
UN03F=UMXN03*CN03N/(KN03N+CN03N)*ZCN03
UN02F=UMXN02*CN02N/(KN02N+CN02N)*ZCN02
UN20F=UMXN20*CN20N/(KN20N+CN20N)*ZCN20
UNALL=UN03F+UN02F+UN20F
C**** Then the smallest mu is chosen and, if necessary, the mu•s on
C**** the different N-substrates are corrected.
IF (UNALL .LT. UGLUC) THEN
TUNF=UNALL
ELSE
TUNF=UGLUC
UN03F=UN03F*UGLUC/UNALL
UN02F=UN02F*UGLUC/UNALL
UN20F=UN20F*UGLUC/UNALL
END IF
C**** Calculation of the maintenances. The population uses the
C**** different N-substrates for maintenance according to their
C**** relative presence.
IF (ZCNALL .LE. 0.0) THEN
RDMN03=0.0
RDMN02=0.0
RDMN20=0.0
ELSE
TCONCN=CN03N*ZCN03+CN02N*ZCN02+CN20N*ZCN20
RDMN03=CN03N/TCONCN*MCN03*ZCN03*ZCGLUC
RDMN02=CN02N/TCONCN*MCN02*ZCN02*ZCGLUC
RDMN20=CN20N/TCONCN*MCN20*ZCN20*ZCGLUC
END IF
C**** Consumption of the different N-substrates, calculated with
C**** (relative) Pirt equations.
RRDN03=UN03F/YMXN03+RDMN03
RRDN02=UN02F/YMXN02+RDMN02
RRDN20=UN20F/YMXN20+RDMN20
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE ONAFH(
$
KN02N
$
MCN02
$
$
TUNF ,
I
I

UMXN03,
KN20N
MCN20
CGLUC
RRDN03,
I

I

I

UMXN02,
YMXN03,
ZCGLUC,
CN03N
RRDN02,
f

UMXN20,
YMXN02,
ZCN03
CN02N
RRDN20)
I

I

KGLUF2, KN03N,
YMXN20, MCN03,
ZCN02 ZCN20,
CN20N
I

I

IMPLICIT REAL (A-Z)
C****
C****
C****
C****
C****

Calculation of growth rate and electron acceptor consumption
rates, if it assumed that the relative growth rate on one
electron acceptor does not depend on the concentrations of the
other electron acceptors and that the carbon and nitrogen
substrates interact.
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C**** The relative growth rates are calculated with double Monad
C**** equations.
UN03F=UMXN03*CGLUC/(KGLUF2+CGLUC)*CN03N/(KN03N+CN03N)*ZCGLUC*ZCN03
UN02F=UMXN02*CGLUC/(KGLUF2+CGLUC)*CN02N/(KN02N+CN02N)*ZCGLUC*ZCN02
UN20F=UMXN20*CGLUC/(KGLUF2+CGLUC)*CN20N/(KN20N+CN20N)*ZCGLUC*ZCN20
C****
C****
C****
C****

The relative consumption rates are calculated with (relative)
Pirt equations. To keep the consumption rates independent from
the concentrations of the electron acceptors, the maintenance
is simply split in three parts.
RRDN03=UN03F/YMXN03+MCN03/3.*ZCN03*ZCGLUC
RRDN02=UN02F/YMXN02+MCN02/3.*ZCN02*ZCGLUC
RRDN20=UN20F/YMXN20+MCN20/3.*ZCN20*ZCGLUC
TUNF=UN03F+UN02F+UN20F

END JOB

RETURN
END
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APPENDIX C
ABBREVIATIONS OF THE DENITRIFICATION MODEL.

Variable Meaning

units

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
ABIOF

AN02N
AN03N
AS OLD

amount of denitrifiers in soil layer in terms
of Carbon
amount of strict aerobes in soil layer in
terms of Carbon
amount of carbon incorporated in the dead
bacteria in terms of Carbon; this C is not
available anymore
amount of carbon dioxide in terms of Carbon
amount of substrate-C in soil, added plus
endogenous; in this study added substrate is
glucose or gluconate; if a different substrate is used, the yield and maintenance
coefficients need be adapted
amount of dinitrogen-N in soil layer
amount of nitrous oxide-N in soil layer
amount of nitrogen incorporated in the living
bacteria.
amount of nitrogen incorporated in the dead
bacteria. This N is not available anymore
amount of nitrite-N in the soil water
amount of nitrate-N in the soil water
amount of ovendry soil in soil layer

AWAT

amount of water in soil layer

ABIOS
ACINC
AC02
AGLUC

AN2N
AN20N
ANBIO
AN INC

kg-C
kg-C
kg-C
kg-C
kg-C

kg-N
kg-N
kg-N
kg-N
kg-N
kg-N
kg
3
m H20

cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
C6H10.8N1.502.9

composition of Paracoccus denitrificans
which is used throughout this study to
chemically characterise all bacterial
mass in the soil
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CGLUC
CHOICE

-3
kg-C m H20

current concentration of glucose-C in the
water of soil layer
parameter to choose the desired way of
simulation of the growth rate and the
dissimilatory nitrogen consumption (!:subroutine REIJ, 2:subroutine GEDAFH 3:subroutine ONAFH)

-3
kg-N m H20

CN20N

current concentration of nitrous oxide-N in
the water of soil layer

CN02N

current concentration of nitrite-N in the
water of soil layer

kg-N m H20

CN03N

current concentration of nitrate-N in the
water of soil layer

kg-N m H20

-3
-3

ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff
FCBIOM

fraction of carbon in bacterial mass
(12.*6/150.2)

kg c
kg C6Hl0.8N1.502.9
-1

FCMN

fraction of the dying biomass-C which exists
in mineralisable form

kg-C h
-1

kg-C h
-1

FC02

fraction of the mineralising biomass which
exists in the form of C02

kg-C h
-1

FNBIOM

fraction of nitrogen in bacterial mass
(14*1.5/150.2)

kg-C h
kg N
kg C6H10.8N1.502.9

gggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggg
GACMIN
GAN03A
GRN

GRN20
GRN02
GRN03

total amount of carbon that has been
mineralised since the start of the simulation
total amount of nitrate-N that has been
assimilated since the start of the simulation
local variable in subroutine REIJ:
relative gross decrease rate of reducible
nitrogen compounds due to growth
(see NB at the end)
local variable in subroutine REIJ:
initial estimation of the relative gross
decrease rate of nitrous oxide due to growth
local variable in subroutine REIJ:
initial estimation of the relative gross
decrease rate of nitrite due to growth
local variable in subroutine REIJ:
initial estimation of the relative gross
decrease rate of nitrate due to growth
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kg-C
kg-N
kg-N
kg biom-C h
kg-0.5N
kg biom-C h
kg-N
kg biom-C h
kg-N
kg biom-C h

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
IABIOF
IABIOS
I AC02
IAGLUC
IAN2N
IAN20N
IAN02N
IAN03N
ICBIOF

initial amount of denitrifying bacteria in
soi 1 layer
initial amount of strict aerobic bacteria in
soi 1 layer
initial amount of carbon dioxide-C in soil
layer
initial amount of glucose-C in soil layer
(added plus endogenous)
initial amount of dinitrogen-N in soil
layer (added plus endogenous)
initial amount of nitrous oxide-N in soil
layer (added plus endogenous)
initial amount of nitrite-N in soil layer
(added plus endogenous)
initial amount of nitrate-N in soil layer
(added plus endogenous)
initial concentration of denitrifying
bacteria in soil layer

ICBIOS

initial concentration of strict aerobic
bacteria in soil layer

ICC02S

initial concentration of carbon dioxide-C in
soil layer

ICGLUS

initial concentration of glucose-C in soil
layer (added plus endogenous)

ICN2N

initial or endogenous concentration of
nitrogen in dinitrogen form in soil

ICN20N

initial or endogenous concentration of
nitrogen in nitrous oxide form in soil

ICN02N

initial or endogenous concentration of
nitrogen in nitrite form in soil

ICN03N

initial or endogenous concentration of
nitrogen in nitrate form in soil

kg-C
kg-C
kg-C
kg-C
kg-N
kg-N
kg-N
kg-N
kg-C
kg ovendry soil
kg-C
kg ovendry soil
kg-C
kg ovendry soil
kg-C
kg ovendry soil
kg N2-N
kg ovendry soil
kg N20-N
kg ovendry soil
kg N02-N
kg ovendry soil
kg N03-N
kg ovendry soil

kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
3

Kl

local variable in subroutine REIJ to
calculate the part each reducible nitrogen
compound has in total denitrification
(function of CN03N)

m H20
kg N03-N h
6

K2

local variable in subroutine REIJ to
calculate the part each reducible nitrogen
compound has in total denitrification
(function of CN02N)
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m H20
2

kg N02-N h

3

K3

KGLUF2

local variable in subroutine REIJ to
calculate the part each reducible nitrogen
compound has in total denitrification
(function of CN20N)
Monad coefficient of denitrifiers for glucose
under denitrifying circumstances

m H20
kg N20-N h
-3

KN20N

Monad coefficient for nitrous oxide

KN02N

Monad coefficient for nitrite

kg-C m H20
-3
kg-N m H20
-3
kg-N m H20

NB in subroutine REIJ its dimension is
different:

2 -6
kg-N m H20

KN03N

Monad coefficient for nitrate

kg-N m H20

KWG3

m gas in H20
Bunsen solubility coefficient of N20
(mol gas/m**3 H20)/(mol gas /m**3 air) or -->
(3=N20)
3
m gas in air

-3
3

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
MCGF2

maintenance coefficient on glucose for the
denitrifying biomass on carbon basis

MCGF2B

maintenance coefficient on glucose for the
denitrifying biomass on dry weight basis

MCGS

maintenance coefficient on glucose for the
strict aerobic biomass on carbon basis

MCGSB

maintenance coefficient on glucose for the
strict aerobic biomass on dry weight basis

MCN20

maintenance coefficient on nitrous oxide for
the denitrifying biomass on carbon basis

MCN20B

maintenance coefficient on nitrous oxide for
the denitrifying biomass on dry weight basis

MCN02

maintenance coefficient on nitrite for the
denitrifying biomass on carbon basis

MCN02B

maintenance coefficient on nitrite for the
denitrifying biomass on dry weight basis

MCN03

maintenance coefficient on nitrate for the
denitrifying biomass on carbon basis

MCN03B

maintenance coefficient on nitrate for the
denitrifying biomass on dry weight basis
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kg gluc-C
kg biom-C h
kg gluc-C
kg biom h
kg gluc-C
kg biom-C h
kg gluc-C
kg biom h
kg N20-N
kg biom-C h
kg N20-N
kg biom h
kg N02-N
kg biom-C h
kg N02-N
kg biom h
kg N03-N
kg biom-C h
kg N03-N
kg biom h

local variable in subroutine REIJ:
kg-N
relative gross decrease rate of reducible
nitrogen compounds due to maintenance
kg biom-C h
(see NB at the end)
local variable in subroutine REIJ:
kg-0.5N
MRN20
initial estimation of the relative gross
decrease rate of nitrous oxide due to
kg biom-C h
maintenance
local variable in subroutine REIJ:
MRN02
kg-N
initial estimation of the relative gross
decrease rate of nitrite due to
kg biom-C h
maintenance
local variable in subroutine REIJ:
MRN03
kg-N
initial estimation of the relative gross
decrease rate of nitrate due to
kg biom-C h
maintenance
nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
MRN

NOEM

local variable in subroutine REIJ to
calculate the part each reducible nitrogen
compound has in total denitrification

-1

h

pppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp
PPN2N

PPN20N

PPN02N

concentration of dinitrogen-N in soil layer
expressed as ppm-N
concentration of nitrous oxide-N in soil
layer expressed as ppm-N
concentration of nitrite-N in soil layer
expressed as ppm-N

6
10 kg N2-N

kg dry soil
6

10 kg N20-N
kg dry soil
6

10 kg N02-N
kg dry soil
6

PPN03N

concentration of nitrate-N in soil layer
expressed as ppm-N

10 kg N2-N
kg dry soil

qqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqq

Q10MC
Q10UMX

Q10 reduction factor for maintenance
coefficients
Q10 reduction factor for relative growth rates

rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
RBN20
RBN02

local variable in subroutine REIJ:
relative growth rate of the denitrifying
biomass on nitrous oxide
local variable in subroutine REIJ:
relative growth rate of the denitrifying
biomass on nitrite
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-1

h
-1

h

RBN03
RDBF
ROBS
RDGF
RDMN20

local variable in subroutine REIJ:
relative growth rate of the denitrifying
biomass on nitrate
gross decrease rate of living denitrifying
biomass
gross decrease rate of living strict aerobic
biomass
gross decrease rate of glucose-C due to
growth and maintenance of the denitrifying
biomass
local variable in subroutine GEDAFH:
relative gross decrease rate of nitrous oxide
due to maintenance

-1

h
-1

kg-C h
-1

kg-C h
-1

kg-C h
kg-N
kg biom-C h

RDMN02

local variable in subroutine GEDAFH:
relative gross decrease rate of nitrite due
to maintenance

kg-N
kg biom-C h

RDMN03

RIBF
RIC2D
RIC02F
RIGD
RIN3AF
RRDN20

local variable in subroutine GEDAFH:
relative gross decrease rate of nitrate due
to maintenance
gross increase rate of the denitrifying
biomass
gross rate of increase of carbon dioxide due
to mineralisation of biomass
gross rate of increase of carbon dioxide due
to maintenance and growth of the denitrifying
biomass
gross rate of increase of glucose-C due to
mineralisation of the dying biomass
gross rate of decrease of nitrate-N due to
assimilation
relative gross consumption rate of nitrous
oxide-N for growth and maintenance

RRDN02

relative gross consumption rate of nitrite-N
for growth and maintenance

RRDN03

relative gross consumption rate of nitrate-N
for growth and maintenance

RTOT

local variable in subroutine REIJ:
total relative gross decrease rate of
reducible nitrogen compounds due to
denitrification (see NB at the end)

kg-N
kg biom-C h
-1

kg-C h
-1

kg-C h
-1

kg-C h
-1

kg-C h
-1

kg-N h
kg N20-N
kg biom-C h
kg N02-N
kg biom-C h
kg N03-N
kg biom-C h
kg-N
kg biom-C h

ssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss
SBIOF
SBIOS
SCIN

net rate of change of amount of facultative
anaerobic bacteria (denitrifiers), in a soil
layer in terms of Carbon
net rate of change of amount of strict aerobic
bacteria in a soil layer in terms of Carbon
gross (and net) rate of increase of the
resistant organic-C
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-1

kg-C h
-1

kg-C h
-1

kg-C h

net rate of change of amount of carbon dioxide
in soil layer in terms of carbon
net rate of change of amount of substrate-C
in soil. In this study glucose or gluconate
net rate of change of dinitrogen-N in soil
layer
net rate of change of nitrous oxide-N in soil
layer
gross (and net) rate of increase of the
resistant organic-N

kg-N h

SN02N

net rate of change of nitrite-N in soil layer

kg-N h

SN03N

net rate of change of nitrate-N in soil layer

kg-N h

SC02
SGLUC
SN2N
SN20N
SNIN

-1

kg-C h
-1

kg-C h
-1

kg-N h
-1

kg-N h
-1
-1

-1

tttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt
TACAR
TAN IT
TCONCN
TMPMF2

TMPMGS
TMPMN2

total amount of carbon present in soil layer
kg-C
total amount of nitrogen present in soil layer
kg-N
local variable in subroutine GEDAFH:
-3
total concentration of N03-N, N02-N and N20-N
in the water of soil layer
kg-N m H20
temperature in degree Celsius at which the
maintenance coefficient on glucose for the
0
denitrifying biomass is given when
grown under anaerobic conditions (el.acc.
c
N03, N02, or N20)
temperature in degree Celsius at which the
maintenance coefficient on glucose for the
0
strict aerobic biomass is given
c
temperature in degree Celsius at which the
maintenance coefficient on nitrite for the
0
denitrifying biomass is given when
c
grown under anaerobic conditions (carbon and
energy source glucose)
0

TMPMN3

c

similar to TMPMN2, but now for nitrate
0

TMPMNO
TMPUGL

TMPUN2
TMPUN3
TMPUNO

similar to TMPMN2, but now for nitrous oxide
temperature in degree Celsius at which the
maximum relative growth rate of the denitrifiers with glucose and all nitrogenous
electron acceptors as substrates is given
similar to TMPUGL, but now as only electron
acceptor nitrite (to be reduced to nitrous
oxide)
similar to TMPUGL, but now as only electron
acceptor nitrate (to be reduced to nitrite)
similar to TMPUGL, but now as only electron
acceptor nitrous oxide (to be reduced to
dinitrogen)

c

0

c
0

0

0

c
c
c
-1

TRCMN

gross rate of mineralisation of the biomass-C

kg-C h

TUNF

total relative growth rate of the denitrifiers

h

-1
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uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu
UGLUC
UMXGLU

local variable in subroutine GEDAFH:
potential relative growth rate of denitrifiers in absence of N-limitation
maximum relative growth rate of denitrifiers

-1
h
-1
h

UMXN20
UMXN02
UMXN03
UN20F

UNALL
UN02F

UN03F

maximum relative growth rate of denitrifiers
on nitrous oxide as electron acceptor
maximum relative growth rate of denitrifiers
on nitrite as electron acceptor
maximum relative growth rate of denitrifiers
on nitrate as electron acceptor
local variable in subroutines:
relative growth rate of denitrifiers on
nitrous oxide
different meaning in subroutine REIJ:
initial estimate of this rate
local variable in subroutine GEDAFH:
potential relative growth rate of denitrifiers
in absence of glucose limitation
local variable in subroutines:
relative growth rate of denitrifiers on
nitrite
different meaning in subroutine REIJ:
initial estimate of this rate
local variable in subroutines:
relative growth rate of denitrifiers on
nitrate
different meaning in subroutine REIJ:
initial estimate of this rate

-1
h
-1
h
-1
h
-1
h
-1
h
-1
h

-1
h

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv
VGAS

volume of the gas space

3
m

yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy
YMGF2B
YMN20B
YMN02B
YMN03B
YMXGF2
YMXGS

maximum yield coefficient for glucose of the
denitrifiers on a dry weight basis

kg biomass

kg gluc-C
maximum yield coefficient for nitrous oxide of kg biomass
the denitrifiers on a dry weight basis
kg N20-N
maximum yield coefficient for nitrite of the
kg biomass
denitrifiers on a dry weight basis
kg N02-N
maximum yield coefficient for nitrate of the
kg biomass
denitrifiers on a dry weight basis
kg N03-N
maximum yield coefficient for glucose of the
kg biom-C
denitrifiers on a carbon weight basis
kg gluc-C
maximum yield coefficient for glucose of the
kg biom-C
strict aerobes on a carbon weight basis
kg gluc-C
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YMXGSB

maximum yield coefficient for glucose of the
strict aerobes on a dry weight basis

YMXN20

maximum yield coefficient for nitrous oxide
of the denitrifiers on a carbon weight basis

YMXN02

maximum yield coefficient for nitrite of the
denitrifiers on a carbon weight basis

YMXN03

maximum yield coefficient for nitrate of the
denitrifiers on a carbon weight basis

kg biomass
kg gluc-C
kg biom-C
kg N20-N
kg biom-C
kg N02-N
kg biom-C
kg N03-N

zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
ZCGLUC

ZCN20

ZCNALL

ZCN02

ZCN03

dimensionless factor to assure that rates in
which glucose consumption is involved are set
to zero if the glucose concentration is
extremely·low; value either 0 or 1
dimensionless factor to assure that rates in
which nitrous oxide consumption is involved
are set to zero if the nitrous oxide concentration is extremely low; value either 0 or 1
dimensionless factor to assure that rates in
which consumption of one of the reducible
nitrogen compounds is involved are set to zero
if the concentrations of each of these are
extremely low; value either 0 or 1
dimensionless factor to assure that rates in
which nitrite consumption is involved are set
to zero if the nitrite concentration is
extremely low; value either 0 or 1
dimensionless factor to assure that rates in
which nitrate consumption is involved are set
to zero if the nitrate concentration is
extremely low; value either 0 or 1

NB the dimension of the three variables GRN, MRN and RTOT is a bit
complicated because per molecule of N-compound only one atom of
nitrogen is taken into account for the calculation of the N-weight.
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Meaning of the subroutines
The three subroutines used represent three alternative ways to
calculate the growth rate and the consumption of the different
reducible nitrogen compounds for growth and maintenance. A
subroutine can be chosen by means of the variable CHOICE.
REIJ

(CHOICE=1) This subroutine describes the processes like
Reijerink has modelled them. His model is followed as closely
as possible.
GEDAFH (CHOICE=2) This subroutine describes the processes according
to the assumption that, if glucose is limiting to a certain
degree, the growth and maintenance rates on one N-compound
are also a function of the concentrations of the other
N-compounds.
ONAFH (CHOICE=3) This subroutine describes the processes according
to the assumption that growth and maintenance rates on each
N-compound are completely independent from the concentrations
of the other N-compounds.
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APPENDIX D
MINOR ERRORS IN THE PROGRAM OF REIJERINK (1985).

When analysing the program of Reijerink, I came across some
minor errors apart from other more principal objections. These errors
are summarised in this appendix. The severity of these errors is not
explicitly considered in this appendix. Probably none of them has any
serious consequences for the simulation results. Only the last error,
the wrongly dimensioned variables, might have more important
consequences. This depends on the correction chosen. The answer to
what the best correction is, is strongly interwoven with the
problematic aspects of the derivation of the model of Cho and Mi'lls
(1979). Sometimes the names of the variables of Reijerink are used.
The exact explanations of these are listed in his report.
Temperature correction of the electron acceptor consumption rate for
maintenance.
The consumption rates of substrates for maintenance of the
biomass have been determined at 37 degrees. To be able to use them at
twenty degrees the glucose consumption rates are corrected with a
reduction factor. The consumption rates of electron acceptors for
maintenance are, however, not corrected. This leads to strange
results, because the growth rates are corrected for the lower
temperature in the experiment. Thus the rates of the use of nitrogen
electron acceptors for maintenance never get below about 80 percent of
the use of these electron acceptors for growth, even at the moment the
denitrifying population is growing at maximum rate.
The initial amount of assimilated nitrogen.
The initial amount of nitrogen present in the biomass (IN03A) is
calculated in the dynamic part of the model. In the first place this
is not necessary, because it is a value that is only needed at the
start of the simulation. But a more serious objection is the fact
that, because it is not calculated initially, it is also not yet known
at the moment the integral of the amount of assimilated nitrogen
(N03A) is calculated for the first time, i.e. the moment the integral
is filled with its initial value. Because this initial value is not
known the computer sets this value to zero. This leads to negative
values for the assimilated nitrogen, if the total biomass becomes less
than the initial amount. The solution to this problem is to move the
expression into the initial section of the program.
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APPENDIX E
EXAMPLE OF AN OUTPUT OF GENSTAT FITTING PROGRAM.
GENSTAT V RELEASE 4.048 COPYRIGHT 1984
LAWES AGRICULTURAL TRUST (ROTHAMSTED EXPERIMENTAL STATION)
1 'REFERENCE' OTTEN
2 'VARIATE' NITR, TIME $ 8
3 'INPUT'2
4 'READ/P,NUN=Q' NITR, TIME
5 'INPUT'l
6 'VARIATE' LNNITR $ 8
7 'CALCULATE' LNNITR=LOG(NITR)
8 'SCALAR' LNR0=1.
: RGR=0.1
9 'VARIATE' SS=0.01,0.0009 :LOW=*,0.00025
10 'MODEL' FIT $ LNNFIT=LNRO-LOG(RGR)+LOG(EXP(RGR*TIME)-1)
11 'OPTIMIZE/NPAR=2,ITER=40,PRINT=PF' MODEL=FIT; PARAM=LNRO,RGR;
12
STEPS=SS; Y=LNNITR; Z=LNNFIT ; LOWER=LOW
13 'RUN'

IDENTIFIER
NITR
TIME

MINIMUM
18.0
1.000

MEAN
114.0
4.500

MAXIMUM
253.0
8.000

VALUES

MISSING

8
8

0

0

***** NON-LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS *****
*** PARAMETER ESTIMATES ***

LNRO
RGR

RESIDUAL

ESTIMATE

S.E.

2.66582
0.17557

0.07099
0.02379

CORRELATIONS
1.0000
-0.8763 1.0000

OF

ss

MS

6

0.056150

0.009358

*** FITTED VALUES AND RESIDUALS ***
UNIT

OBSERVED

FITTED

RESIDUAL

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

2.8904
3.5264
3.8712
4.3694
4.7707
5.1059
5.2832
5.5334

2.7549
3.5397
4.0393
4.4237
4.7461
5.0301
5.2884
5.5284

0.1355
-0.0133
-0.1681
-0.0543
0.0246
0.0758
-0.0052
0.0050

14

'CLOSE'

*END OF OTTEN. MAXIMUM OF 1266 DATA UNITS USED AT LINE 11 (31502 LEFT)
(This appendix is referred to in chapter 13)
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